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Yesterday a letter was faxed to a lot of people, apparently. 
Chuck and Mary give their return number as FAX 1-704-898- 
42 11. I t  showed up on my doorstep very late last night so we 
will address i t  'first" this morning. 

S A N C T I O N S  A N D  C.O.U.P.E.S. 
SPECIFICA! ,LY THE C L I N T O N S  

INSIDE THIS ISSUE 

I do not presume to atlswer questions FOR Mr. Jackson or 
anyone else-nor do I apree with many things from a lot of 
people with whom we shai e and work. Some of you have turned 
Mr. Jackson into some kind of an encyclopaedic guru and 
others simply want confir .nation and information. This is what 
we are here for, readers, b l ~ t  not to specifically attend everyone's 
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ratory and other campus locations. 

VOODOO 

In a bizarre article from the July 10 edition 
of THE SUNDAY EXAMINER AND CHRONICLE, 
written by David Usborne, ARCADIA, Louisi- 
ana-[quoting: ] 

7/28/94 RICK MARTIN employee deadwood and lard. IBM has since The three sisters were on 1-20, just east of 
slashed nearly 50,000 jobs or nearly 16 per- Dallas, in the early hours when i t  happened. 

FEDERAL TRACKING cent of i t s  payroll. Myra Crawford, who was driving, started to act 
Still, such sweeping statements from the strangely, trying to veer the car into oncoming 

In a n  article from the July 13 edition of boss are oversimplifications, say many man- traffic and off the sides of bridges. 
THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, [quoting:] agement consultants and strategists. In their Then the steering wheel squirmed into life 

Federal investigators have unraveled lu- view, businesses should do less chopping and and started to pummel her, before mutating 
crative schemes to illegally convert food stamps more selective weeding. into a monstrous demon. The apparition 
into cash in  Maryland, the only state that  uses  Other big layoffs announced this year came sprang from the  dashboard, mounted the 
electronic banking technology to deliver wel- from Digital Equipment Corp., GTE Corp., Pa- crazed Crawford and began its possession of 
fare benefits. cific Bell, Nynex and AT&T. her. It was exactly as the women had feared. 

The Clinton Administration, seeking to re- The previous evening-March 17, St. Patrick's 
duce welfare fraud and abuse, wants to ex- SCANNERS Day-they had fled from their hometown of 
pand the paper-free electronic benefits trans- Arcadia in northwestern Louisiana, convinced 
fer, or EBT, to recipients nationwide by the In a n  article from the July edition of the that a n  evil spirit was pursuing them. 
end of the  decade. READER'S DIGEST, written by Lars-Erik Nelson Most of what is  known of their journey- 

But federal court records from four laun- for NEWSDAY, [quoting:] including a decision, halfway, to abandon their 
dering cases in Maryland suggest the switch The technology needed to detect guns in- terrified children with strangers-has been 
from paper food stamps to an electronic card visibly i s  coming, a n  outgrowth of research told by the women to lawyers, friends and the 
h a s  not deterred some recipients from selling done for U.S. Navy nuclear submarines. police. 
their benefits to unscrupulous retailers for Raytheon Company's sonar division i s  work- But only one thing was recorded for cer- 
cash. ing on a civilian device that could be used in tain: Myra Crawford's admission, just after 

However, EBT may make it easier to catch schools, banks and convenience stores, or dawn, to a suburban Dallas hospital. Both her 
the cheats. even by officers on the street. eyes were missing. 

Food stamp recipients in Maryland are "You could build the detectors into the Four months later, the events of that night 
given an electronic card and their benefits are walls," says a source with knowledge of the still haunt Arcadia, a remote town with a 
automatically credited to their account at the project. 'You could walk by people while population of 3,000, otherwise famous only as 
first of the  month. carrying a detector in your suitcase. You the place where Bonnie and Clyde were gunned 

To buy groceries, they present the Inde- could drive by in a van. It would be totally down. The Crawford sisters-Myra, 30, who 
pendence Card to a n  authorized retailer, who nonobtrusive. People wouldn't even know will be blind for life, Doretha, 34, and Beverly, 
r uns  it through a tracking device that records they were being scanned." 35-have retreated to a shuttered brick house 
the card number, date, time and amount. The The technological frisk is not the only high- on Evangeline Drive, a scrubby cul-de-sac on 
recipient enters a personal identification num- tech crime-fighter in  the works. Alliant the black side of the railway tracks. 
ber to complete the transaction. Techsystems of Minnesota, which also does Neighbors, slumped in the boiling summer 

Federal investigators and prosecutors say sonar work for the Navy, has a project to place air on their porches, hesitate to talk of the 
the EBT system provides a complete audit trail microphones on city telephone poles. At the affair. Some even run away, afraid, because 
of all transactions, allowing them to better sound of a gunshot, computers would triangu- this i s  hoodoo business. 
identify trafficking patterns and food stamp late the exact location and radio it to police. But the secretive world of hoodoo-a rural 
recipients who sell their benefits. No need to wait for a witness to dial 91  1. variant of the voodoo religion practiced in 

Police could be on the scene before perpetra- Haiti and even New Orleans-may soon be laid 
CORPORATE tors flee or before victims bleed to death. open for all to see if, as expected, authorities 

RESTRUCTURING David Boyd of the National Institute of in Dallas decide this week to pursue charges 
Justice reports promising work on a "safe of criminal blinding against Doretha and 

In a n  article from Southern California's gun". With miniaturized recognition technol- Beverly. 
DAILY NEWS, dated July 26 and written by ogy it could be fired only by its legal owner. The accused pair's lawyer, Lela Washing- 
David Dishneau, CHICAGO-[quoting:] Over the past 20 years, about one-fifth of ton, confirmed that if prosecuted her clients 

Paper pushers, beware. The rush to re- police officers murdered by a firearm were would plead not guilty. Crucial to the defense 
engineer Big Business is putting corporate shot with their own weapons or guns taken would be the argument that all three women 
bureaucrats on the firing line. from fellow officers. were victims of an  evil hoodoo hex and the 

Lawyers, accountants, data technicians blinding was the work of the demon, or indeed 
and other number crunchers are the latest NEW SOUAD of Satan himself. 
layoff targets as big companies reduce their ON CAMPUS What set the sisters on their course origi- 
management staffs to become more respon- nally was a visit by Beverly Crawford to a local 
sive to customers.' In an article from the July 27 edition of hoodoo doctor called Benny in the hope of 

The largely white-collar computer and tele- THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION, finding a cure for recurring headaches. She 
communications industries have announced BERKELEY, CA-[quoting:] was told that she was suffering because she 
a t  least 78,000 layoffs this year, and other The University of California here has formed was under assault by demons who were trying 
industries are following. a new tactical police squad to handle the kind to possess her. The revelation terrified the 

At Amoco Corp., which announced 4,500 of major emergences that have rocked Berke- women, and soon afterward their father, 
mostly white-collar layoffs last week-the pe- ley and other urban-campuses in recent years. Chester, recommended that they flee and find 
troleum company's second major round of cuts  The creation of the High Risk Entry Team sanctuary with another sister in Dallas. 
since mid- 1992-Chairman H. Laurance Fuller was prompted by two incidents. In 1990, a But their journey was hellish from the 
said too many people were 'tossing pieces of student was killed when a gunman h Id 33 beginning. 
paper back and forth and not having a whole people hostage in a campus-area bar. In Q?2, When they checked into a motel in Tyler on 
lot of impact on  the business." 

'5 
a community activist armed with a mdcwdte the other side of the state line in Texas, their 

Such seemingly straight talk from a corpo- broke into the home of Chamg Lin-?i&, five children started to see things. It was then 
rate chieftain i s  rare. Not since former IBM Berkeley's chancellor, and was killed by po- that the women ordered everyone back in the 
Chairman John F. Akers decreed in 199 1 there lice. car, found a house with a cross in front of it 
were "too many people standing around the The team is  part of the university police and left the children at  the door. 
water cooler waiting to be told what to do" had department's Special Response Unit and has  A s  they were getting close to Dallas the 
the public heard a prominent executive decry been training at  the Lawrence. B&ky Labo- possession of MyraCrawford occurred. Beverly 
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Crawford and Doretha Crawford apparently 
beat the car into submission and managed 
also to calm their sister. 

The three then hitched a ride closer into 
Dallas i n  a truck, and were directed to a house 
that also served as an  ad hoc church. It is in 
this place, the home of one Maddy Bradfield, 
that Myra Crawford apparently, through what- 
ever means, lost her sight for good. 

It is a sequence that rings entirely true to 
David Otto, a professor of religion at  Cente- 
nary College in  Shreveport. He notes that in 
voodoo teaching, when a person becomes pos- 
sessed by a spirit, he  or she becomes the 
spirit's horse. 

'In hoodoo lore, the spirit i s  riding on your 
shoulders. and to rid the person of that spirit, 

because they face persecution in such places erb, but Maurice Levesque might have some- 
a s  Brazil, Turkey, Colombia, Hong Kong, Iran thing here. 
and Russia. "When you grow ginseng, you go to the 

Since there i s  already an asylum back-log bank," said the marketing vice-president of 
of nearly 1 million people, a would-be immi- Vancouver-based Canadian Imperial Ginseng 
grant could slip into the country by claiming Products. "When you grow marijuana, you go 
homosexuality, getting awork permit and then to jail.' 
waiting years before his or her claim i s  heard. The ginseng root can yield up to $165,000 

Not least, the new rules for homosexuals an  acre in gross revenues-making i t  the 
also give fresh ammunition to conservatives, world's most profitable legal agricultural crop. 
especially the Christian right, who have worked Cultivating ginseng for the Asian market 
up  so much fury over Clinton's tolerance of has become a lucrative industry in British 
gays and lesbians in the military. Now they Columbia-about $30 million ayear and grow- 
see a president who would deny political asy- ing. 
lum to Chinese opponents of abortion but At a retail level, the industry is worth 
would grant it to Chinese homosexuals. What about $2.7 billionworldwide, with North Ameri- 
fun the family-values folks will have with that1 can ginseng comprising 20 percent ($540 mil- 

you eithe; [don't try this] cut  the head off, lion). 
which was not appropriate in this case, or you GINSENG Although gaining popularity in other cul- 
gouge their eyes out. tures, ginseng is used mainly by people in 

'You won't be a good horse any more be- In a n  article from the July 19 edition of Asian countries or of Asian background. The 
cause you can't see, and so the spirit leaves. Ifyou THE MONTREAL GAZETTE, [quoting:] Chinese have been using the root they call the 
believed in hoodoo, eye-gouging would have been It's not exactly an  ancient Chinese prov- elixir of life for more than five centuries. - - - -  
the appropriate response to possession." 

0 t io  is hesitant to answer the obvious 
question: Almost two centuries after the intro- 
duction from West Africa and Ha i t i  of voodoo 
and hoodoo to the Southern United States, Government's Business 
how widespread are these practices today? 
But he does venture that  in rural corners such 
as Arcadia, reliance on hoodoo spiritualists, 
as a backup to the Christian religion and 
medical doctors, i s  likely still to be common. IS TO CONTROL 

RENO*S ASYLUM 

In a column written by Lars-Erik Nelson, 
from the July 10 edition of THE DENVER POST, 
(quoting:] 

While Coast Guard cutters were stopping 
boatloads of desperate Haitians on the high 
seas, Attorney General Janet  Reno set  a new 
basis for claiming refuge in the U.S.: homo- 

7130194 ED CLEARY the business of defense, police and courts, so 
the government's 'customers' are military ag- 

GOLD PRICE ON SAT.. J U L Y  30. 1994 gressors, criminals and civil litigants. If there 
N.Y. COMEX: $383.0010~. were no foreign military threat, no crime and 

new civil lawsuits, the government would have 
DO YOU TRULY WANT no 'customers' and would shrink in size and 

TO UNDERSTAND? authority. In the defense/police/court busi- 
ness the government is a monopoly. Nobody - - - - 

sexuality. Relative to a n  article titled 'A Theoretical else i s  alliwed to compete-the only way for a 
In a directive to the U.S. Board of Immigra- Conversation Between an Individual and the monopoly to increase is to increase the cus- 

tion Appeals, Reno wrote that 'an individual NWO (New World Order)" in a recent Leading tomer base by creating new laws to apply to 
who ha s  been identified as homosexual and Edge, 1 present these pertinent considerations. new people-laws which are all but impossible 
persecuted by h i s  or her government for that There are so many and such varied laws in for the public to obey, thus technically creat- 
reason alone may be eligible for relief under this  country that  i t  is impossible to obey all of ing a nation of criminals." 
the refugee laws on the basis of persecution them. 
because of membership in a social group." Logically and intelligently one would think IT'S THE SYSTEM 

We have long granted political and reli- that laws are enacted to preserve order or to 
giousasylum to oppressed peoplesfrom around restore it. I t  is most difficult to think that the The usual citizen goes about muttering 
the world. There is even a precedent for sex- opposite is true, that laws are passed to create and mumbling that he  does not know what it 
oriented asylum. Under the George Bush disorder and chaos. is  all about, what i s  happening, what went 
Administration, we had kind of heterosexual wrong and how it is to be corrected. I t  i s  quite 
asylum: Chinese were granted refuge on THE M O R E  LAWS impossible to understand the true answer to 
grounds they opposed forced abortions. They THE M O R E  CRIMINALS any of these questions if you think all of this  
only had to say they feared persecution for legislation is for your benefit. 
wanting more than  one child. In the "conversation" referred to above, it NOW HEAR THIS. I t  ain't the way you 

Many homosexuals can demonstrate a more went like this: The New World Order fellow think it is. The system (government, finance, 
credible fear of persecution than some of the says, "You broke one of our laws. Well, what religion, education, information, welfare and 
refugees who have already been admitted with- do you think they're for? We want them bro- medicine) is designed to harm you while at the 
out  much question. After all, Hitler targeted ken. We're after power and we mean it. There same time causing you to think you are being 
homosexuals along with Jews and Gypsies for is no way to rule innocent men. The only helped (actual brain-wash and mind-control). 
extinction in  the Holocaust. In a few coun- power government has  i s  in the power to crack If you want to understand how we got to 
tries-most notably Iran-homosexuals face down on criminals. Well, when there aren't where we are, then read CONTACT regularly. 
repression and possibly death a t  the hands of enough criminals, one has  to make more of Follow the trail of the Khazar-Zionist-Bolshe- 
their government. them. One declares so many things to be a vik anti-God and anti-Civilization groupings. 

But  still  ... homosexual asylum? This crime that it becomes impossible for men to Watch the powerful war and money and drug 
smacks more of special-interest lobbying than live without breaking laws. Who wants a crowd move parallel with them for the most 
of any strategy to bring logic to American's nation of law-abiding citizens? What's there part. 
changeable, chaotic rules on political asylum. in that  for anyone? Ju s t  pass the kind of laws If you want to understand what they have 

Like the since-repealed Bush policy on that  can neither be observed nor enforced nor in store for you for the next six years read 
abortion foes, the new category for homosexu- objectively interpreted, and you create a na- CONTACT regularly. Be alert to all informa- 
als i s  an invitation to massive immigration tion of lawbreakers-THEN YOU CASH I N  ON tion coming from the CFR, the Trilats, the 
fraud. THE GUILT. Now, that's the system and the Bilderbergers and all the  other Elite organiza- 

According to OUT magazine, hundreds of game, and once you understand it, you'll be tions and publications. Make not the mistake 
homosexuals have already filed asylum claims much easier to deal with. Government is in of not accepting the statements at full face 
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value. They do what they say. enemies and accept them at  full value. Ex- before the U.S. Supreme Court overturned 
ample: The Protocols of Zion. Check 'em out capital punishment in 1972, creates new ones 

HOW "GUILTY" ARE YOU? and you will understand the who and what such as carjacking slayings, drive-by shooting 
and how of the present state of the world. murders and drug-traffickers who deal large 

A key word in the quoted paragraph is  Argue with me about the red herring of forgery amounts of drugs even if they are not directly 
"guilt". The NWO person picks it out cleanly and you will never understand anything. Other connected to any specific death. 
and explains how it is being used on a day to samples: the holocaust, "anti-semitism", de- *Toss third-time violent and drug felons in 
day basis: mocracy, socialism and on into infinity. prison for life, if the third conviction is in 

"Guilt produces passivity, and makes man A soverign, knowing individual can never federal court. Would allow the early release of 
programmed for defeat. The importance of be enslaved within any lie. some prisoners over 70 if they have served a t  
this  for totalitarianism cannot be overempha- least 30 years. 
sized. If a whole society can be made to feel "POSTSCRIPT" *Provide $10.5 billion for prisons, includ- 
guilty, i t  will be unable to withstand a n  en- ing $8.7 billion in a state prison building grant 
slaving state. I t  is ripe for conquest. This has  During November of 1993 (and since), the program and $1.8 billion to reimburse states 
long been recognized as the most successful United States Congress has  been passing a that incarcerate criminal illegal alliens. 
method of rendering men passive and pliable, series of Crime Laws-essentially passing the *Ban 19 named types of assault-style fire- 
incapable of resistance to state domination Omnibus Crime Control Act in pieces instead arms and dozens of others that are deemed by 
and control. As guilt produces impotence, it of as a single piece of legislation. On November the government to meet the characteristics of 
also leads people to call for more controls from 4, 1993, it was announced that the govern- such firearms. It would limit magazine capac- 
the state. The passive population is not only ment ha s  allotted $22.3 billion dollars over ity to 10 rounds. 
malleable, yielding and submissive-it posi- the next five years, in which $3 billion is for *Provide $7.4 billion for crime-prevention 
tively welcomes state intervention. The guilty, regional prisons and $1 billion for boot (con- programs. Includes $1.8 billion for the Vio- 
perceiving themselves unable to solve life's centration) camps." lence Against Women Act and $1.8 billion for 
problems (which have been created by the You are smarter than you were before you Local Partnership Act grants. 
state), will welcome being'saved" by the state. started reading this item. 
There is no way to disarm any man except [END OF QUOTING] 
through guilt. If a m a n  ha s  ever stolen a dime, Right under our national noses today a 
you can impose on him the punishment in- massive $30+ billion crime bill is soon to You are programmed to accept this and 
tended for a bank robber and he will take it. If become law. These are the major provisions: believe that this law i s  to stop or prevent 
we teach a man that  it's evil to look at spring crime. Not me! A hundred-thousand more 
flowers and he  believes u s  and then he  does it, [QUOTING:] cops mean more arrests and more criminals 
well  be able to do whatever we please with and more judges and courts and more prisons. 
him. He won't fight. But save u s  from the man *Authorize 100,000 more law officers on The federalgovernment is the biggest criminal 
who lives up  to his own standards and the man of the beat. Intended for community policing in the crime business and not one cent is 
clean conscience. He's the man who11 beat us." with officers getting to know the neighbor- allocated to catch the largest fish in the pond. 

If anyone of you wish truly to understand hoods they patrol. And if you imagine that the health care crimi- 
the questions presented priorly then give con- *Create about five dozen new death pen- nals are interested in your health, it i s  time to 
centrated attention to the statements of your alty categories. Restores some that existed have you placed in the closest looney bin. 
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TO DO IT FOR YOU. If vou DEMAND IT oe 
accompli$hed in  the honkst goodness of free- 

Working Together For dom under goodness-YOU WILL CREATE 
THAT WHICH BECOMES YOUR FUTURE AND 
INFINITE JOURNEY! 

God's Plan 2000 
7/26/94 #1 HATONN will have experienced people who KNOW al- 

readv. how to do a vaver from editing. order. 
OUICKLY A S  A WINK diviiiibn and layout.* we are NOT I N  C ~ M P E T I :  

TION WITH ANYONE-ESPECIALLY SUCH AS 
"....AS QUICKLY AS A WINK- SPOTLIGHT-BUT WILL WORK WITH ALL. 

IT'S LATER THAN YOU THINK .... .I" Readers, it is THE ONLY WAY you are going to 
get information scattered around sufficiently 

GOD HAS A PLAN 2000 

Yes indeed, 1 know what it is. I am commis- 
sioned to see to it that i t  is put into place and 
so, friends, shall it be. 1 care not who BE- 
LIEVES I exist-I EXIST! I AM who I say I am 
and we will have that which we need-OR, THE 
ADVERSARY IS GOING TO LOSE HIS SHIRT, 
PANTS AND SHOES-AND SOME WILL, I N  
THEIR IN-FIGHTING-LOSE THEIR HEADS! 
Does this  mean that I will "bump 'em off"? No! 
We will do it all with the WORD. 

- 
for impact: COOPERATION1 YOU HAVE NO 
FOCUS CAPABILITY I N  THIS CONTROLLED 
MEDIA WORLD-YOU HAVE TO CREATE ONE! 

Funding? Everybody is so hung u p  on NO 
funding as to fail to go forth and CREATE that 
which you need. However, ones are coming 
into the picture right on schedule who CAN 
provide that  which you need. Let u s  consider 
for a minute, the Committee of 17 who con- 
trols so much wealth as  to boggle any Earth 
mind. 

I t  will behoove those on that  team to turn  
to OUR NEEDS. That Committee, unlike the 

HOW. WITH THE WORD? other Greedy-grabbers, is made up of BRIL- 
LIANT individuals! They are "chosen" because 

I think if you consider the possibilities of of their abilities to a t t h  wealth, power and 
such fulfillment of an  "idea" as coalition and overall mental brilliance to think out these 
collaboration of the various "papers" and 'let- wondrous schemes-to control the world. But, 
ters" worthy of public notice (1 speak not of the they can't do it alone, NOW. It will behoove 
money-makers in intent, although some of them to swing support around to the funda- 
those have exceptional writers)-I speak of mental task at  hand for you-the-people. YOU 
ones such as New American View with Victor do not need all the MASSES-you just need to 
Marchetti and Lyke Reportwith Mr. Lyke, Amen- hold the power and to make these who already 
can 's  Bulletin, Refounding Amendment hold the power WANT TO DO IT YOUR WAY! 
(Silverhawk), World Intelligence Review This bunch, no matter how monied, brilliant 
(Coleman) and thus  and so-I think you get or in  control-must have support and backup 
the ideaof'who". Now, next you have ENOUGH to achieve anything-most especially freedom 
funding to pull these writers into unity (with- to continue, EVEN in their own game. 
out need of controversial advertising) and move 
to, say, a daily paper or whatever is  needed. GOD NEEDS VERY LITTLE 
Ones who are exceptional in some subjects 
will take the lead in  that  subject material and In return, God's people will have that which 
work with the others to choose THE outlay of secures them-without force as to use of in- 
THAT information. This would not be entered put. This is a NEGLIGIBLE amount of wealth 
as 'under" one Journalist, such as "Hatonn". compared to that which exists. AFTER ALL, 
It would REALLY HONOR the ones in partici- THESE PEOPLE HAVE TO HAVE CERTAIN 
pation-with whole sections of the paper which THINGS WITH WHICH TO MAKE THIS JOUR- 
simply allows for the same information, and NEY WORTH-WHILE OR EVEN FEASIBLE. 
MORE, to flow through one conduit. If you WITHOUT A NATION-THERE IS NO NEED TO 
then pool all of the mailing lists and subscrib- CONTROL IT. ONCE AMERICA (THIS IN- 
ers, you can reach the BUNCHES of citizens. CLUDES CANADA, MEXICO, ETC.) IS UNDER 
THIS could be done from all locations. I t  i s  THE FULL CONTROL OFTHE SATANISTAS-IT 
simply that funding has  t a  be set aside, pooled, IS OVER. 
whatever-so that  you unify the material into 
a single focus-made u p  of the prime informa- RONN JACKSON 
tion participants. 

These people already know HOW to pro- Don't do "thisn, readers! You are NOT 
duce a paper or magazine. However, we are going to HAVE A SAVIOR1 Not Hatonn, not 
not interested in out-of-sight UFO drivel and Ronn Jackson, not Ronn's buddy who is six- 
that  type of 'just getting writings into print". feet-7-inches tall running around right now, 
This paper would be so carefully edited by not "a" Christ-man, and not GOD-is going to 
these compilers that no space or time is  wasted whisk you away, force (with weapons or any- 
on garbage, other than as filler for your amuse- thing else) to SAVE YOU. YOU WILL GET 
ment. INFORMED AND SAVE SELVES OR YOU WILL 

This i s  simply a n  "idean of how it could NOT BE SAVED! These "people" represent 
work-NOT necessarily how it actually will LEADERS who have come into seeing the way 
work. CONTACT was  bir thed for  th i s  very to do the job-and are willing to show you. 
purpose  a n d  will be  t u rned  over to  be used However, the moment of readiness MUST BE 
as such. These people are tired-bone tired- SEIZED. TOMORROW MAY WELL BE TOO 
getting i t  this far, as avoice. A s  we gear up  we LATE-WHILEYOU WAIT FOR SOMEONE ELSE 

BATTLE O N  "THEIR" TERMS 

This does not mean to battle a lie with a lie, 
for instance. IT MEANS BATTLE ACCORDING 
TO THE MODE OF OPERATIONS-BUT WITH 
TRUTH AGAINST THE LIE. To tell a lie a dozen 
ways or a thousand times-DOES NOT MAKE 
IT TRUTH! YOU CAN REVISE THE RECORD 
BOOKS TO REFLECTUREVISION" OR REWRIT- 
ING OF FACTS BUT IT CHANGES NOT ONE 
IOTA OF THE TRUTH OF IT! Example today: 
The Congressional bunch has  RULED TODAY 
that Vince Foster's death was, according to 
Fiske, a SUICIDE. THIS RULING DOES NOT 
MAKE THE MURDER WITH USE OF TWO GUN- 
SHOTS A SUICIDE-IT SIMPLY MAKES THE 
PARTICIPANTS IN THE GAME OF IDIOCY- 
FOOLS AND LIARS1 Is this "rightn? No, but 
sometimes the DISTRACTION to make it right 
at the given moment in time-is more devas- 
tating to other portions of the 'plav" as to 
make it unworthy of further battle. 

You are on the ragged edge of pulling down 
a presidency. Should i t  be pulled down? Yes, 
BUT, UANARCHY" is a n  almost  insurmount- 
able  happening1 You are trying, even if you 
don't realize it, to bring about a currency 
foundation and myriads of OTHER things- 
where all can be destroyed by misdirection. 

BUT J U P I T E R  WAS 
A FARCE. ETC. 

Indeed, now as it were-WE had a lot to do 
with scrambling 'their" little distraction. No 
deadly death-rays yesterday? Good for us. We 
stopped the major explosive capabilities of . 

your weird, sick anti-civilization, anti-human- 
ity players at 150 miles off your surface. 1 am 
not going to explain that statement-go back 
and get the journals and READ THEM FOR 
YOURSELF. Quit asking somebody else to 
interpret YOUR OPINIONS! GET A LIFE! 

BLUE BEAM 

Jus t  through publication of the heinous 
little scheme [called Project Blue Beam] has 
caused the big shots to have to shelve the plan 
as written in their scripts. That does not mean 
that it won't happen-it means they have to 
work harder to cover the truth and fool all of 
the people1 It was supposed to have happened 
as far back as 1983-so we make progress with 
every day postponement has  to be allowed. 
[Editor's note: For background on Project Blue 
Beam see the Front Page story of the 6/ 14/94 
CONTACT. We have completelq sold out of our 
reserve stock of that issue of the CONTACT, 
because of the Project Blue Beam story, and 
thus plan to reprint that story in a n  upcoming 
CONTACT when the space and timing are ap- 
propriate. So, stay turned if you missed the 
original out1ay;the crooks are a crazy bunch! ] 

Stop picking at daring reporters who take 
the risk and tell you about things which don't 
happen. Information is ALL THAT PREVENTS 
THEM FROM HAPPENING--FOR ALL IS NOW 
CAPABLE OF CONTROL BY AND FROM EARTH 
FUNCTION. Every time the adversarial anti- 
civilization nerdniks have to call off a dirty 
deed-YOU WIN! KEEP UP YOUR RIDICULE 
AND PRATTLE ABOUT THAT WHICH APPEARS 
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TO NOT HAPPEN-ANDYOU ARE LOST, READ- 
ERS-DEAD LOST. 

N E G O T I A T I O N S  

Does all t h i s  mean tha t  "Hatonn" i s  willing 
to "compromise" with the  adversary? NO! Will 
"Hatonn" "negotiate" with the "enemy"? YES! 
Every time-until the players see the advan- 
tage of doing i t  GOD'S way! The important 
game i s  not played by "othersm-it i s  played by 
YOU. It i s  t ha t  final decision as to "direction" 
tha t  matters-not who th inks  it great to r u n  
the world-for the world i s  a stage upon which 
the game is being played. 

To make a cake you mus t  u se  certain ingre- 
dients  a n d  a recipe or blueprint. To build a 
proper house  you mus t  u s e  a blueprint-ALL 
of which a r e  INSTRUCTIONS I N  NEEDED 
ITEMS, INSTRUCTIONS FOR LABORAND LAY- 

OUT. You don't need g u n s  to build a house or 
a cake-YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS FOR CRE- 
ATION OFTHE FINISHED PRODUCT! You also 
need the INGREDIENTS-so, I demand of the 
players tha t  they release tha t  which we need- 
so tha t  THEY, ALSO, MAY HAVE AND SHARE 
I N  THE FINISHED PRODUCT! A little sharing 
NOW will mean a tremendous RETURN when i t  
REALLY COUNTS! ALWAYS ACT I N  WISDOM! 
WISDOM IS SOMETHING YOU MUST GAIN 
FOR SELF. I CANNOT GRANT YOU AN HON- 
ORARY DOCTORATE DEGREE I N  WISDOM. In 
fact, a n  honorary medical degree-means noth- 
ing except an uninformed idiot-who knows 
nothing about  medicine or being a physician. 
BEWARE of these disinformation thieves. For 
instance, Kissinger i s  not  a "doctor" of ANY- 
THING! He i s  an anti-civilization, anti-hu- 
manity ROBONOID! (Thank you, Eric!) He i s  
a LITTLE being, person, energy a n d  devoid of 

compassion or humanitarian characteristics. 
He i s  brilliant, shrewd a n d  dangerous in  his 
humanoid presentation-but will destroy ev- 
ery shred of humanity if h e  can  do so. He is 
only ONE of thousands like him-desiring 
CONTROL, WEALTH AND POWER ABOVE ALL 
GOODLY EXPRESSION. 

Do I hate  him someway? No, why should I 
hate  him? He i s  doing, as are  all the other 
team-players on  his  team, a very good job of 
what he is about. I RESPECT HIM! I "respect" 
h i s  capabilities and shrewdness but  I abhor 
h is  unhumanity and  evil directions. I 'fear" 
him not-for he  i s  limited, tiny, childish and 
foolish. This does, in  t he  ending, give me full 
advantage! And further, when I have 'the 
force" with M E-he h a s  a n d  IS-NOTHING! He 
only THINKS he  i s  a'big shot" NOW. The REAL 
power-thinkers USE HIM LIKE A PUPPET, AS 
ARETHESE OTHER ROBONOIDS WHO SERVE. 

FBI Director Freeh Notified: 

Respond Or Evade: 
Pre-Meditated Murder, 

High Treason Cited 
Citizens For A Constitutional Washington 

Inspired by the Statute of July 4, 1776: 
The Declaration of Independence 

the People" Committee 
John R. Prukop, Executive Director 

1 1  9 10-C Meridian East, # I  42 
Puyallup, Washington, Postal Zone: 

983 73flDC 
Phone: (206) 840-8071 - 

FAX: (206) 840-8074 

CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 

OF DOCUMENTS 
Ju ly  26, 1994 

REGISTERED MAIL 
R 476 5 1 3  462 

Mr. Louis Freeh, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
United S ta tes  of America 
10th  8s Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

cc: Mr. Thomas Kuker, Spec. Agent i n  Charge 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
United S ta tes  of America 
915  2nd Avenue, Room #710 
Seattle, WA 9 8  174 

Re: (1)  R e q u e s t  for  the p r o d u c t i o n  o f  d o c u -  

m e n t s .  your "Loyalty and  Security Check", by the  
(2) Cons t i tu t iona l  Author i ty  of FBI Of f i ce  in Office of Personnel Management [22 USCS 
the Soviet Union.  272bl. 
(3 )  Conf i rmat ion  o f  MJTF Pol ice /UN Opera- Secondly, in an Associated Press wire story 
t i v e s  in America. of Ju ly  5, 1994 tha t  appeared i n  the  Seattle 
(4) T h e  Holocaus t  at Waco, Texas .  Post-Intelligencer and  The News Tribune, 
( 5 )  T h e  Murders of V i c k i  a n d  S a m u e l  Weaver (see attached copy) which is headlined as: 
a t  Ruby Ridge,  Idaho  UFreeh opens FBI office in Moscow...", you 

are quoted as saying, 'Our two nations have 
Dear FBI Director Freeh, more in common than ever before," comment- 

ing in  a speech a t  the Soviet Union's interior 
Taking the numbered order of the above Ministry's police academy. You add, #Most 

referenced items, first, pursuant  to the United especially, we share a belief in the importance 
States  Code, Title 5, Section(s) 333 1, 3332, ofdemocratic ideals, human rights and  the rule 
3333, a n d  731 1, please provided certified of law." Based o n  this  article, please answer 
copies of the following documents: (1) Your the following questions, Director Freeh: (1.) 
'Oath of Office" (5 USCS 3331); (2) Your 'Of- J u s t  WHERE i n  the Constitution for the United 
ficer affidavit; no  consideration paid for ap- States of America, do you find ANY AUTHOR- 
pointment" [5 USCS 33321; (3) 'Employee affi- ITY to conduct offtcial business  of the  United 
davit; loyalty and striking against the Govern- States  ofAmerica, inside the KGB infested and  
ment" [5 USCS 33331; (4) Proof by affidavit of very much Communist, Union of Soviet So- 
Item (3) tha t  you are  i n  compliance with 5 cialist Republics??? (2.) J u s t  WHO was it, 
USCS 731 1 e t  seq., to wit: UAn individual tha t  made the budget appropriation for th i s  
may not accept or hold a position in the disgusting little twist of a power hungry and  
Government of the United States or the corrupt government gone mad? And, since 
government of the District of Columbia if when do our nations have "more in common 
he-41) advocates the overthrow of our con- than ever before"? (3.) How can  a Communist 
stitutional form of government; (2) is a inspired and  led Marxist government have 
member of an organization that he knows anything to do with Life, Liberty and  the  Pur- 
advocates the overthrow of our constitu- sui t  of Happiness, as we know it, in  these 
tional form of government..." (5) Your Reg- Un i t ed  S t a t e s  of Amer ica ,  w h e n  t h e  
istration Statement a n d  Supplements thereto Constitution's of both countries are so dia- 
[22 USCS 6 L 1-6 121; and,  (6) A certified copy of metrically opposed to one another  there c a n  
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be NO COMMONALITY? America, WHEN CAN WE EXPECT YOU TO Edition of 22 USCS 287, The United Nations, 
Certainly i t  must be no secret to you that EXERCISE YOUR AUTHORIZED INVESTIGA- at  pg. 248, you will find Executive Order No. 

the "United Statesn as  a corporate body politic TIVE POWERS TO BRING THE PARTIES OF 10422. The Office of Personnel Manage- 
(artificial), declared Bankruptcy and 'Reorga- INTEREST BEFORE THE BAR OF JUSTICE ment is under direction of t he  Secretary 
nizationn in 1950. The Reorganization is lo- FOR CRIMINAL PROSECUTION BY THE JUS- General of t h e  United Nations. Also, the IRS 
cated in Title 5 of the United States Codes TICE DEPARTMENT? Or willthismean ratting is  a member in a 150 nation pact called the 
Annotated. The "Explanation" a t  the begin- on a few of your "friends"? Jus t  WHERE does "International Criminal Police Organization" 
ning of 5 USCS is  most informative reading. your loyalty lie? [Interpol] (See: 22 USCS 263a). The "Memo- 
The 'Secretary of Treasury" was appointed as Your quotes in the article [noted above] of randum & Agreement" between the Secretary 
the "Receiver" in Bankruptcy. (See: Reorgani- July 5, 1994, wherein you speak of lofty "demo- ofTreasuryjCorporate Governor ofUThe Fund" 
zation Plan No. 26, 5 USCS 903, Public Law cratic ideals, human rights and the rule of law" and 'The Bank" and the Office of the U.S. 
94-564, Legislative History, pg. 5967) The suggest what U.S Representative Marjorie S. Attorney General, is  indicative that the Attor- 
'United States" went down the road and peri- Holt noted for the Congressional Record on ney General and hisjher associates are solic- 
odically filed for further Reorganization. Things January 19, 1976, of a second "Declaration of iting and collecting information for FOREIGN 
and situations worsened, having done what INTERdevendence" which clearly identified PRINCIPALS, i.e., "The Fund" and "The 
they were commanded NOT to do, (See: the United Nations as a 'Communist" organi- Bank" (International Monetary Fund and 
Madison's Notes, Constitutional Convention, zation, and that they were seeking both pro- The World Bank). 
August 16, 1787, Federalist  Papers  No. 44) duction and monetary control over the several It is  also interesting to note that under the 
and in 1965 passed the "Coinage A c t  of 1965" States of the Union and the People, through "Justice System Improvement" Act under 
completely debasing the Constitutional Coin international Organizations promoting the Public Law 100-690, purportedly to deal with 
(gold 86 silver, i.e. "Dollar"). (See: 18 USCS 'One World Order". I s  it no wonder then, that the so-called "War on Drugs", under the provi- 
331 8s 332, U.S. vs. Marigold, 50 U.S. 560, those within the Executive Branch of the sions ofUFBI TRAINING OF STATE AND LOCAL 
13 L.Ed. 257) At the signing of the so-called United States Government have seen fit to CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERSONNEL" (See: 42 
"Coinage Act on July 23, 1965", Lyndon B. abrogate and annul each and every allegiance USCS 3701 e t  seq. and especially 3771) the 
Johnson stated in his Press Release that: to the Ordained and Established Constitution duties under which the FBI conducts training 

'When I have signed this bill before me, we for the United States of America? Where i s  i s  under the general authority of the Attorney 
will have made the first fundamental c h a n ~ e  YOUR AUTHORITY and ALLEGIANCE? Is it General. And, as we now know, the Attorney 
in our coinage in 173 years. The Coinage Act t o  t h e  Soviet Red Flag with t he  Yellow Arm General i s  the Permanent Representative to 
of 1965 supercedes the Act of 1792. And that and Sickle? INTERPOL and according to Article 30 of the 
Act had the title: An Act Establishing a Mint With regard to both the Waco and Weaver INTERPOL Constitution, the Attorney Gen- 
and Regulating the Coinage of the United "CRIMES" by the United States Government, eral must EXPATRIATE citizenship of the 
States.. ." among other reasons for lack ofAUTHORITY to U.S.A. That, Director Freeh, makes Janet  

"Now I will sign this bill to make the first act, such as a Foreign Agents Registration "Butch" Reno an  Agent of a Foreign Principal 
change in  our  coinage system sice t h e  18 th  Statement, 22 USCS 6 12 and 18 USCS 2 19 86 under the jurisdiction of the United Nations. 
Century. To these members of Congress, who 951, Military authority cannot  be imposed Does this not make the Attorney General's 
are here on this  historic occasion, I want t o  in to  civil affairs. (See: Department of The Office directed, controlled, financed and sub- 
assure you t h a t  in making this  change from Army Pamphlet 27 100-70, Military Law Re- sidized by "The Fund" and "The Bank"? Where 
the 18th Century, we have n o  idea of return- view, Vol. 70) The United Nations Charter, is the AUTHORITY for this  under the Constitu- 
ing t o  it." (emphasis added) Article 2, Section 7, further prohibits the U.N. tion for the United States Of America, in which 

It i s  important to take cognizance, Director from "intervening in matters which are essen- all Laws must be made in PURSUANCE thereto? 
Freeh, of the fact that  NO Constitutional tially within the domestic jurisdiction of any On January 17, 1980, the President and 
Amendment was EVER obtained to FUNDA- state ..." Korea, Viet Nam, Ethiopia, Angola, Senate confirmed another 'Constitution", 
MENTALLY CHANGE, amend, abridge or abol- Kuwait, etc., etc., are evidence enough of the namely, the "Constitution Of the United N a -  
ish the Constitutional mandates, provisions "BAD FAITH" of the United Nations and its tions Industrial Development Organization", 
or prohibitions. However, due to internal and Organizations, Corporations and Associations, found at Senate Treaty Document No. 97- 19, 
external 'diversions" surrounding the Viet Nam to which the 'United States" i s  a subscribing 97th Congress, 1st Session. A perusal of this 
U. N. Police Action etc., THE USURPATION member, not to mention the interconnecting Foreign Constitution should more than qualify 
and BREACH went basically unchallenged and INTERPOL agreements and the crimes that the INTERNATIONALIST intents. The 'Pre- 
unnoticed by the general public at  large, who were committed during the seizure of two day amble", Article 1, 'Objectives" and Article 2, 
became "a wealthy man's CANNON FODDER care centers in the State of Minnesota by "Functions" clearly evidences their intent to 
OR CHEAP SOURCE OF SLAVE LABOR." (See: Agents of the Internal Revenue Service (who direct, control, finance and subsidize all 'natu- 
Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars, TM-SW7905.1, are also agents of INTERPOL-See: 22 USCS ral and human resources" and 'agro-related 
pgs. 6, 7, 8, 9 ,  12, 13 & 56) Congress was 263a) and holding the children as collateral/ as well a s  basic industries", through 'dynamic 
clearly delegated the Power and Authority to hostages for payment/ransom of their fraudu- social and economic changes', "with a view to 
regulate and maintain the true and inherent lent, dishonored, rehypothecated debt credit, assisting in the establishment of a new inter- 
'value" of the Coin within t h e  scope and worthless securities (See: 26 USCS 165g). nationaleconomicorder."Thehighflownrheto- 
purview of Article I, Sectionr 8, Clauses 5 & Such i s  the 'Rule of Law" 'as envisioned by ric is  obviously of "Communistw origin and 
6 and Article I, Section 10, Clause 1, of t he  the Founders of the United Nations. Such is intents. An unelected, unrepresentative, 
Ordained Constitution (1787). Communist terrorism, despotism and tyranny. unaccountable oligarchy of expatriates and 

Director Freeh, the foregoing is  a CRIME of ALL WERE AND ARE OUTLAWED HERE ... IN aliens, who fraudulently claim in t h e  Pre- 
such immense proportion, that those exercis- THESE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA! amble t ha t  they intend t o  establish "ratio- 
ing the Offices of the several States, in equal After witnessing the terrorism and deliber- nal and equitable international economic 
measure, knew such 'De Facto Transitions" ate, premeditated MURDERS of Vicki Weaver, relations", ye t  openly declared t ha t  they no  
were UNLAWFUL and UNAUTHORIZED, but Samuel Weaver, and the 90  or more Branch longerUstabilize t he  value o f t h e  dollarw nor 
nevertheless sanctioned, implemented and Davidians a t  their Church Home by compo- "assure t h e  value of t h e  coin and currency 
enforced the COMPLETE DEBAUCHMENT and nents of the De Facto UNITED STATES GOV- of t h e  United Statesn 1s purely MISREPRE- 
the resulting 'governmental, social, indus- ERNMENT, it i s  clear to u s  there currently SEHTATION, DECEIT and FRAUD. 
trial and economic changea in the "De Jure" exists INTERdevendence, (See: Public Law Inview of the Associated Press wire story of 
States and in the United States of America 94-564, Legislative History, pg. 5950) affilia- July 5, 1994, depicting your trip to the U.S.S.R. 
(See: Public Law 94-564, Legislative History, tion and collusion with the Soviet Union Oli- and Moscow to set up an FBI office, i t  i s  now 
pg. 5936, 5945, 31 USCS 314, 31 USCS 321, garchy (See: 8 USCS 1 lOl(40) and 50 USCS necessary to ask WHICH Constitution 'THE 
and 3 1 USCS 51 12) and were and are now 781), direction by the United Nations (See: 22 GOVERNMENT", i.e., the F.B.I. and other so- 
under the delusion that they can do both USCS 611), etc. called 'Government Agencies" are operating 
directly and indirectly, what they were abso- It i s  interesting to note that Treasury Del- under? The Constitution For the Newstates Of 
lutely prohibited from doing. Therefore, Di- egation Order No. 92 states that the IRS, for The United States, which was located at Lib- 
rector Freeh, having now the knowledge of example, i s  trained under the direction of the erty Lobby, 300 Independence Ave., SE, Wash- 
this CRIME having been perpetrated against Division of 'Human Resources" (U.N.) and the ington, D.C. 20003, was the subject matter of 
the People, and as against the Peace and Commissioner (INTERNATIONAL), by the 'Of- the book entitled, The Emerging Constitu- 
Dignity of the Laws of the United States of fice of Personnel Management. In the 1979 tion, by Rexford G. Tugwell, which was accom- 
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plished under the auspices of the Rockefeller to the Federal Government by the American my advisory board has instructed me to regard 
tax-exempt foundation called the 'Center For Constitution, and also due to the recent flurry the non-reply and/or a waffling answer to 
The Study of Democratic Institutions." The of confirmed photo-recon pictures of UN and these direct questions as  confirmation of the 
People and Citizens of this Nation were fore- Soviet military equipment traversing the rail- news report here attached (Spotlight, October 
warned against formation of "Democracies". way system throughout the United States in 12, 1992, Page 6) and substantiation for the 
'Democracies have ever been the spectacles addition to the current proposed Clinton Crime basis of the persistent rumors regarding the 
of turbulence and  contention; have ever Bill wherein former Royal Hong Kong police presence of UN troops on American soil, and to 
been found INCOMPATIBLE with personal are to be hired into the Federal police service, proceed on the justifiable premise that U N  
security or the rights of property; a n d  have and given the fact that FBI Training of State, troops are now assignedor scheduled by agree- 
in  general been as short in  their lives as County and units of local government are un- ment with the UN for immediate duty in the 
they have been violent in  their deaths." der the auspices of the Attorney General and United States, that their mission i s  to assist 
(See: Federalist Papers No. 10; also see: &e his /her  interconnecting agreements with the Justice Department and various other 
Law, Fredick Bastiat, me Of Professional INTERPOL, please advise as to the several known and unknown components of the MJTF 
Responsibilitv. Preamble) This Alien Consti- questions enumerated below and also point in maintaining 'internal security" actions to 
tution, however, has nothing to do with de- out the inaccuracies, if any, which may exist 'control" the American populace in the event 
mocracy in  reality. It i s  the basis of, and for, in our interpretation of the various statutes of a national emergency (FEMA) requiring im- 
a despotic, tyrannical oligarchy. referenced herein and the inaccuracies, if any, position of "martial law" in America, in part by 

Article I ,  'Rights and Responsibilities", which may exist in the attached news report corralling 'dissidents" and incarcerating them 
Section 1 and 15, evidence their knowledge of from the Spotlight, dated October 12, 1992, a t  in 'facilities" erected for 'martial lavrr" pur- 
the 'emergency." The rights of expression, which time President George Bush declared in poses and/or including the confiscation of 
communication, movement, assembly, peti- his  speech before the United Nations on Sep- Citizen-owned firearms. 
tion and Habeas Corpus are all ELIMINATED tember 21, 1992, wherein he reportedly of- Referencing Item #4, UThe Holocaust at  
from being exercised under and in a'declared fered to make available to the UN certain Waco. Texas", sensationalism is not neces- 
emergency." The Constitution forthe Newstates military bases, including Fort Dix (New Jer-  sary to present the incredulous statement by 
of Amenca, openly declares, among other sedi- sey) and perhaps others. In what manner your FBI Special Agent and press liaison Bob 
tious things and delusions that: "Until each would the United Nations play a role in the Ricks that, 'They're killing themselvesn, 
indicated change in the government shal l  'multijurisdictional task force" (MJTF) on the especially in light of the new evidence coming 
have been completed, the provisions of the so-called "War on Drugs" and also relating to forth from the Mt. Carmel Center that sug- 
existing Constitution a n d  the organs of the purported Citizen-held firearms confisca- gests the FBI and the Justice Department 
government shal l  be in  effectn (See: Article tion planned in Stage 1 or Stage 2 of State have not been totally candid with the Ameri- 
XII, Section 3), "All operations of the na- Department Publication 7277 (See: Public Law can people. In fact, it is  scurrilous indeed that 
tional government shal l  cease as they a re  87-297), as the United Nations is simulta- the FBI and the Justice Department have con- 
replaced by those authorized under this neously brought to full global power? tinually contrived, manufactured and fabri- 
Constitution. " (See: Article XII, Section 4) cated the "truthn to fit their own devious de- 
No trial by jury i s  mentioned, "JUSTn compen- - OUR OUESTIONS: sign and ulterior motives as to the real facts of 
sation ha s  been removed, along with being what happened at Waco. Just how is it, Direc- 
informed of the 'Nature 8& Cause of the Accu- 1. Are there any UN troops on duty in tor Freeh, that you have not lifted one-finger 
sation", etc., etc., and every one w> of course America today? to INVESTIGATE the circumstances surround- 
pa r t i c ipa te  i n  t h e  "democracy." Th i s  2. If so, where are they, and what is their ing the deliberate ARSON-CSJCYANIDE GAS 
'Newstates" Constitution is but a reiteration duty? MURDER DEATHS of the Branch Davidian 
of the Communist Doctrines, intents and pur- 3. If not, how soon will they begin arriv- Church members, some 90 men, women and 
poses, and  clearly establishes a "Police Power ing, and at what bases? children, who perished a t  the hands of compo- 
State", under direction and control of a self- 4. If UN troops will be stationed in nents of the United States Government and 
appointed oligarchy. America at  a future date, what will be the the State of Texas, and who a t  the same time 

Apparently the present operation of the nature of their duty assignments, and what violated numerous Federal and State Laws? 
'De Facto" government & under ForeignlAlien controls will the Justice Department and/ J u s t  WHO are you paying a favor to for your 
Constitutions, Laws, Rules and Regulations. or Secretary of Defense or the Chiefs of Staff position of Public Trust, Honor or Profit? Are 
The overthrow of the "essential enginew de- have over them and their mission? you protecting former FBI Director Sessions 
clared in  and by the Ordained and Established 5. Have any U N  troops been on duty in or the skullduggery of former BATF Director 
Constit~ltion for the United States of America America during the past year, participating Stephen Higgins? Are you protecting the SO- 
(1787) i s  obvious. The covert procedure used in any Justice Department MJTF program, cialist and  Marxist dictator, Mr. Bubba 
to implement and enforce these Foreign Con- including drug interdiction or control? Clinton? Or are you protecting the rather 
stitutions, Laws, Procedures, Rules, and Regu- 6. If so, where, when, and what was the queer appearing-lesbian-infested-immoral- 
lations, ha s  not, to our knowledge, been col- nature of their involvement and/or duty? perverted-alternative-lifestyle-homosexual 
lected and assimilated nor presented as evi- 7. What is the relationship between such Janet  "Butchn Reno? Quite frankly, all of you 
dence to a Grand Jury to establish seditious U N  troops, if any, and the various provi- should be doing 80-years for Treason, Sedi- 
collusion and conspiracy ... but will soon be. sions of the Federal Emergency Manage- tion and Murder, or under the original laws of 

Referencing Item #3, 'Confirmation of ment Act/Agency (FEMA)? the United States ofAmerica for Treason, hang 
MJTF Police/UN Operatives in America", 8. What is the relationship between such from the end of a rope until dead as a dodo 
Title 42 USCS 3751, describes a 'Drug Con- UN troops, if any, and the various provi- bird. 
trol and System Improvement Grant Pro- sions of the  interconnecting "Memorandum The American people are beginning to dis- 
gram", wherein at  subsection (b)(2) it is stated: of Understandingn and/or uAgreement" and/ cover the truth about the hideous lies and 
'The Director of the Bureau of Justice As- or Urelationship" of the FBI, INTERPOL and cover-up at  Waco. And despite the continu- 
sistance is authorized to make grants  to the  Justice Department, i.e., U.S. Attorney ous bombardment of the 'official party line" 
States...Such grants shal l  provide addi- General. from FBI Special Agent Bob Ricks as the g& 
t ional personnel, equipment, training, 9. When MJTF personnel, including FBI, "Establishment" media representative, we are 
technical assistance ... including multiiu- SWAT, U.S. Marshal, and United Nations just now beginning to see the real t ruth of the 
risdictional task force programs tha t  inte- and/or U.S. military personnel are involved United States Government atrocities emerge 
grate Federal, State, a n d  local drug law in any given operation, WHO'S in charge? out of the ashes at Waco, because of the 
enforcement agencies a n d  prosecutors for 10. Were there MJTF and/or UN opera- dedication of one independent and non-estab- 
the purpose of enhancing interagency co- tives involved in the FBI assault a t  Ruby lishment television station in PoncaCity, Okla- 
ordination, Intelligence, a n d  facilitating Creek near Naples, Idaho in which Vicki homa. David Hall, Owner and Station Man- 
multiiu+isdictional investigations." Be- Weaver and Samuel Weaver were murdered? ager of KPOC cared enough to independently 
cause of troubling and persistent rumors re- 11. Were there MJTF and/or UN opera- 'investigate" the @ reasons behind WHY 
garding the stationing of foreign (UN) troops tives involved in the FBI/BATF assault a t  WAC03 During the July 4th celebration of 
on American soil and/or assigned for training Waco, Texas in which 90 or more Branch Independence Day, the KPOC Television team 
duty a t  American bases, plus our concern Davidian Church members were murdered? from Oklahoma, together with a Certified Po- 
regarding how such assignment, if true, might lice Officer, a Certified Fireman, and a Certi- 
square with the enumerated powers delegated If no reply is receiyed by August 05, 1994, fied Chemist, were seeking JUSTICE in Waco, 
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ting out the fire.   his means that the actions 
of the Agents of the United States Government 
and all those associated with the incident at / /  T H E  GARDEN OFATON /i 

that the Justice Department has tried to cover- a Special Independent Grand Jury to be con- A s  you know, ~ i rec tor  Freeh, Randy Weaver 
up and white-wash. From their fact finding vened, to investigate the perpetrators of the and Kevin Harris were ACQUITTED of ALL 
efforts and the evidence retrieved from soil PREMEDITATED MURDERS of the 86 or more murder, conspiracy and weapons charges from 
samples and other data from autopsies of the Branch Davidians who died at  the hands of the the standoff, in which U.S. Marshal William 
Branch Davidians, it can now be proved con- United States Government and the State of Degan was killed. Evidence now suggests that 
clusively that the 86 plus men, women and Texas. We demand your voluntary compli- perhaps Degan was killed by his own men. 
children who died at Waco, were MURDERED ance. If you think for one minute the Ameri- Furthermore, it is  well known across America 
a t  the  hands of the  United States Govern- can people are going to just idly stand by while that the August 2 1, 1992 shootout occurred 
ment. the Federal Bureau of Investigation destroys when federal government para-military indi- 

A s  Mr. Hall has pointed out, CS Gas is  used evidence at the scene of a crime, while promot- viduals surreptitiously entered upon Randy 
as a 'Riot Control Agent", but its use is con- ing an 'objective lesson" to those who would Weaver's private property ... to plan their 'hit" 
fined to outdoor use only because of the vola- oppose the government's unlawful authority, on the Weavers. There can be no excuse for 
tile nature of the gas. Additionally, when CS you and the rest of your cronies had better this abhorrent behavior of what is  s u ~ u o s e d  
Gas burns, it burns at 4,000 degrees Fahren- pack your bags and move to Moscow, U.S.S.R. to be our government, whose mission it is to 
heit and creates CYANIDE during t h e  burn- permanently, because we intend to use every 'insure domestic Tranquility, promote the 
off. All of the Waco victims had ethanol and means possible to hunt down each and every general Welfare, a n d  secure the Blessings 
cyanide in their bloodstream, but none was one of the perpetrators of the Holocaust last of Liberty..." 
found in their stomachs. This would indicate year in Waco, Texas and bring them to the Bar There is little doubt, upon reviewing the 
that the victims of Waco suffered a horrible, of Justice. You and your ilk will not Lfurther] events of Ruby Ridge and Waco, with addi- 
paralyzing and agonizing death, because they abuse our national pride, morality and com- tional irrefutable evidence now coming to the 
would have been unable to move once the CS mon sense. forefront, that the United States Government 
Gas was inserted into the closed building and Finally, referencing Item #5, "The Mur- is guilty of far more serious crimes than any 
they continued breathing the air. Even the ders of Vicki and Samuel Weaver at Rubv individual throughout most of our national 
U.S. Government's own SWAT Training Manu- Ridge. Idaho". WHY hasn't the Justice De- history. Your crimes compete only with those 
als and the training seminars conducted by partment released their official report on the factions of history considered repulsive by 
the U.S. Bureau of Prisons, prohibits the use government's handling of the North Idaho most (Attila the Hun, Adolf Hitler, etc.). The 
of CS Gas as a 'Riot Control Agent" in an standofl? Idaho U.S. Senator Larry Craig has United States Government is, unmistakably, 
indoor, closed environment, because of the recently 'asked" Janet Reno for a THIRD TIME the most criminal element in our society. 
high probability of combustion and fire. It to release the report. The delay of this report This is  your wake-up call, Director Freeh, 
cannot be used inside cell blocks, only outside reads like a bureaucratic put-off to the people that the American people have had enough of 
in the prison yard. Why then, would it be of Idaho and only adds to the anger, fear, and the Bull****. Get your act together, conform to 
allowed to be used at the Mt. Carmel site? The distrust of the federal government that many the L a w o f w  Land, obey your Constitutional 
answer is clear: because the United States Americans feel over this incident. Oath, or pack your bags and depart from us 
Government never intended for there to be Could it be, that the stalling tactics and quickly. 
any survivors at  Waco. Jus t  like at My Lai, delay by the Justice Department in releasing 
Viet Nam, the order was given by some the report, possibly be related to the wrongful Constitutionally yours, 
bureauRAT sitting in Washington, D.C. to, death, destruction of property and wrongful 
"Waste themm. injury lawsuit that attorneys representing /a/ John R. Prukop 

It was also well known by those Agents of Randy Weaver will bring against the federal Executive Director 
the United States Government surrounding government, before the two-year anniversary 
the Mt. Carmel Church Home on that fateful of the shootout this August? Could it be, that cc: Christine Gregoire, Office of the Attor- 
date of April 19, 1993, that if they had sprayed if Janet Reno waits just long enough, that he/ ney General for the State of Washington 
water on the fire, a cloud of steam-hydrogen- she will then be able to say, 'We can't possibly General Media Distribution. 
cyanide would have been produced, and they release the report now, because we're in litiga- 
themselves would have suffered the same con- tion?" Obviously, if that occurred, the report 'Once you Know the Truth, the &W will set 
sequences as  that of the Davidian's inside the would never be released. you Freel" 
burning Church buildings: DEATH1 We now 
know the reason why the fire trucks were held 

Waco, Texas on April 19, 1993 are guilty of 
PREMEDITATED MURDER. Therefore, the 
use of CS Gas wa8 not utilized as a 'Riot 
Control Agent", but as weapon of mass de- 
struction. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

back and no attempts were ever made at put- 

by Nora Boyles 
GOA $6.00 237 pages 

I 1 1 

and Firearms' own internal manuals, state 
very clearly for all to read that the CS Gas is I I History lives on in thisTreasure Chest of historical jewels and gems which open 
sot to be used in any closed environment. The ones' eyes to how it really Was and how SO much i n t e r - ~ ~ n n e ~ t ~ .  I I 
United States ~ovkrnment  and every other 1 1  Discover the clues to earlv recoanition of the ONE Cod--Aton--and'the verifica- 11 

They knewthat CS Gas, in an enclosed envi- I( predictions; the early rise of the Anti-Christ, and many, many more surprises. 11 
ronment would explode into fire. It was PRE- 
MEDITATED MURDER1 And to hear FBI Spe- 
cial Agent Bob Ricks tell the American people: 
YThey're killing themselvesm is  one of the 
most incredulous and dastardly lies the Ameri- 
can people have ever witnessed, save for the 
perfidy of the attack on Pearl Harbor on De- 
cember 7, 194 1. 

The KPOC Television investigation will soon 

Law Enforcement Autharit~ participating at 
Waco, knew, ahead of time, what was going to 
happen. They knew the Davidians were using 
open kerosene lanterns inside the building. 

tion of His name. Earth hiitories: legends, languages and artifacts explained, 
Immanuel/Esu/lssa's name and the name of Cyeorgos Ceres Hatonn and more. 
Learn about the Twelve Tribes of Israel; history of "key" words; Nostradamus' 

be to the American people in a We- 
ciala 
The OCraco Incident. But before that Occurs, 

we would urge your Office to immediately cause 

Order by mail or phone: credit card phone orders to 1-800-800-5565 (Mastercard, VISA, Discover); 
Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box27353, LasVegas, Nevada 89126. Flease 
send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping & han- Nevada residents, please add 7% sales tax. 
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PRIVACY as in ANY home or business estab- 

The Wise Approach To lishment. However, there get to be problems 
as to who else might be able to walk on the 
property, visit or "see". What i s  there to see, 
save spelt and some farm equipment? You are 
accused of wasting money-well, that is  a 
"project" and a very good project-SHOW IT Reclaiming A Planet OFF,QUITHIDINGITLIKEALIGHTUNDERA 
BUSHEL-BUT ALWAYS STAY TO THE PUBLIC 
WAYS IFYOU AREAVISITOR-AND RESPECT, 
ALWAYS, THE ONES WHO MUST ATTEND THE 

7/27/94 #l HATONN DECAY. WE WILL CALL IT COMPOST! PLACE. THIS PLACE I S  IN NO WISE A COM- 
MUNAL "EVERYBODY'S I S  EVERYBODY'S." 

REVENGE I S  "OUT" 

This writing will definitely NOT be for ones 
who simply want to tear people down who have 
'done you wrong" or destroy 'anything" in the 
name of revolution, "resistance" or "get even". 

I am  writing this  SPECIFICALLY for several 
of our team-members and since we do NOT act 
in  great secrecy of intent-we can share after 
our negotiators have access to the sugges- 
tions. 

Anyone can do ANYTHING chosen-FOR 
SELF and have ANY OPINION desired-FOR 
SELF. HOWEVER, DO NOT-SAY IT I S  
HATONN'S "OR* GOD'S OPINION OR SUG- 
GESTION UNLESS IT IS! You can "interpret" 
all you want JUST AS LONG AS YOU SAY YOU 
HAVE INTERPRETED A THING -NOT OFFER- 
ING AS FACT THAT WHICH IS NOTYOURS TO 
OFFER. 

With that said, I have some requests and 
some "offers" to make which might well free up  
some of our teammates caught in the traps of 
the adversarial teams. 

This is going to be pretty focused on both 
Ronn Jackson (this is his  chosen name to 
scatter everywhere) and 'Grandma Fat Lady 
Singing" who h a s  not given permission to scat- 
ter ANY name anywhere. Do you readers see 
the difference? 

INTENT O F  RECLAIMING 
PROPERTY O R  STABILITY 

ALWAYS-you BUILD! CREATE! Your in- 
tent must NEVER be to pull-down or simply 
destroy-anything or anyone. The LATTER 
brings hostility, defensiveness and immea- 
surably SLOWS YOUR PROGRESS. 

I don't want enemies-I WANT FRIENDS 
ON MY SIDE! WHAT IS DONE AND PAST IS 
FINISHED. NOTHING can be undone-only 
dealt with as DONE. So, what have we? 

We have a Committee holding, without re- 
lease until bargains are struck, a teammate 
because of fear of damage beyond repair to the 
'SELECTn FEW. I don't give a cotton-picker's 
mitten about them pe.rsonally-NOR do I think 
it helpful to flog a horse to death for past 
indiscretions. 

This team of Committee members is still 
VERY POWERFUL. Why would we not get them 
on OUR TEAM and we, too, become exponen- 
tially more powerful as we-the-people. 

RONALD REAGAN 

TRUTH will "outn-it always does. Beyond 
awakening the masses to the fraud, criminal- 
ity and "way it isn in the secret circles-it h a s  
no value to flog a robonoid to shreds, destroy 
families and/or order (whatever little amount 
of it there IS). We are interested ONLY in 
reclaiming-not destroying. W E  BUILD- 
RIGHT UP THROUGH THE FERTILIZER PRE- 
SENTED I N  THE FORM OF THE ROT AND 

S E E D S  I N  T H E  COMPOST IT I S  NOT, AND THE MINUTE YOU TREAT IT 
AS IF  IT IS-THEREIN SHALL BE A HOLE IN 

The best way to be sure a seed will sprout 
and grow in brilliant health and be able to 
infinitely FLOURISH is to have all these com- 
ponents present: Avision of aneed for change; 
a desire for change; and, a way to change! 

This means that  first, "enough" must 
awaken to see the vision. This only takes a 
few-and the more "powerful", the better-do 
you see? Then you must cause those ones to 
have a driving desire to make changes and, 
next, go forth and make those changes-and, 
again, the STRONGER the starting lineup the 
more possible becomes the change. 

THE DIKE WHICH WILL GIVE YOU PROB- 
LEMS. 

WHEN I WRITE SOMETHING--STOP ANA- 
LYZING IT FOR ANOTHER-IF IT I S  NOT 
FOR YOU, THEN IT I S  NONE O F  YOUR BUSI- 
NESS! 

I speak of these things as examples or 
parables to get to the point of this message. I t  
is still early in contact with some entities and 
"hearing" is not clear in all points or focus 
becomes centered on one line of "attack" to 
solve a massive problem-so that other items 
may be missed. Or, in many instances state- 
ments are made which seem appropriate at  

MAKE FRIENDS O F  ENEMIES- the moment spoken but are not,- in-rational 
FOR TH ~ y ,  TOO, WILL ALWAYS action, suitable for followthrough. 

HAVE ENEMIES  O F  THEIR  OWN! 
W H E R E  DOES THE COMMITTEE 

I will give you an  example: I have, since the G O  FROM HERE? 
rift with George Green, EFFORTED to work 
with him and allow him to see the damage he  Well, I assume ANYWHERE they wish to. 
is doing to self. Every being has  a right to They can keep Ronn incarcerated so he is less 
change. I even offered that he could build, problem-but they know that will not last 
share and  construct according to plans-if he much longer as protection. Or, they can get 
would only act in truth and honor. Taking and their comfort zones adjusted as to what WE 
secreting property, gold or otherwise, belong- are willing to negotiate and see the writing on 
ing to another-is not acceptable. That is  the wall-that it is better to join US, help US, 
what h a s  destroyed your society, from the support u s  and we in turn can ignore that 
'one" to the "many". which came before except for the changing 

He has  chosen to cling to his ego and his and allowance for uncovering-without revenge 
lies, his hope of being undiscovered in his motive. Why waste energy on the old in re- 
operations and hoards and thus  and so. I am venge when you CREATE the NEW in glory-ah 
appreciative of even these actions, however, indeed, using the strength of the materials 
for it has  been a training ground for m y  te- which have stood the test of time. DO YOU 
which cannot be surpassed! I would - still know where to go, for instance, to get funding 
rather have him as a friend. Even Satan of massive amounts to support a restructuring 
cannot be literally described as my "enemy"- of your nation? NO? Well, THEY DO!! 
he i s  only in opposition to that which is Godly 
(goodly), just and infinite. I do not have to T H E  C O M M I ~ T E E  A S  LEADERS 
dwell on or waste energy on trivia. You ones 
will learn that or you aren't going to be fit to The "Committee" has  enemies they never 
lead anything. Ifyou have aproblem person- dreamt of-and money is  not enough to hold 
find out what that person does, from farming them at bay. Whichever side supports and 
to typing, and if they begin as your enemy or marches WITH the masses of citizenry WILL 
spy-they WILL BECOME A CONTRIBUTING WIN THE SKIRMISH AND ULTIMATELY THE 
FRIEND AND WORKER. In this very local BATTLE. In marching with the "goodly" beings 
group you allow some to shred others and hop of the globe and specifically those nations 
on the pecking line-QUIT IT! Another one i s  which are basically manipulated by the power 
NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS! If ones come and of said "Committee", afoundation and a n  army 
offer service and there is  place for service- can be established which can prevail against 
put them to work1 THERE IS NOTHING- all enemies. Scatter and divide and discount 
NOTHING-TO HIDE ABOUT OUR PLACE. NEED for inclusion of the 'mankindn factor- 
THERE "ARE" PRIVATE THINGS ABOUT IN- and YOU WILL FALL. 
DIVIDUALS-UNDER THE CONSTITUTION Would it not be better to lead a world in 
WHICH MUST BE HONORED: PRIVACY. SE- PEACE and prosperity-than fall with the less 
CURITY AND FREEDOM. strong to the those who would Satanize the 

planet? The choice is here before you now- 
PROPERTY right now! It i s  a time for consideration for 

GREATNESS or consider the alternative-de- 
I would give you another example in this mise of civilization! The anti-civilizationists 

small place. The "farm", as it is referred to, will destroy all semblance of true human civi- 
where the spelt i s  tested, etc., (Sunshine Val- lization as You might perceive it to be. 
ley Organic Farms, Inc.) is leased property. We are not interested in revenge upon the 
The ones living and tending the farm have 'criminaln or the "warrior". We are interested 
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i n  neutralizing the  ability of those who a re  
equally trapped through blackmail and  crimi- 
na l  actions-to longer bind and  destroy a na- 
tion, a republic a n d  cost ALL all  hopes for 
FREEDOM. 

Like i t  or  not,  I am here i n  representation 
of t h e  WINNER i n  th i s  battle a n d  I am autho- 
rized to 'negotiate". I will make all sor ts  of 
allowances i n  exchange for change of vision 
moving toward desire for change into freedom 
a n d  constitutional foundation. I will NOT 
compromise o n  needs, agreements OR a con- 
t inuat ion of evil. So be  it. 

IT BECOMES IMPERATIVE THAT ALL ARE 
ABLE TO SEE THAT IT IS BETTER TO BE 
FRIENDS WITH GOD CREATOR AND HIS TEAM 
THAN TO CONTINUE IN THE DESTRUCTIVE 
DIRECTIONS NOW FACED BY THE WORLD. 

P O P U L A T I O N  C O N T R O L  

Ah, b u t  a rebut tal  is t h a t  we [of Earth] a re  
over-populated a n d  something m u s t  be done 
abou t  that. JOIN THE HOSTS O F  THE UNI- 
VERSE-AND YOU HAVE NO PROBLEM1 WE 
CAN 'CREATE" PLACES FOR EVERY LIVING 
BEING, ROBOTIC MECHANISM OR WHAT- 
EVER, WITHOUT DAMAGING "YOUn I N  YOUR 
DESTRUCTIVE, MURDERING BEHAVIOR. 
GOD IS ABUNDANCE1 GOD HAS ALL THE 
'SPACE" AND 'TIME" IN THE UNIVERSE-IN- 
FINITELY1 

To you who now hold keys to  the very 
destruct ion of t he  enemy as relates  to indi- 
vidual do-wrongers-THINK! Do you REALLY 
want  to get  Mr. Christopher for making a wrong 
hand-shake somewhere? NO, we want Mr. 
Christopher to  s t and  with TRUTH against t he  
evil that suppresses  t he  h u m a n  species. Not 
only that, b u t  to  release enough funding from 
the criminals' coffers t ha t  the  people can  re- 
s tore  order o u t  of t h i s  massive evil empire of 
chaos. Would it not  be better to  BE RECOG- 
NIZED BEFORE HISTORY AND GOD AS ONES 
WHO RESTORED FREEDOM AND RIGH- 
TEOUSNESS TO A GLOBE THAN TO BE FOR- 
GOTTEN AND RELEGATED TO THE DUNG 
HEAP OF GARBAGE AND COMPOST? 

The, (you of the) Committee-KNOW BET- 
TER THAN ANY OTHER ONE GROUP OF 
ANYONES OR ANYTHINGS ON THE PLANET- 
THAT THERE ARE EXTRATERRESTRIAL AD- 
VANCED LIFE FORMS AND THERE ARE RE- 
VOLVING SERVICETO MIND "INCARNATIONS* 

mission of creating-not destroying! 

T O  R O N N  J A C K S O N  

This i s  specifically to Ronn: Do not do 
'battle" with these persons. They can  see, if 
guided by vision-into the  leadership we must  
have o n  your  place-to t u rn  about th i s  insan- 
ity. THAT i s  your  job, son, to show them this- 
not  threaten, blackmail or compromise. You 
need not  compromise, bu t  negotiation i s  the 
better par t  of wisdom. You are i n  honor for 
tha t  which you have revealed about t he  sordid 
other world of the  Power Brokers of the Evil 
Empires-and you have established HOW it  i s  
you KNOW so  much. It is enough. We want to 
build a nat ion in freedom-not go back and  
destroy anyone or any being. It is unworthy of 
our  mission. 

What of those ones  who fall into categories 
AGAINST God's instructions? They will fall of 
their own volition as the  building happens. 
When the  mind-control systems a re  replaced 
with goodliness-the evil mind-warping will 
STOP and m a n  and woman can  again function 
in freedom a n d  BALANCE of intent. If evil can  
do it-cannot good do it better? 

D O E S  T H I S  M E A N  HATONN 
W I L L  STOP 

P O I N T I N G  O U T  THE "BAD"? 

No, I will point ou t  more and  more-FOR 
YOU CANNOT FIX THAT WHICH IS BROKEN 
UNTILYOU KNOW WHAT IS BROKEN. It means 
we s top trying to hang  someone i n  our  igno- 
rance and t h a t  which is evil and binding will 
fall to  t he  side to devour itself-in other words, 
be vanished. Until you can  focus on the  
desired goal-you will b e  ever distracted con- 
stantly by the  intended distractions-for THAT 
is the  intent  of the adversary. FOCUS ON THE 
GOAL AND THE REST WILL TAKE ITS PLACE. 
YOUNEED LEADERS-STRONG PERSONS 
AND FUNDS FOR SUPPORT FOR THE BUILD- 
ING. I PERSONALLY ASK EVERY MEMBER OF 
THAT BOARD OF 17 AND THE MAJESTIC 12 
GROUP-TO 'COME ABOARD". LET US, 
PLEASE, BRING LIGHTED BROTHERHOOD 
ONTO YOUR PLANET I N  HARMONY AND 
BEAUTY-INSTEAD O F  THE TERRIBLE 
WARPED BEINGS YOU HAVE HELPED BUILD 

THANK YOU, SURVEILLANCE TEAM, FOR 
REPORTING TO YOUROFFICERS I N  CHARGE. 
THERE WILL BE SOME TICKED-OFF 
ADVERSARIAL ELITE. I WOULD SUGGEST 
THEY CONSIDER ACHANGE ALSO. T H E  REA- 
S O N  ONES MAKE IT T O  SUCH COMMITTEES 
A S  THAT O F  T H E  17 I S  NOT BECAUSE O F  
HOSTILE GREED A S  MUCH A S  SUPREME 
AND SUPERIOR INTELLIGENCE TO "PLAY 
THE GAME". T H E  GAME PLAYED IN WIS- 
DOM O F  OUTCOME IN FREEDOM-IS T H E  
KEY T O  T H E  LOCKED DOOR UNTO T H E  
UNIVERSE--RIGHT, MR. SAGAN? 

ACCOMPLISHMENTAND LEGACY IS WHAT 
YOU REALLY SEEK. SO, PLEASE, IT IS TIME- 
LET US GET ON WITH IT. 

Thank you for your attention, I salute you 
for careful consideration-and I look forward 
to working WITH you. 

I will await your  response. 
By the way, for your information-the un-  

lawful a n d  criminal activities, orders  a n d  
unconditional laws-will be  brought down 
along with those who MADE THEM. Wouldn't 
i t  be nice to be  among the  ones  who STOP the  
i n s u l t  t o  mankind-instead of t h e  o n e s  
BROUGHT DOWN? I believe we understand 
one another aui te  well indeed. 

Now, good council, I expect agreements to 
be met-STARTING INSTANTLY and I DEMAND 
tha t  Ronn Jackson  be  freed, Buckley be met  i n  
honorable agreement, the  certificates held i n  
good a n d  valid faith be negotiated, Gunther  be 
se t  free and GUARDED that h e  can do his 
transactions-and we will leave your little 
troops alone. I want these adversarial 'causes* 
against my scribe shut down-favorably re- 
solved. We ask for naught  save justice-that 
means I want  top-notch and able attorneys in 
a NON-FIXED judicial setting-OR, ju s t  ge t  it 
shut-down with FAVORABLE resul ts  for MY 
PEOPLE. I am weary of the  games a n d  gar- 
bage. We all have a job to do-a worthy, 
magnificent a n d  goodly job to accomplish. I 
do, however, demand these things be resolved 
NOW-in OUR best interests-for i t  i s  t he  
fleas, maggots a n d  leeches which are going to 
be buried-whether they claim to be on  your 
side OR MINE. These are  NOT of God and  I 
want  them not around me. They can live in  t he  
dungheap wherein they can  suck the  very 
essence of life from the  rot. 

(IF YOU WILL). IT IS TIME TO USE THAT 
KNOWLEDGE FOR POSITIVE EXPERIENCE TO 
STOP DEAD I N  THEIR TRACKS THE DESPOIL- 
ERS OFYOURVERY LIFE EXISTENCE INYOUR 
ONGOING EXPRESSION AND/OR MANI- 
FESTATION. 

Not only CAN YOU STOP THE INSANITY 
ALMOST INSTANTLY-BUT YOU CAN BEGIN 
THE RESTRUCTURING IMMEDIATELY. There 
a re  willing h a n d s  awaiting with their hammers 
and saws  to  fit a n d  build i n  perfection, t hen  
move o n  to t he  freedom and wonders opening 
un to  the  people in technology a n d  experience 
beyond  y o u r  dreams-IF YOU GET THE 
REVOLVEMENT DONE. 

Each on  t h e  Committee i s  HUMAN, capable 
of doing ANYTHING goodly under  the  sun- 
a n d  you of t he  'Committeen have the  physical 
wherewithal to do th i s  job instantly. It  i s  
going to be accomplished either way-with or  
without you-so, i t  i s  time for the  vision a n d  
acceptance of your very purpose within th i s  
h u m a n  experience. POWER over a dying world 
is NOT ENOUGH, good buddies-NEVER 
enough! Soul  mus t  blossom and  fulfill i t s  

IN SECRET DUNGEONS. 
1 AM OF GOD AND GOD ZIGGY / Bv Tom Wilson 

WINS. I WOULD WELCOME 
ANYONE WITH INTENT TO- 
WARD HARMONY, BALANCE 
AND JUSTICE-ABOARD! Fur- 
ther,  by your year 1995 I would 
like participation WITH you- 
bu t  I shallnot subject my crews 
to your insane death traps.  

I am appealing to your  de- 
c is ions toward justice-and 
saving your own assets ,  if you 
prefer. I needyou to make th is  
transition more easily accom- 
plished-BUT YOU NEED ME 
FAR MORE! I am going to get 
t h i s  miss ion  accomplished 
with or without you-I a s k  in- 
telligent wisdom in  decision 
making. I KEEP EVERY COM- 
MITMENT I MAKE, EVERY 
AGREEMENT OFFERED. 
NOW, IF YOU WILL DO THE 
SAME, WE CAN GET ON WITH 
SOME REAL JOY I N  EXPERI- 
ENCE. 
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YES! Please rush me these JOURNALS on smart survival. I understand that if I order the four JOURNALS together, my cost will be U.S. $5.50 
each, plus shipping and handling. If I select fiom one to three JOURNALS, my cost will be U.S. $6.00 each, plus shipping and handling. 

JOURNALS OF THE WEEK-BOOK REVIEW 
"When You KNOW, I t  Can Make All The Difference: 

You Can Help Yourself And Your Loved Ones To Understand" 
Successfully taking charge ofyour quest for Find out the facts: What is AIDS; How AIDS 

KNOWLEDGE brings you into the dimension of really spreads. And now, the electromagnetic 
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Nora's Research Corner 
alwavs been overrated, and whose continu- 
ance-is not in the slightest degree, necessary. 
We meet it with its high requirements, i ts  
"time honored customs," its swelling titles, 
and shall show it in its nakedness and sim- 
plicity. Strip it of its "borrowed trappings" and 

Unmasking Freemasonry it is  a mere nothing, a toy not now worthy the 
notice of a child to sport with. We look back to 
it as, at  one period, a "cement of society and 
bond of unionm-we view it as, at one time, a 

Par* I venerable fort-but now in ruins-which con- 
tained within its walls many things that digni- 
fied and adorned human nature. We give it 

Illustrations Of Masonry have gone before them. The mind that formed due credit for the services it has  done; but  at 
and planned them, goes on in its dazzling present when light has  gone abroad into the 

by Capt. William Morgan flight, bounding over barrier after barrier, till utmost recesses and corners of the world- 
it has  arrived a t  the ultimate goal of consum- when information is scattered wide around us, 

'One of the Fraternity" mation. and knowledge i s  not closeted in cloisters and 
The daily occurrences before u s  bring forth cells but 'stalks abroad with her beams of 

The following quotation from the Introduc- the full conviction that the emanation from light, and her honors and rewards," we may 
tion to the  book nlustrations of Masonry, by the God of light is  gradually ascending to now, when our minority has  expired, act  u p  to 
Capt. William Morgan starts  a series of articles regions of greater intellectual brilliancy. our character and look no longer to Masonry 
using works on  Freemasonry which are in- When we view man, in  the infancy of soci- as our guide and conductor; it has  nothing in 
tended to reveal the nature of the institution ety, as in the childhood of his existence, he is it now valuable that i s  not known ,to every 
through the  unmasking of its "secrets". weak, powerless and defenceless; but in his inquiring mind. I t  contains, wrapped u p  in its 

Capt. Morgan, in his own words, had "de- manhood and riper years, he has  grown to his supposed mysteries, no useful truth, no nec- 
voted thirty years to the subject" of Masonry. full stature, and stands forth in commanding essary knowledge that has  not gone forth to 
He compiled this  work on the secrets of M a -  attitude, the favored and acknowledged lord of the world through other channels and by other 
sonry just prior to his kidnapping and murder. the world. For his comfort and well-being as a means. If we would have a knowledge of 
According to the publisher of this work, Col. member of society, rules and regulations are sacred history-of the religion and practices 
David C. Miller, Batavia, N.Y., Capt. Morgan necessary. In the various stages of his  of the Jews, and the terms and technicalities 
was 'carried away from the village of Batavia, progress, these systematic improvements un- of the Mosaic institutions, we can have re- 
N.Y. on the 1 l t h  day of September, 1826, by a dergo various changes, according to circum- course to the Bible. Ifwe wish further commu- 
number of Freemasons." As a result of the stances and situation. What is proper and nications from heaven, we have to open and 
murder of Capt. Morgan and the publication of necessary in one grade of society, i s  wholly view the pages of the New Testament. If we 
his  work, a strong anti-Masonic movement useless, and may be alarming in another. would 'climb the high ascent of human sci- 
emerged in  America which caused the tempo- Opinions and usages that go down in  tradi- ence, and trace the mighty progress of hunian 
rary suppression of Masonry. However, not tion, and interfere not with our improvements genius in every gigantic effort of mind in logic, 
for long. in social concerns, adhere to u s  more closely geometry, mathematics, chemistry, and every 

Col. David C. Miller, the fnst publisher of and become entwined in all our feelings. It i s  other branch of knowledge," we ridicule the 
the  work, wrote an introduction to it which is to this  we owe our bigoted attachment to idea that Masonry, in her retirements, con- 
included i n  the current printing of the book, antiquity-it is  this that demands from u s  a tains the arts  and sciences. The sturdiest 
available through Omni Publications, P.O. BOX superstitious reverence for the opinions and Mason in the whole fraternity is not bold 
900566, Palmdale, CA 93590. Col. Miller is practices of men of former times, and closes enough to uphold or maintain the opinion for 
herein attempting 'to set  forth some of the the ear against truth, and blinds the eyes to one moment in sober reality. The origin of the 
leading views that governed those who em- the glare of new lights and new accessions of institution is  easily traced to the rude ages of 
barked on the undertaking." knowledge through which medium only can the world-to a body of mechanics, or a corpo- 

they break in upon the mind. ration of operative workmen, who formed signs 
[QUOTING:] We have within ourselves the knowledge; and regulations, the more easily to carry on 

and everywhere around u s  the proofs that we their work, and to protect their order. [The 
To contend with prejudice, and to struggle are beings destined not to stand still. In our very obligations solemnly tendered to every 

against customs and opinions, which super- present state of advancement, we look with member, carry the strongest internal evidence 
stition, time, and ignorance have hallowed, pity on the small progress of our fathers in arts  of the semi-barbarity that  prevailed at the 
requires time, patience, and magnanimity. and sciences, and social institutions; and when time of the institution of the order.] In the 
When we begin to pull down the strongholds of compared with our elevated rank, we have just course of time, as society increased, and knowl- 
error, the batteries we level against them, cause of pride and of grateful feelings. They edge became more general, it spread, and 
though strong, andpowerful; andvictorious a t  did well for the times in which they lived, but embracing in  its grasp other objects than at 
last, are at first received with violence; and to the ultimatumofperfectibility we are nearer, first, it enrolled in its ranks men of the fwst 
when in our conquering career we meet with and in the monuments we have before u s  of respectability in wealth, talents and worth. 
scoffs and revilings from the beseiged parti- the skill and genius of our times and age, we But that there i s  anything intrinsically valu- 
sans  of untenable positions, it the more forc- have only fulfilled these destinies for which able in the signs, symbols, or words of Ma-  
ibly impresses u s  we are but men; and that in we were created; and we object to every ob- sonry, no man of sense will contend. That 
every work of reformation and renovation we stacle that  opposes or attempts to oppose the there i s  not any hidden secret which operates 
must  encounter various difficulties. For a full will of heaven. as a talismanic charm on  its possessors, every 
confirmation of our statement we might refer In the present enlightened state to which man of intelligence, Mason or no Mason, must 
to the history of the world. I t  is not our society has  advanced, we contend that the candidly acknowledge. It is worse than idle- 
intention, however, to give a full detail of the opinions and tenets and pretended secrecies ness for the defenders of the order, at the 
whims and caprices of man to bring forth the of 'olden times," handed down to us, should present day to entrench themselves behind 
historic records of other years as proof of the be fully, fairly and freely canvassed; that  from their outward show-the semblance before the 
windings and shiftings of the various charac- the mist and darkness which have hung over world-and to say they are in  possession of 
ters  who have 'Strutted their brief hour on them, they should come out before the open superior knowledge. 
life's stage" inorder to convince that  customs, light of day, and be subject to the rigid test of We pretend not to act under a cover. We 
associations, and institutions are like the lives candid investigation. These preliminary re- shall 'tell the truth, the  whole truth, and 
of the authors and abettors, fleeting and  frag- marks lead u s  to the main object of our intro- nothing but the truth.' Masonry, it is true, 
ile. Many of them rise u p  as bubbles on  the duction. has  long been eulogized in  song-it has fonned 
ocean, and die away. Circumstances give We come to lay before the world the claims the burthen of the poet's theme, and been the 
them existence, and when these causes cease of an institution which has  been sanctioned subject of the orator's best performances. 
to exist, they ga into the  same gulf of oblivion by ages, venerated for wisdom, exalted for Fancy has  been almost exhausted in bringing 
as countless exploded opinions and tenets 'light;" but, aninstitution whdse benefits have out 'new flowers to deck the  fairy queen;' but  
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when we come behind the scenes, what is the to the modern world what the whore of Babylon in malice. In the firm discharge of our under- 
picture we behold? Are we to rest satisfied was to the ancient; and is the beast with seven taking we have been stern and unbending as  
with the ipse dixit of others, or to examine the heads and ten horns, ready to tear out our the rugged mountain oak; and persecutions, 
truth for ourselves? The touchstone is  before bowels, and scatter them to the four winds of pains and perils have not deterred u s  from our 
our readers in the present publication. heaven. purpose. We have triumphed over tumult, and 

Masonry is of itself naked and worthless. Masonry gives rogues and evil-minded clamor, and evil speaking. 
It consists of gleanings from the Holy Scrip- characters an opportunity of visiting upon When our bookgoes out to the world, it will 
tures, and from the arts and sciences, which their devoted victim, all the ills attending meet with attacks of a violent nature from one 
have shone in the world. Linking itself with combined power, when exerted to accomplish source, and men of mock titles and order will 
philosophy and science and religion, on this it destruction. It works unseen, at all silent endeavor to heap upon it every calumny. Men 
rests all its claims to veneration and respect. hours, and secret times and places; and, like more tenacious of absolute forms and practice 
Take away this borrowed aid, and it falls into death when summoning his diseases, pounces than they are attentive to truth and honor, will 
ruins. upon its devoted subject, and lays him pros- deny our expositions, and call u s  liars and 

Much weight is still attached to the argu- trate in the dust. Like the great enemy of man, it impostors. 
ment, that as a tie uniting men-that, as  a has shown itscloven foot, and put the public upon Such is the treatment, however ungener- 
significant speech, symbolically speaking ev- its guard against its secret machinations. ous and unjust, which we expect to meet, and 
ery language, and at  the same time embodying This part of the subject requires no further for which we are prepared. Truth, we know, is 
in its constitution everything that is  valuable, discussion either by way of ridicule or down- majestic and will finally prevail. The little 
it should command respect. We meet this right sincerity, but the remark which cannot petty effusions of malice that will be thrown 
argument with facts that cannot be contro- be too often reiterated, that the world, in its out, will die with their authors, whom this 
verted. We put it on a basis that will fling into present advanced state, requires no such or- work will survive. 
the background every quibble and artifice on der for our social intercourse; and when the We now aver, in defiance of whatever may 
the subject; and, in the language of a polemic Masonic mania prevails as it now does in this be said to the contrary-no matter by whom, 
writer, we challenge opposition to our posi- country, we are exalting a mere human ordi- how exalted his rank-that this book is  what it 
tion. nance, with its useless trumpery and laugh- pretends to be; that is  a master key to the 

The religion inculcated by the Son of Man able accompaniments, for the sublime and secrets of Masonry; that in the pages before 
does all this; and in no possible situation can unadorned lessons of Heaven. him, the man of candor and inquiry can judge 
man be placed, that the benign influence of To some men it is  galling and mortifying in for himself, and then a proper judgement will 
Christianity does not completely supersede the extreme to give up their darling systems. be formed of our intention. 
the use of a mere human institution. Place a With the increase of years their fondness be- 
brother in a desert, unfriended and un- comes so great that they cling to them with [END OF QUOTING] 
known,-leave him in a wilderness where hu- wild and bewildered attachment. But we would 
man footsteps never printed the ground, the ask them, where now are the Knights of Malta Please keep in mind that the kidnapping 
Divine Benefactor is at his side, and watches and Jerusalem and the objects that called and murder of Capt. Morgan took place about 
over him with parental guidance. Let him be forth their perils and journeying? Where are 50 years after America had gained her inde- 
driven on a barbarous coast, in the midst of the crusades and excursions on which our pendence from England, 50 years after Adam 
savage men, and there it is  that the breathings Grand Commanders, Generalissimos and Sir Weishaupt had infiltrated and gained control 
of the divine influence spreads around him its Knights are to be engaged.. . ... . . . In no other of Masonry, and about forty years before the 
shield, brings him into civilized society-in excursions than Cervantes describes of his Civil War between the states. 'Masonry" was 
the busy walks of men, and are we to be told, redoubtable hero Don Quixote. The days and no longer a guild of working-men, there were 
as members of community, sojourners on occasions that called forth these deeds of chiv- in other words, no 'trade secrets" to protect. 
Earth, and candidates for heaven, we must be alry and valor have passed like those before The men who kidnapped and killed Capt. Mor- 
taught our duty at a Mason's lodge? Wherever the flood; and the mock dignitaries and puppet gan were solely "protecting" Masonic secrets 
Masonry exercises its influence with success, show actions of Masons in their imitation call according to the terrible oaths that had been 
there Christianity can have, or should have a forth pity and indignation. When we now see required of them. When one considers the 
more powerful effect. Whenever Masonry the gaudy show in a lodge-room, and a train of sometimes "barbarity" of the era, the lack of 
claims 'kindred with the skies," and exalts nominal officers with their distinction and education in general, and other pressures of 
herself above every living sublunary thing, badges, it may give u s  some faint idea of diabolically contrived circumstances, it may 
then, with an unhallowed step, it obtrudes on scenes that are past, and may gratify and idle be easier to understand how certain Masons 
the sacred borders of religion, and decks itself curiosity, but produces no substantial good were driven or even led to take the extreme 
in borrowed garments. under heaven. When monasteries and clois- action which they did. 

Entrenched within these strong walls- ters, and inquisitor's cells and prisons have I will take-up with the first part of the 
decked with all the glitter of high sounding been broken up before the sweeping march of book, Illustrations of Masonry, at the next writ- 
profes~ions, claiming what does not belong to the moral mind, why this unnecessary mum- ing. I t  begins with the description of the 
it,-it dazzles 'but to bewilder and destroy". mery should be so much countenanced in this Masonic Ceremonies in opening a Lodge of 
In its train, in these United States, are en- country, above allother countiesin the world, Entered Apprentice Masons. 
rolled many periodical works devoted to Ma-  is a matter of astonishment. 
sonry; and under the guise of patronizing The day we trust will never 
mechanics-the arts and sciences-lend their arrive here, when ranks in Ma-  
aid to carry on the imposing delusion. They sonry will be stepping-stones to 
take up  the specious title of throwing a little places of dignity and power- 
illumination on this benighted country, from when this institution will be a 
their secret depositories. Arrogating to itself machine to press down the free 
what should deck other's brows-assuming to born spirit of men. We have now 
be the patron, the life and soul of all that is no tyrant to rule over us-no 
great and valuable-it deceives many of its kingly potentate to move over 
votaries, and from its gaudy premises the our heads the rod of authority; 
most untenable and onerous conclusions are but high in our elevation, and 
drawn. invincible in our strongholds, 

Are we astonished at the wild and heedless we put at  defiance secret cabals 
manner in which many of the votaries of M a -  and associations. The public 
sonry rush into every excess, putting at defi- opinion is  like a mighty river, 
ance the laws of our civil institutions, which and gigantic in its course it will 
suffer no one to put in jeopardy, but by due sweep every interposing obstacle 
forms, and disregarding the command of the before it. 
Most High, which says, 'Thou shalt not kill?"- In the work which we submit 
we can readily trace the cause to the impres- to the public we have given false 
sions and practices obtained from its false coloring to nothing; nor in these 
tenets and descriptive arrogance. Masonry is  remarks have we set down aught 
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would br ing  y o u  t h e  TRUTH o f  GOD a n d  

$9 "Authority Tells Us in f in i t e  life? NO-I TREAT YOU LIKE THE 
WONDROUS, THINKING, REASONING, FREE- 
WILLED CREATIONS WORTHY O F  YOUR 
LABEL OF  "MANn, THE SON O F  GOD-WITH 
GOD. IN HUMAN EXPERIENCE--about to lo se  

Who Is Hatonn y o u r  lives! How m a n y  o f  y o u  ask ,  UHow 
could God let t h i s  (o r  t h a t )  happen?  And the 
chi ldren,  how cou ld  God let t h i s  h a p p e n  to 
t h e  chi ldren? GOD doesn't! You allow 
people  l ike  t h i s  "authorn wr i t ing  this gar- 
bage, t o  conv ince  y o u  that God wouldn ' t  

7/28/94 11 HATONN Even more incredible i s  that spiritually ad- involve HIMSELF w i t h  y o u r  lives! HOW 
vanced and hicrhlv evolved beinas such as ELSE DO YOU ATTEND THOSE CHILDREN- 

SOLAR C R O S S  OR SOMETHING? Hatonn would &;me involved in<he farce of UNLESSYOU KNOW I T I S  HAPPENING, HOW, 
human politics ... or would engage in a massive AND WHY!?I 'This is NOT Hatonn, Keeper of 

I don't know what it i s  you expect me to do tirade detailing the inner workings of the CIA, the Galactic Archives. This is NOT Hatonn of 
with this  old garbage sent  forth recently from NSA, Council on Foreign Relations, Business the Universal Confederation of Man. This i s  
something o r  o ther  called Solar Cross,  Elite, and numerous others. All for the avowed NOT the most respected and honored scholar 
Starwards I1 (Earthman Come Home). What in purpose of 'waking up' a sleepy and uncon- in the Galaxy. According to Confederation 
the world are 'they" talking about? HOW ARE cerned humanity about the terrors of a One records, no one else in the galaxy is entitled to 
THEY GOING TO GET 'HOME"? And above World Government or the covert intentions of be known as Hatonn because the name is not 
all-who is Richard T. Miller? Who cares? I s  the Trilateral Commission. Many publica- only a name but also a special title reserved 
his information valid, invalid, foolish, limit- tions have appeared in the last forty years for the Keeper of the Galactic Archives. There- 
ing, inclusive of ALL OF GOD'S LAWS like, for where respected Space Beings have been used fore, anyone else claiming the name of Hatonn 
instance, the UNLIMITED ability of GOD? to further the personal ambitions or motives of must be using the name and title for devious 

I can IMMEDIATELY tell you the paper individuals, groups, and organizations who reasons of their own. 
being passed about is both old and invalid! have a message of their own to impart or 'From his credentials, it i s  immediately 
How? Because the assault against Hatonn i s  suspect a governmental conspiracy behind apparent that Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn is not a 
focused on Dharma being a male-basically every tree. However, nowhere i s  this more member of the Universal Confederation of Man. 
accepted as George Green, America West's blatantly evident, than in  purported com- Instead, he claims to be associated with the 
presentations and something called The Phoe- munications from Hatonn, and others, being 'Intergalactic Federation Fleet'. [H: Can ' t  b e  
nix Liberator. distributed world-wide in  the publication The bo th?  Especially s i n c e  I a m  also touted as 

This person states that Hatonn is one of Phoenix Liberator and i ts  allied publication? " the  m o s t  r e spec t ed  a n d  hono red  s c h o l a r  in 
the most important personages in the uni- AUTHORED BY GEORGE AND DESIREE t h e  Galaxyn? Maybe I got bored w i t h  the 
verse, along with Mon-Ka, Ashtar, etc., and GREEN O F  TEHACHAPI, CALIFORNIA AND job? Perhaps  I am q u i t e  capable  o f  doing 
then says that  Hatonn is keeper of the records. DISTRIBUTED BY AMERICA WEST." BOTH? WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT 
What records?? Next h e  hits with the fact that  I am also credited with: '...that he is sup- MAKE--IF I BRING TRUTH O F  HOW IT  =? I 
Hatonn offers incredibly overwhelming infor- plying it, (information) to let all seekers of the have also said s i n c e  onset o f  t h e s e  wr i t i ngs  
mation to boggle your sick minds and frighten truth know the nature of the incredible threat t h a t  t h e y  are that w h i c h  will b e  RECORDED 
you with s u c h  as 'underground bases*. facing humanity. Has the thought passed AS THE HISTORICAL TRUTH O F  THIS VE3RY 
Hatonn, 'who is the most respected scholar in through your mind that somehow, your intel- AGE O F  MANKIND AND EITHER WHAT WENT 
the Universal Confederation of M a n  and the ligence has  just been insulted? ... And this is WRONG--OR THE RECORDS O F  THE HIS- 
Keeper of the Galactic Archives ... would quote not all. This source, claiming to be Hatonn, TORICAL RECLAMATION OR'A PLANET! I d o  
chapter  a n d  verse, page after page, ad  presents (again, in overwhelming detail) what n o t  i n s i s t  t h i s  pe r son  access t h i s  material-  
infinitum, of exquisite details concerning hun- is claimed to be penetrating insights into al- this m a n  m a y  s e r v e  or d o  a n y t h i n g  he 
dreds of hidden underground military instal- most every organization, both national and choose s  b u t  I personal ly  do not w i sh  his 
lations and missile bases, State by State and international, that is involved in a gigantic s e r v i c e s  i n  m y  Command-he obviously; 
City by City, until  the unwary seeker (recipi- conspiracy to totally enslave all humanity .... If s e rve s  a n o t h e r  who  is so l im i t ed  as to b e  a 
ent) i s  overwhelmed by the sheer enormity of true, this  is an  incredibly naive Hatonn at  his wa r thog  roo t ing  u p  t ruff les .  By t h e  way- 
an alleged government threat to use such finest; [H: Gues s  so!] instilling fear, distrust have  YOU m e t  a n y o n e  f rom t h e  Confedera- 
weapons against i ts  own citizens. Those re- and paranoia throughout the ranks of a n  un- tion of  Man? I t h o u g h t  not!] Perhaps be- 
ceiving this type of information must be terri- suspecting and (in his words) gullible public cause 'Federation' sounds so similar to 'con- 
fied of this implied threat, coming as it does and humanity." [H: GUILTY AS CHARGED!] federation'humans will interpret this as mean- 
from such a n  impeccable source as a n  alleged But, readers, I like the next, best: 'But ing he is a member of the Universal Con- 
Hatonn. Can any rational person deny that perhaps we, who question this, are all unen- federation. [H: Well actual ly ,  t h e r e  is such- 
this type of information creates fear, distrust lightened and cannot see the trees because of a n d  I Am! See how s l y  this is? Does  t h i s  
and certain forms of paranoia? Can any ofyou the forest. This would be hard to accept wr i te r  mean  Universal  Confedera t ion  o f  Man 
believe that  the  real Hatonn, a responsible because 'we' are approaching this evaluation as f i r s t  men t i oned  or Universal  Confedera- 
being, would supply such information or en- using nothing more than our past knowledge, tion? Wow, is there e v e r  a BIG difference!] 
gage himself in such activity?" common sense and our rational minds. He also uses the name of Hatonn without any 

This person goes on to suggest that  my 'This source, who identifies himself as clarification thus, again, allowing the name 
speaking on politics is'offensive and '...would Hatonn, does not make clear whether he is similarity to create the impression that  he i s  
NEVER HAPPEN." Readers, what do you pray claiming to be The Hatonn' (the one we have the 'real' Hatonn. The unsuspecting, might 
for? Do you not pray for help? Do you not pray all come to know and respect). H i s  credentials 'assume'he is the genuine article. His creden- 
for insight and information? The CALL COM- are somewhat unclear as he identifies himself tials also state that he is a member of a Pleia- 
PELS THE ANSWER1 If you pray to God for as: des flight command. I t  so happens that the 
help--and you mean it, good friend-you will 'Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander in Pleiades sector of space and its associated 
GET IT! Since GOD deals with INFORMATION Chief, Earth Project Transition, Pleiades Sec- star systems are members of the 'Grand Alli- 
and energy-you will get it THIS WAY, not by tor Flight Command, intergalactic Federation ance of M a n . '  [H: 1'11 tell y o u  right now, 
a firing squad or a raptured evacuation. Fur- Fleet." [H: What  is unc l ea r  a b o u t  that?] readers,  to BEWARE. A "grand a l l i ance  o f  
thermore, IF we wish to consider what else the [H: NOW PAY ATTENTION, READERS:] HUMANn m i g h t  b e  acceptable--but a n  alli- 
man said above: I am keeper of the Galactic "This cannot be the same Hatonn known to ance o f  Urnan" is s a y i n g  NOTHING!] The 
Records?!? Then, w h o  else would  b e  b e t t e r  this author or the one we introduced to the Grand 'Alliance' is composed of star systems 
qual i f ied to b r i n g  y o u  the recorded  t r u t h ?  public years ago." [H: They  " int roduced yea r s  and worlds that  are not yet mature enough to 
Ponder it. This person also continues '...But agon? I guess I can't b e  q u i t e  t h e  s ame ,  c a n  become Members of the Universal Confedera- 
even more, how could they believe that  such I? Who is dea l ing  w i t h  mys t i c i sm  a n d  who  tion. They are considered to  be ... [H: The last 
respected beings as Hatonn, Mon-Ka, Ashtar, is dea l i ng  w i t h  REALITY? What  n e r d  f rom s e n t e n c e  is miss ing  f rom the page. What  
etc., would participate in such an activity? f loa t ing  c louds  would lie to y o u  or w h o  c r eden t i a l s  m a k e s  THIS "author" in p o i n t  
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considered valid in any measure a t  all? How where do you think such a MAILING might about the underground bases. Why? BE- 
did he  o r  does h e  get his  information? What have originated in order to further discount CAUSE THEY HAVE NOW BECOME KNOWN 
is there  about t h e  writing (which, by t h e  this resource?? Readers, if you can't see the AND PUBLIC INFORMATION! WOULDYOU BE 
way, t ha t  is presented a s  IF HATONN WERE pattern of deception and distraction, you are BETTER OFF TO NOT KNOW ABOUT THEM 
SPEAKING BUT IS SIGNED RICHARD T. in for some long, hard and bumpy roads ahead. AND "BE SURPRISED" AND ALLOW YOUR- 
MILLER), t h a t  provides anything save opin- I think the very first paragraph of this docu- SELF TO START NOW I N  SHOCK AND TER- 
ion of Richard T. Miller, much t h e  more- ment in point says it all: ROR? TRUTH WILL GIVE YOU FREEDOM- 
what does t h e  message assu.med t o  be from "Over the past thirty-seven years a n  enor- garbage will end you up i n  t h e  garbage dump 
t h i s  Hatonn, say? We will go to t h e  ending mous quantity of information and commen- of life! NO, I take no offense a t  this  man's 
t o  save t ime  and give a listing of EVALUA- tary has been published by various organiza- offerings-I could not purchase such confir- 
TION GUIDELINES-from th i s  en t i ty  and /or  tions, groups and individuals who claim their mation of my own reality and/or what I am 
Richard T. Miller:] source is a being known as Hatonn. about and doing. MAN PLACES LIMITATIONS- 

"The following may be of assistance in "However, I cannot prevent myself [H: Al- GOD HAS NONE! KEEP IT IN YOUR MINDS 
evaluating communications from any source though he  should have.] from wondering why AND HEARTS1 
identifying themselves as belonging to the no one ever received a communication from THE HARDER ONES NOW TRY TO DIS- 
Spiritual Hierarchy, the Universal Confedera- Hatonn or any of the others of the Universal CREDIT ME AND MY PEOPLE--THE MORE 
tion [H: Of "manw o r  what?] or claimed extra- Confederation of Man, prior to our introducing YOU CONFIRM AND PROVE THE VERY 
terrestrial: these beings to humanity." [H: Beats me! I s  TRUTH OF OUR BEING. HOWEVER, IT IS AS 

'1. I s  the message content or information it POSSIBLE tha t  there  were others???] THE REDUCING DIETS AND INSTRUC- 
supplied consistent with the awareness level 'These beings were introduced to humanity by TIONS-IF YOU FOLLOW NOT NOR READ 
you would expect of a more advanced, highly the messages received by myself and distrib- THE INFORMATION-YOU WILL NOT LOSE 
evolved, being? Do not waste your time study- uted worldwide by the original staff of the WEIGHT! DON'T TELL ME A THING DOES 
ing information from lesser beings or those Solar Cross Foundation (circa 1955 through NOT WORK OR THAT WHICH I TELL YOU IS 
that  exhibit decidedly human attitudes and 1979) and u p  to the present by myself, your NOT TRUE-WITHOUTEITHER READING OR 
characteristics if your goal is quality. Author." [H: Looks suspicious t o  me!] DOING SOMETHING. YOU LOSE WEIGHT BY 

"2. It i s  your right to expect 'meaningful' Readers, I wonder about all those preach- REDUCING INTAKE! YOU GAIN TRUTH BY 
information that  contributes to your growth of ers on Sunday mornings who get up  and SPEAK EVALUATION OF THAT WHICH IS OF- 
awareness and  understanding. Information WITH GOD-or claim that JESUS OR SOME- FERED-IN FULL, FOR YOURSELF-NOT AT 
that  inspires your quest to become a more ONE UP THERE-SPEAKS WITH THEM AND THE OPINION ALTAR OF A SELF-PRO- 
enlightened being. On occasion the 'Light" GUIDESTHEIROFFERINGS. DOESTHIS MAN CLAIMED GURU OR SPEAKER. TRUTH IS 
will illumine areas of darkness so that you are NOW LIMIT, FURTHER, GOD'S CAPABILITIES? TRUTH-A PERSON IS A PERSON. 
aware of conditions that  could hamper your CERTAINLY MYSELF OR ANY OTHER COMPA- Therefore, by his own declaration of him- 
growth of awareness. However, th i s i s  seldom TRIOT OF MINE WOULD NOT COME I N  SER- self (Miller) as being the Author of the docu- 
a n  on-going experience and i s  never carried to VICETO SOME RICHARD MILLER-WE SERVE ment in point, he says i t  is HIS OPINION! 
the extreme of becoming a crusade. THE CREATOR AND THAT WHICH IS SOULED When Doris writes-it is HER OPINION. Do 

"3. Beware ofpersonal flattery offeredyou, HUMANITY I N  LIGHT, LOVE AND WISDOM. you see the difference?? Let's look at  some- 
unless it is commendation for the growth of WOULD Y O U  WANT LESS? thing more close to home-when Mr. Clinton 
your awareness. Highly evolved beings do not Do I discount this person, Miller? NO! He writes a letter personally through his  secre- 
use  this tactic to gain or insure your interest has  just  supplied you receivers of any infor- tary-is it his opinion reflected? What if the 
or loyalty. mation a whole examination (testing) of your secretary writes a letter to 'anyonew, is it Mr. 

' '4. Evolved beings do not supply informa- abil i ty t o  recognize t r u t h  v e r s u s  ego, Clinton's or hers? What if he dictates it on the 
tion that  inspires or promotes conditions of disinformation, or whatever you wish to choose. phone? Oh, you don't see Mr. Clinton, do you? 
strife and distrust against others. Surely it i s  easier to #go" with such a speaker- What makes you think there IS a Mr. Clinton? 

'5. More highly evolved beings never in- for NOTHING is expected of you-not gaining How many Mr. Clinton's are there? Do YOU 
volve themselves in human political activities intelligence or seeing what i s  happening, or know him? How do you know him? When you 
or support, or urge support, for political can- fixing anything, or acting any other way a t  hear Larry King on TV, even if the picture is 
didates. Such activity could influence a n  all-especially within the laws of GOD AND out-do you recognize him? Do you actually 
individual's 'right of free will'. Any such ac- CREATION. All you have to do with this party KNOW it i s  him? Could it be a mimic? You can 
tion would violate a higher moral standard i s  "be" stupid and uninformed! You will also, only KNOW by the truth of information pre- 
that  they live by. I will guarantee, think that you can ascend sented!l You can only know information-if 

"6. Do not accept as truth, for yourself, without reason, be rapturedor evacuated with- you READ IT OR GET IT FOR YOURSELF, ELSE 
any information that requests your action or out cause or reason and thus  and so. This i s  IT IS SOMEONE ELSE'S OPINION OR PERCEP- 
support,if such would demean or violate your a good and worthy guide and teacher to a TION! IS HATONN REAL? WHAT DIFFER- 
own ethical standards. world in trouble? So be  it! Good luck. That ENCE DOES IT MAKE IFTHAT WHICH I OFFER 

'7. Realize that there are clever entities, FLEET to which this  man refers in non-subtle IS VALID TRUTH? 
individuals and organizations that  oppose any sarcasm-is the difference to YOU of physical George Green writes his letters and says, 
degree of 'Lighted'awareness. Their objective life or death! And more than that-the play UNTRUTHFULLY as a matter of fact, that five 
is to maintain the status-quo or retard your describes a pretty dastardly and horrendous teams of lawyers have dumped the Ekkers, et  
growth of awareness by creating confusion, ending to your setting. HOW MANY PEOPLE al... and 'what do you think that  means?' 
divisiveness a n d  chaos.  Measure your  HAVE Y O U  SEEN ASCEND? HOW MANY Well, this, numberone, has  NOT HAPPENED- 
progress, using 'them'as a 'yardstick'of 'their' PEOPLE HAS ASHTAR EVACUATED? IS IT however, it would seem to me, knowing attor- 
degrees of awareness. A comparison that truly NOT A BIT WISER TO PREPARE-IN CASE?? neys, that  they are terrified that they will be 
reveals 'your' growth. Your choice is to receive garbage or truth- fingered by the UNJUSTICE system-and/or 

'Blessings in the 'Light' of the Radiant and all in-between. Study it ALL-and watch ARE AFRAID THEY WONT GET ADEQUATELY 
One. Richard T. Miller. NOTICE: In an effort out for ones like this  who tell you 'do not read PAID FOR DOING NOTHING! And, ifyou can't 
to serve the best interests of all sincere seek- that ..." Why? I offer what I offer and it will get a n  attorney without funding-and there is 
e r s  of the truth, and to correct the misinforma- stand into infinity in total context of GOD AND no funding and a case is lost by no defense 
tion supplied to an unsuspecting public, the UNIVERSE. If I give you an incorrect date- fight, which you can't have without funding- 
author Richard T. Miller, hereby grants per- forgive me, I deal not in time or space limita- does the outcome in court MEAN ANYTHING? 
mission to freely copy and distribute this tions-and I find specific details often quite No-if a court gives the gold back to Mr. Green 
'Author's Note' to all interested parties." boring if not downright unimportant and un- who thieved it in the first place, through de- 

worthy of my attention. Anything taken out of fault for lack of legal continuation because of * context or left unread on a shelf-is of NO lack of funds for continuation, does this  some- 
VALUE WHATSOEVER! I further suggest you how prove the righteousness of Green? No, it 

I believe the  above speaks for itself-if you STUDY both presentations, his and mine- PROVES THE EVIL OF THE SYSTEM AND MR. 
have any common sense at all! Furthermore, ALL OFIT-and see who YOU WOULD RATHER GREEN UNDER THOSE CIRCUMSTANCES- 
the fact that  we have received so many copies HAVE ON YOUR SIDE and who might be sew- FOR 'HE" KNOWS THE TRUTH OF HIS SE- 
of this document from ones that  receive regu- ing TRUTH in ALL INSTANCES-EVERY TIME! CRET DEALINGS. TRUTH IS NEVERCHANGED 
lar packets of foolish information from Green- I purposely used this  person's expression BY THE LIE! 
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more. The originator of this 'Prophecy" is an 
obese female living in Phoenix, Arizona, who is 
claiming to be 265 years old. When I spoke to Ronn Jackson Answers ~ ~ ~ ~ z l ~ c ~ ~ e ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o y ~ z ~ ~ ~ ~  
'con-artisp who fleeces Senior citizens out of 
large sums of money. 

More Questions From Readers To those who did not send their return 
address on letters to me, you have lost your 
deposit. Look a t  this as a learning experience; 

L you could have lost more. 
The next prophecy is one of my own. '1997" 

completes a two-hundred-year cycle that  most 
BULLETIN # 15 "Do you or have you ever taken drugs?" I will people are not aware of. Most ofwhat I say can 

soon be 56 years old and have never taken any be verified in most history books. 
by Ronn Jackson drugs other than those related to surgery. The Religion runs  in 200-year cycles. Cur- 

second part ofyour question referring to 'rec- rently and in the past one-hundred-ninety- 
1. 'T* from Union Mills, Indiana asks: reational users", is a contradiction unto itself. seven years, people have held in their hands a 

'Could you speak more about our past or People who use the term are only fooling crutch, called the Bible. Many unscrupulous 
present contracts/ agreements/ associations themselves. people have used this  book against people by 
with higher extraterrestrial life?" By the time 7. 'Louise" from Colorado Springs, Colo- twisting what is said in  it to their own self- 
you receive this  letter in CONTACT, you will rado asks: 'Can you recommend any gold serving needs. They use, and twist and con- 
have read Bulletin # 12. In Bulletin # 17, I go stocks?" The stocks that I know and believe in tort simple statements around and attempt to 
into depth on most of what you asked. Thank are: 'Battle Mountain Gold", 'Cambior" and use a literal translation, instilling fear into 
you for writing, and please don't be hesitant to "Royal Oak Mines". A good indication of what people and stating certain actions will bring 
identify yourself and use a return address. to buy is to watch "Sir James Goldsmith" from abomination unto those who do not believe 

2. "Howard & Catherine* from Riverside, England. He recently purchased gold futures. their interpretations. These individuals are 
California ask: *Do you know who 'Larry He alone, by his buying habits, controls much nothing more than good speakers (at times) 
Nichols' i s  and what part did he play in the of the global gold market. and are able to hold people's attention. What 
Clinton situation?" I had to make several 8. 'Dale" from Milwaukee, Wisconsin asks: will happen in 1997 upon completion of the 
phone calls to get this information and  I con- "What i s  the phone company doing with the cycle is: bigotry, 'anti-semitism", hatred, and 
sider my sources very reliable. Mr. Nichols '500' area code?" The phone company i s  offer- small mindedness will continue, and  death by 
accused President Clinton of several viola- ing a service. The Government has  already virtue of religious beliefs and/or convictions 
tions of the law including 'drug money laun- requested access to those subscribers. 19843 will continue to be the largest single reason 
dering". Mr. Nichols was the director of the 9. 'Ed" from Atlanta, Georgia asks: "Can people die on this globe. Yes, more people in 
'Arkansas Development Finance Authority", you tell me anything about the organization, history, up  to and including now, have died 
under our current president, while he was 'MENSA'?" It is an  organization of people with because of religious reasons. I challenge anyL 
Governor of Arkansas. The only charges that 'IQs" of over 145. I was a t  one of their meet- one to dispute these words. 
he ha s  been able to substantiate are: 'Some of ings and all I saw were people trying to im- I continue to be asked, what is my opinion 
Clinton's friends paid off over two-hundred- press others with their knowledge. The Gov- of the Bible. I must pre-empt my answer with 
thousand dollars in  personal loans that  'Bill ernment told me mine is 2 17. 1 don't pay that the following statement: In a former life I was 
Clinton' signed for while making a little over much attention to those things. Common 'Josephus", of the 'Essenes." Two other &en 
$35,000 a year, as Governor." If they had not sense i s  more important. and myself participated in some of the events 
paid off the loans, Bill Clinton would have had 10. "Charles H." from Honolulu, Hawaii described in the Bible during that time; how- 
to pay every penny he  earned over a period of asks: 'Do you have a n  orographic back- ever, those events as depicted in  that publica- 
10 years. Who is this  fraud trying to kid? ground?" I like the mountains and I have tion in no way resemble what I know to be fact. 

3. "Mary G." from Portland, Oregon asks: climbed a few and skied down a few. You need My conclusion is, due to innumerable transla- 
'Mr. Jackson, since you are in  prison, what i s  to be a little more specific. If you are referring tions by innumerable personalities, some with 
your opinion of the death penalty?" My being to L-6 10-04, yes, that was me. From your self-serving reasons, the Bibleis similarto our 
in prison has  nothing directly to do with the letter, I can deduct you were a part of Nava l  country. It i s  not what i t  appears, and is 
death penalty. That decision must be made by Intelligence. represented to be. Further, as a scientist (in 
the people and in compliance with the Consti- /s/ Ronn Jackson a sense), there are too many unexplained dis- 
tution. My personal opinion is, no person ha s  crepancies. I believe in and know of a Su- 
the right to take another's life, however if I * L *  preme Being and know, in  my present exist- 
were to be asked, I would support the death BULLETIN # 16 ence, that I will meet Him. 
penalty for the following crimes: Murder (not We, as Americans, have always risen to the 
in self defense), any crime against children of 1 have received thousands of requests ask- occasion, no matter what the reason may be. 
a sexual nature by a n  adult, rape, treason, ing why The Death Of Camelot is not being run Jus t  in the past few short years this  country 
and the making of a law or presidential direc- a t  this time. In the paper's prudent wisdom, has had fires burning millions of acres,floods 
tive that does not comply with the Constitu- much in the series exposes names and events makingthousands homeless, andearthquakes 
tion. The answer to the second part of your that most of you are familiar with. Because of causing billions of dollars in damage. Now we 
question pertaining to abortion, is: An abor- the nature of the offenses and those individu- know that one of the first ws that happens 
tion is a personal decision to be made by the als  involved, you, the readers will understand. in a disaster is, that the politicians flock to the 
female person involved and is none of your or I t  seems to me, I get an occasional letter disaster like flies to 'cow d u e .  The second 
my business. with a subject contained in that  letter and thing that happens is, an emergency i s  de- 

4. 'Dean" from Salt Lake City, Utah asks: Co'mmander Hatonninvariablywill touchupon clared, with the politician standing between 
'Have you read 'Shakespeare' and if so, what that very subject. Case in point, the July 19, the camera of the mainstteam media and one 
i s  your favorite work?" Yes, and I like, A Mid- 1994 issue of CONTACThad a small mention of of the most shocking scenes. The third step is, 
Summer's Night Dream. I've seen several ver- 'Nostradamus" on p. 44. I am not a n  expert on the politician, based on figures usually by 
sions also and pick-up something new each the ancient prophet, and have no intention of someone on his staff, commits to huge sums of 
time I see it. I have two favorite Broadway being so, but I would like to make some very money that the Government does not have. 
shows. The first is or was, Happy Time. I t  was definite statements regarding prophecies. Let's The fourth step is, the politician brings in the 
shown on Broadway in the early seventies and start with one nearer to u s  in  time. Many bloated bureaucracy known as the Federal 
starred "Robert Goulet". My second favorite people are traveling to 'Egypt" this  December Emergency Management Agency, FEMA for 
is, A Chorus Line. for the Ascension of 144,000 people on 12/ short. 

5. "Jerry" from Los Angeles, California 12/94. What I would like to say is  that the Now we, as Americans, as I stated earlier, 
asks: "Did 'Michael Jackson' really get mar- only thing that is  going u p  i s  "the bank ac- are always eager to help, but  none of u s  stop 
ried?" Who cares!! count of the tour originators*. What 121 121 and think about where the money will come 

6. 'H.C. 8b Wanda" from Dallas, Texas ask: 94 means is, December 12, 1994. Nothing from. The money comes from 'bonds" printed 
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u p  by the Government and then the private were restricted by the court system in one with Senator Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, 
enterprise central bank goes into action and means or another. When you play in the for the Warren Commission. 
prints up a like amount df "FRNsn (Federal league I was in, you make your own rules as 14. "A.L." from Ft. Worth, Texas asks: "What 
Reserve Notes) to cover the amount autho- required. kind of car do you drive?" I buy only American 
rized by the action of our politicians. 4. "George & Marie" from Emporia, Kansas products. My preference for years has  been a 

I will concede that  the people who are hurt ask: "Did your work ever bring you to Kan- "4 X 4". Currently I own a 314 ton Suburban 
by these disasters need and appreciate the sas?" I delivered and picked up "items" on by General Motors. 
money given to them by Government but, let occasions but nothing of anature that you are 15. "Sandra" from Niles, Michigan asks: 
u s  examine what the Government actually referring to. "Do you know anything about the disappear- 
did. First, the catastrophe that happened is  5. "Mike" from Baltimore, Maryland asks: ance of 'Jimmy Hoffa?" That information is 
used by the politician to show what he has  "Mr. Jackson, several years ago, I was em- included in Book #1 of The Death of Camelot. 
done with our money and to propagate his ployed by a firm that did computer engineer- The speculation by the main-stream media is 
ruse. Next, the bloated bureaucracy drags ing for the Federal Government. The man who that he was killed by organized crime; that is 
their feet, using as a n  excuse the paperwork, owned the company had your name. I s  there incorrect. He was killed by two law enforce- 
to prolong the suffering of those involved, any connection?" Yes. Hi, Mike! ment officers, one from East St. Louis, Illinois 
putting those people in a frame of mind that 6 .  "D.H." from New York City, New York and the other from Chicago, Illinois. Further 
anything i s  better than nothing and actually asks: "Several years ago, I was told a story by details will be forthcoming; however, Mr. Hoffa 
not giving one single thought about the  source a man who had been in a plane crash. The is buried not far from Chicago. Details have 
of the funds. After the printing of the "FRNs", story was about his stay in the hospital after been given in the series [of Camelot books 1. 
that money i s  placed into circulation so that the plane crash. Are you by any chance that /s/Ronn Jackson 
when the bonds that  the Government printed man?" Yes, Ms .  Hall. I saw your "soap" 
up  are sold, an equal amount of "FRNs" are yesterday (Fri. 7-21-94). * * *  
now in circulation. By the time the paperwork 7. "Albert 86 Eva" from Cumberland Gap, 
is  completed on any particular disaster, an- Tennessee ask: 'From your statement about BULLETIN W 17 
other one occurs and the cycle continues all the 'Bear'. Were you in a former life from 
over again. Tennessee?" If you were asking about the 1. "A.C." from Dayton, Ohio asks: "Mr. 

What the Government accomplished in the saying, I heard it from my Grandfather. No, I Jackson, having lived my entire life in this 
disaster, people will say, helped those unfor- was not Davy Crockett. I don't object to telling area, there are stories about the military fa- 
tunate victims of the disaster, but they are you a few of my former lives. Starting back- cilities in this area. Can you elaborate on any 
forgetting about the funds that were used to wards, I was a soldier killed in the First World of them?" There is  nothing out of the ordinary 
pay for the disaster. Where will they come War. Prior, I was an  Indian killed in the about the bases, i.e., Wright-Patterson and 
from? Now, since you and I were not involved Southwest. I then lived in England as a book- others. However, outside of Wright-Patterson, 
directly, we don't give those funds another keeper, and before that, I was "William Pitt" there is  a security clearinghouse that the Gov- 
thought. We elected those people to do a job the elder, to name a few. ernment denies as being important. The rea- 
and i t  i s  their responsibility. You say, "It ain't 8. "I. M. Y." from Coamo, Puerto Rico asks: son they deny that anything is going on is 
no skin offen our butts." You're wrong! It is "My wife and I lived in Santa Barbara County reason enough to question them. Never be- 
com;ng right out of= pockets as those bonds in California. My son attended 'E. P. Regette' lieve anything that the Government says or 
will come due in  thirty or forty years and they high school. Did you have children attend does until it is  denied. 
have to be redeemed [paid off]. Oh well, we will that school?" Yes, we were neighbors about 2. "Paul" from Sun  City, California asks: 
let our grandchildren pay for them. Now, you 18 years ago. "Do you have any idea what will happen with 
are getting the picture. What the Government 9. "H. G." from Spokane, Washington asks: Social Security?" The Government, as they 
h a s  done i s  indentured your grandchildren. "The people of Washington state voted in Term normally do, promised more than they can 
The definition of slavery is: "A person wholly Limits'. Rep. Foley i s  fighting the people's provide. Social programs are nothing more 
subject to another." In this case, Govern- mandate in court. Care to comment?" Repre- than the "fancy" of idealistic fraudulent politi- 
ment. You and I are now slaves to FEMA. It i s  sentative Foley i s  speaking for the Govern- cians. Their only hope of pushing through 
non-positive law (laws that do not comply to ment in his law-suit. The Government has  these types of legislation is dealing with the 
the Constitution), and until you awaken and only contempt for their Constituency and are gullibility of people who want something for 
discover what the Government has  done to openly showing it. My opinion of Foley's ac- nothing. You need to make a very important 
you, and what they do to you every day, you tions means little. You are a part of Washing- decision. Do you want freedom or slavery? 
deserve to be in  bondage. tori. What are you going to do about it? I Your Government has now placed you in that 

1. "Adam H." from Springfield, Illinois asks: realize it is  improper to answer aquestion with position. 
"Why i s  Commander Hatonn speaking of the a question, however, the people of this coun- 3. "R.G." from Norman, Oklahoma asks: 
following past Government officials: 'Clark try are going to have to get off their "Compla- "Can you explain the prime number?" It is  a 
Clifford'; 'Walt  Rostow', 'Robert McNamara', cent Duffs" or accept slavery. Representative number not divisible by any smaller number 
'Abe Fortas', and others?" The current series, Thomas Folev is  a traitor to the Constitution. [other than one 1. There has  been controversy 
THE USURPERS, mentions these people and 10. "Art 86 Peg" from Ocala, Florida ask: as to the existence of such a number [that is, 
more. All are included in The Death of Camelot, "Several years ago, there was a movie that calculating what might possibly be the LARG- 
Book # 1. Commander Hatonn knows what he said, the United States did not land on the ESTprime number to date]. Since the number 
is doing and I received his  request. "Walt moon. What are we to believe?" NASA is a would be impossible to be worked out manu- 
Rostow" i s  A- 1 of the Committee [of 16/ 17 ] Government bureau that spends (not in  our 
and much more. That information is included interest) billions 8s billions of dollars. I t  i s  a a G y /  BY Tom Wilson 
in  Book I1 of The Death of Camelot, The Danen program that spends your and my money and 
Conspirators. Mr. Rostow also has  a n  entire is  primarily devoted to employing people. 
chapter of Book IV. Dean Rusk is also in- However, we did go to the moon. The movie 
cluded but  he  is not a part of the Committee. was for entertainment. 
Mr. Rusk receives more credit than  he de- 1 1. "Craig" from Billings, Montana asks: 
serves, although as a statesman he  excelled, "How i s  your lawsuit progressing?" The pre- 
so we are told. Mr. Rostow may be the most trial i s  scheduled on 9- 13-94. The Govern- 
dangerous man on this Earth; however, in  our ment is  in violation of the court rules as they 
conversation of last week, he  was very civil. have failed to respond to the pre-trial order. 

2, "John F." ofvista, Californiaasks: "Can 12. "E.L." from Connersville, Indiana asks: 
you give an educated guess on where the next "I think I have seen, in the writings of CON- 
earthquake will occur in California?" There is  TACT, that you are from Indiana. Can you tell 
an unusual  amount of stress on the San where, if this is true?" Jus t  about 30 miles 
Andreas Fault, west of Fresno on Highway north of where you live; I'm from New Castle. 
# 165. 13. "MartinT." from Des Moines, Iowaasks: 

3. "Beverly 86 Leo" of Minneapolis, Minne- "I've seen mentioned in your story, 'David 
sota ask: "In your career, did you work with Belin', an  attorney from my city. How i s  he 
any law enforcement agencies?" No, as most involved?" Mr. B e l i n w s  the co-counsel, along 
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ally, only a computer could do all of the neces- When I speak to my neighbors, no one knows type of genocide. The Government will not be 
sary computations. Then, there i s  the prob- much about it. Do you know what is  being the victor! 
lem of the computer having the correct infor- done at  that facility?" Yes, but  there is  noth- 6. "Ed" from Atascadero, California asks: 
mation or software, therefore requiring a per- ing of a clandestine nature. While the work "Your numbers on the 'comet' hitting Jupiter 
son with a mathematical background to write there is  classified, it i s  in support of programs are different from what is  being reported to us. 
the computer code. Several people have tried, going on at Vandenberg AFB which is  60-70 Who i s  correct?" I am, although the numbers 
and I am told, have been successful by using miles north of your location. I used are from someone who had a "ringside 
"Super Computers" to solve the problem of 10. "Ester" from Morristown, New Jersey seat". The largest "fragment" was over 11 
whether or not there i s  a [largest discovered] asks: "Why do you make so many bad remarks miles wide. The impact was larger in diameter 
prime number. I have solved that problem, about the Treasury Department?" Because than the Earth. Had the angle of impact been 
using the language FORTRAN, on an  XMP-48 they are true and because that agency i s  not more direct, (and $peed been higher) the spot 
Cray Super Computer. The number i s  20,148 owned by this Government any longer. I t  i s  of impact would have covered the entire sur- 
digits long and required a little over two hours owned by the United Nations. Our Govern- face of Jupiter! 
to calculate. ment passed a bill 22 years ago giving it away. 7. "P.L." from Henderson, Nevada asks: 

4. "A.F." from Chapel Hill, North Carolina /s/ Ronn Jackson "Do you think we should take military action 
asks: "I've noticed that  none of the federal in Haiti?" Yes, but only if the persons sent 
elected officials live in Washington, D.C. What * * * there are members of the Executive and Legis- 
is  the reason for that?" When the federal lative branches of the United States Govern- 

BULLETIN #18 elected officials are on Washington, D.C. prop- ment. 
erty, phvsicallv, they are exempt from the 8. 'Jason & Cary" from Kansas City, Mis- 
Constitution. In other words, since our nation's 1. 'Leo" from Rock Springs, Wyoming asks: souri ask: 'Thank you for your quick re- 
capitol was originated by the constitution, any "Would you give your opinion of Rush sponse. Our real problem is IRS. Our attorney 
decision or law made by them cannot be used Limbaugh." Mr. Limbaugh fills a need, how- received a copy of your case. He also has Mr. 
against them for any unconstitutional act. In ever his remarks are geared toward the enter- Carter's case, (a copy of). We have ,lost our 
effect, our devious elected federal officials can tainment part of journalism. There i s  a fine home and both of u s  have lost our jobs due to 
commit treason and get by with it. If you look line that he refuses to cross over. I would ask attachments on our salaries. What can we do 
at  all "non-positive" law (those laws not in why he has never addressed the deaths of to help you?" Please keep the faith and I will 
accord with the Constitution), those who voted people connected with the President of the help you. We have identified who you are. 
for non-positive law are guilty of 'treason" United States. In my opinion, Mr. Limbaugh is Many changes are coming soon. 
against the Constitution. Each and every one as irresponsible a s  is  Tom Brokaw of NBC 9. 'H.B." from New Paris, Ohio asks: 'Com- 
of those politicians would say: "The people News who is on the Council On Foreign Rela- mander Hatonn has  said that our Treasury i s  
want it"; and if those people who are elected tions board. owned by the United Nations. How can this 
would say, 'this law i s  unconstitutional" be- 2. "Mary" from Altadena, California asks: be?" Our Government has  sold u s  out in many 
fore voting against it, those laws would not be "All that's on TV i s  O.J. Simpson this and O.J. ways. Our country is going to be returned to 
in effect today. Simpson that. What do you think?" First, the us. 

5. "Doris" from Jackson, Oregon asks: prosecution is  out to make a name for them- 10. 'Glenn" from Arlington, Virginia asks: 
"Sometimes I feel a strong presence here. Have selves. Secondly, Mr. Simpson will be ulti- "How can you change our Government? It is 
you been to central Oregon?" Yes, I own mately judged as 'a black man with money" too entrenched." From your letter, you are a 
property around Blue Rivers or Sisters, Or- not a citizen who may or may not have commit- part of the Government and don't like them. 
egon. No, I have never felt any presence in ted a crime. My opinion is: he  killed his ex- As long a s  you support the Government in any 
that area, but I wasn't looking for one on my wife and her friend in a fit of passion. He is way, you are a part of the problem. The 
trips there. responsible for his acts and should be ac- Government i s  now 2.8 million people and is  

6. "A. 86 C.-F." from San Diego, California countable. growing every day. We all have to do our part. 
ask: "Can you tell what information you have 3. 'M" 86 'G" from Durango, Colorado ask: There are decisions that responsibility dic- 
regarding the closure of the military bases in 'My husband and I have all of our retirement tates. 
our country?" There are many rumors regard- in the stock market. I've told my husband we /s/ Ronn Jackson 
ing what those bases will be used for. There i s  should reduce our holdings and put our money 
one very large facility in Alaska, that i s  being in other investments. What are your sugges- 
transferred to the park service. Two facilities tions?" I know the market, by comparison to 
in the San Francisco Bay Area are, it is said by the great crash, i s  going to devastate many 
the cities involved, being turned over to the more people now than it did in the '20s and 
cities for their use. One on the East Coast has '30s". Get your money out now! Put your 
been taken over by that particular state and a money into "mortgages". People always need 
shopping center is being built a t  this very a place to live. 
time. I believe what you are asking is, are 4. "Alan K." from Palo Alto, California asks: 
these bases going to be used for dissidents of "Can you give me any information on Biotech 
this country who do not believe in their coun- Companies?" In my opinion and as  you can 
try and Government. I would say that possi- see, Biotech Companies are 'start-ups" from 
bility does exist. However, there i s  a line, drug: companies, usuallv 'funded" and then 
which, if the Government does go over, the 'bought out" by.other &ug companies. Not 
citizens of this  country would not tolerate. only does the Government tell you 'who" and 
This is one. 

7. 'Alel" from Springfield, Missouri asks: 
'Can you give your opinion of the EPA 3" While 
a n  agency of that  nature i s  needed, i t  should 
be run  by the states and people, not the Gov- 
ernment. That Agency will be one of the first 
to go. 

8. "Chris" from Orem, Utah asks: 'What 
can I do as an individual to help my country?" 
Two things. First, become informed and learn. 
Second, reread the Constitution and pay close 
attention to the 10th Amendment and then 
contact the 'Committee of 50 States" at  4808 
Quailbrook Cr., Salt Lake City, Utah 841 18. 
This is a fine organization and I believe their 
methods are the correct ones. 

9. "E." from Goleta, California asks: "There 
is  a fairly new research center near my home. 

'what" to think, so does the drug industry. 
When, as stated by the drug companies, the 
next generation of drugs come along I should 
welcome it; however, I have to take their word 
for everything. What you are seeing is  nothing 
more than, "marketeerin~". The worlds great- 
est 'marketeer" got along with the very same 
methods for many years and then i t  came back 
and bit them. Their name i s  IBM. 

5. "Robert 8& Alice" from Ashby, Massachu- 
setts ask: "Can you tell u s  what the next step 
is  for the One World Order ? " There are too 
many unknowns a t  this time, such a s  priority 
of World Currencies and wages of the working 
class on a global basis. w ow ever, when EU: 
rope puts together an agreement similar to the 
one we have. the only thing that is  remaining - 
is to disarm this couAtry. f hen ,  you will see a 

"We'll be flying faster than the 
speed of  spund. ..so talk fast. " 
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Power Of The Pen! ESSARY, CAN WE NOT RAISE SUCH AN OUT- 
CRY AND PETITION TO THEM THAT IT WILL 
BE HEARD THROUGH THE LANDS AND 

Questions & Update THROUGH OUT THE HEAVENS? I THINK SO. 
IT IS GOING TO PAY HANDSOMELY TO BE ON 
GOD'S AND HIS PEOPLE'S (YOUR) SIDE, GOOD 
FRIENDS1 WHEN DO WE START? WELL, I'D 
GIVE IT A DAY OR SO TO FORMULATE A 
PLAN-MEANWHILE-KEEP THE LETTERS 

OF NEVADA-JEAN IS IN NEVADA1 LET'S GET 
RONN OUT WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS A S  
THEY ARE PLACING ON HIM NOW IF  THEY 
RELEASE HIM "EARLY". HE IS  HAVING TO 

7/28/94 #1 HATOHA bu t  the  group he  at tacks haven't t he  vaguest MAKE CONCESSIONS AND SOME O F  THE 
idea  who or what they are-except t ha t  they CONCESSIONS ARE NOT WORTHY O F  HIS 

J A C K S O N  UPDATE have perpetrated the worst kind of evil actions TIME OUT O F  SERVICE. HE CAN AGREE TO 
K N O W I N G  against you-the-people i n  allowing you to come ALMOST ANYTHING A S  TO MOUTH-SHUT- 

this close to total loss  of a planet. TING. IT'S ALL PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE NOW, 
You, like us, j-ust never REALLY know, do Why are THEY not concerned? Because ANYWAY. 

you? And, t h e  m u t e  you  a r e  comfortable i n  they also know tha t  MOST of the  'people" a re  IfYOU do not  'go away", they will HAVE TO 
your KNOWING you suddenly realize you  don't robonoids and  mass-manipulated 'followersn- DO SOMETHING to make YOU happy-even if 
KNOW much1 Moreover, with each new change brain-drained and  programmed. They have no i t  i s  to let  th i s  man  go. Their evil has been 
(or lack of evidence of anything except s t ing or  remorse for the  masses' plight i n  actuality for discovered a n d  made public-everything ELSE 
con) we sit back and ponder t he  negative they are  likewise bu t  puppets.  they now do only worsens their situation and  
possibilities. No, I a m  not  going to explain th i s  AGAIN! cannot be longer hidden from you1 It  is time 

You WILL NEVER KNOW FOR SURE THE You go do your homework; we have explained you ASSUME YOUR POWER, WHICH IS UN- 
MIND-SETORDIRECTION OFANOTHER-YOU it, finitely, prior to this. But, I will give you a LIMITED-AND USE IT1 HOWEVER, USE IT 
CAN KAOW ONLY ABOUTTHETRUTH OF GOD! bit of insight so tha t  you can  realize you don't WISELY AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 
WE MUST WORK WITH WHATEVER IS PRE- need to know all about  'an Ronn Jackson. He THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF BROTH- 
SENTED TO US1 i s  either i n  service or h e  i s  not-it i s  not ERS-AND YOU CANNOT BE STOPPED IN 

Ronn repor t s  that h e  is being MOVED to a important t h i s  morning! He h a s  already been YOUR MOVEMENT BACK INTO FREEDOM AND 
place (Jean)  in Nevada near the California of incredible service if h e  never t u r n s  another CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. IN THAT JOURNEY, 
border and may well be continued in incar- piece of information or  paper. YOU WILL, FURTHER, REALIZEYOUR POWER 
ceration until November1 Say what?? He also I s  h e  ju s t  a weaver of stories, visions and  WITHIN GOD AND YOUR CREATIVE ABILI- 
c l a i p s  t o  speakwi th  members  of t he  'Commit- wishful thinking? WHAT ELSE IS THERE, TIES TO CHANGE THIS MESS INTO GLORY1 
tedm almost every day-several t imes a day. GOOD FRIENDS? FIRST THERE IS THE VI- SO BE IT. Never mind 'Hatonna-GO WITH 
Eitidence? Papers that are supposed t o  arrive SION, THEN THE DREAM OF AND ABOUT THE TRUTH-EVERY TIME, IT MATTERS NOT WHO 
do NOT. Otherpartieswithwhomheclaimsto VISION, THEN THE PURPOSE AND FINALLY BRINGS IT AND IT IS ONE LESS THING TO 
solve problems at government or  Committee THE DANCING OF THE DREAM INTO AWAK- WORRY ABOUT. REMEMBER-EVEN YOUR 
l h e l s  have n o  evidence of anything. He fur- ENED REALITY. WE ARE REWRITING THE ASTRONAUTS IN  THE SO-CALLED 'SPACEn 
the r  'claims" h e  can  do nothing about  a lot of END OF THIS PLAY, GOOD FRIENDS, FOR SHUTTLE ARE E.T.s THE MINUTE THEY TAKE 
things,likefunding,untilheisOUT-whilehe MANY OF YOUR BRETHREN DO NOT WISH OFF-IN FACT, ANY TIME YOU ARE IN  AN 
also claims his attorneys (who are also NEVER ENSLAVEMENT OR DESTRUCTION OF YOUR AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT-YOU ARE AN E.T. (OFF 
SEEN OR HEARD FROM) ARE CARRYING PLANETACCORDINGTOTHENOW-ACCEPTED TERRA) S O  STOP THIS SILLINESS GOING 
AROUND GREAT SUMS FOR OUR USE. IS PROPHECIES! HOW DO YOU DO THAT? YOU ON-ALL THAT YOU HOLD DEAR IN THE 
RONN JACKSON AFRAUD, REAL, AVISION, A CHANGE THE PLAY, CREATE THE VISION, FORM O F  ENERGY "RETURN" ARE E.T.s IF 
PLANT, OR WHAT? SET THE GOAL-AND MAKE IT SO1 YOU WISH TO GET TECHNICAL-EXCEPT 

I a s k  you, now, what  difference does i t  GOD AND TO ASSUME HE I S  ANYWHERE 
make-except t o  Ronn and God?? If h e  "had" POWER OF T H E  P E N  EXCEPT WITH I S  FOOLISH AND IN- 
no  importance AT ALL prior to  now-HE DOES CREDIBLY DUMB. IF YOU, FURTHER, EX- 
NOW1 Am 'I" just playing 'his" game? What So, let  u s  return to the original subject, PECT TO BE WITHIN THE CIVILIZATION OF 
d i f f e ren~e  doesTHAT make? You mus t  under- Ronn Jackson. We have PROVEN the  power of THE UNIVERSE--THERE HAVE TO BEOTHER 
stand something, readers: THESE ARE THE the pen,  good writers. And, you will be seeing CITIZENS ALREADY THERE--AND THAT IN- 
DEBATES THAT TAKE UP TIME" IN YOUR the  power of tha t  pen  taken u p  in  the case of DICATES A PROBABILITY O F  EXTRA-TER- 
MIND AND KEEP YOU FROM DOING YOUR the  farmer, Mr. Krikava of K a n s a s  as now RESTRIAL BEINGS! 
JOB, i.e., 'Let's all ponder o n  the reality of Willie Nelson h a s  taken u p  the sword of the The little 'aliens" abounding underground 
Ronn Jackson  while we WAIT to  be  spoon-fed pen i n  h i s  behalf and  both Reno and  Current and here and  there ARE NOT EXTRA-TERRES- 
money, direction and 'cause'." Affair a re  deluged with thousands  and  thou- TRIALS-they are very much o n  'terra". Con- 

Ronn Jackson  is a man1 In  addition, h e  i s  s a n d s  of demands for pardon and  justice. The fusion is the  name of the game of the  adversary 
an imprisoned man1 He ia in prison, at h i s  own organization can't even keep u p  with the  out- and  elite world controller-hopers. Ponder it, 
works, for breakingTHE LAW! Right or  wrong- cry a n d  the  injustice comes under  the  LIGHT pleasel 
this is what  is OBVIOUS. Anything else going OF PUBLIC VIEW. YOU BECOME A FORCE 
o n  with clandestine o r  covert, overt o r  other- WHICH CANNOT BE OVER-RIDDEN IF YOU 
wise, operat ions would no t  be told, would it? 
YOU ALLTHOUGHT GEORGE GREEN WAS ON 
GOD'S SIDE1 Worse, George Green e t  a1.- 
THOUGHTTHATTHEY WERE (ARE) ON GOD'S 
SIDE. IF YOU DONT KNOW OR FOLLOW THE 
LAWS OFGOD-YOU DO NOT KNOW BECAUSE 
MAN WILL SET HIS OWN LAWS AND PULL 
YOU DOWN. 

So, the response  is, '...well, b u t  YOU 
(Hatonn) b o w l w  Yes, and I make  lemon pie 
o u t  of lemon pits. Do you?? 

- 

I'll tell vou what  I "would do" if I were the 

JUST KEEP ON KEEPING ON. 
In Krikava's case they are  having to better 

organize so direct your multiple letters to: 
Free the  Farmer, c /o  Current Affair, Box 5363, 
FDR Station, NewYork, NewYork 10150-5363. 
When these  evil controllers cannot  longer act 
i n  secrecy with their heinous games-THEY 
WILL HAVE TO STOP1 UNTILYOU MAKETHEM 
STOP, THEY WONT! YOU BE THE JUDGE! 

T H E  C O M M I T T E E  

adversary k d  one  Ronn Jackson  passed out  NOW. GOOD READERS. GUESS WHAT1 
t h e  amount  of information, valid -or invalid, YOU NOW KNOW THE COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
that he has--I wouldget  rid ofhim. I a m  of God [seep .  38 of lgst week's CONTACT]. IF NEC- 
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"Looks like THE FOXES have been turned loose in THE HEN HOUSE! " 

Grandma Writes About 
"Big Time Fraud 39 

Lets talk about: EXTORTION, RACKETEERING, ORGANIZED CRIME, MIS-APPROPRIA- 
TION OF PUBLIC FUNDS IN TRUST, USING MONEYS FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN 

MONEYS PLACED "IN TRUSTn 

CONTACT, Inc. News where vou use ARTICLE VI. of the Constitution 
Dateline: July 26, 1994 of the United States of Amencal to make. and 

which are of a character to be made bv the 
Dear Rick and  Readers, depositories herebv constituted, consistently 

with the other official duties imposed upon 
We keep hearing about "the new system of them ... 

backing our (the people's) treasury with gold SEC. 9. That all collectors and receivers of 
and silver". public monev, of every character and descrip- 

THE INDEPENDENT TREASURY ACT of tion. within the DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
August 8. 1846 1U.S. Statutes at Large, Vol. shall. as freuuentlv as thev mav be directed bv 
IX, P. 69ff) the SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. or the 

This beinn the independent treasurv svs- POSTMASTER GENERAL (a corporation no 
tem and methods of keeping public monevs. longer associated with the federal Govern- 

"An act to provide for the better Oraaniza- ment. same as is the Federal Reserve Board] 
tion of the ~ i e a s u r ~ ,  -and for the ~ol'iection, so to do. pay over to the treasurv of the united 
Safe-Keeping, Transfer, and Disbursement of States. at the treasury. all public monevs col- 
public Revenue. lected bv them, or in their hands.. . 

Be it enacted...That the rooms prepared SEC. 18. That on Januarv 1, 1847, and 
and provided in the new treasury building at thereafter. all duties, taxes, sales of public 
the seat  of government for the use of the lands, debts. and sums of money accruing or 
treasurer of the United States, his assistants, becoming due to the United States, and also 
and clerks, and occupied by them, and also all sums due for the postages or otherwise. to 
the fireproof vaults and safes erected in said the general post-office department. shall be 
rooms for the keeping of the public moneys in paid in GOLD and SILVER COIN ONLY, OR IN 
the possession and under the immediate con- TREASURY NOTES ISSUED UNDER THE AU- 
trol of said treasurer, and such other apart- THORITY OF THE UNITED STATES. 
ments as are provided for in this act as places 
of deposit of the public money, are hereby 
constituted and declared to be the treasury of 
the United States. And all moneys paid into 
the same shall be subject to the draft of the 
treasurer, drawn agreeably to appropriations 
made by law. 

Sec. 6. That the treasurer of the United 
States, the treasurer of the mint of the United 

SEC. 19. That on April 1, 1847,-and there- 
after, every officer or agent engaged in making 
disbursements on account of the United States, 
of the general post-office, shall make all pay- 
ments in GOLD and SILVER COIN, or in TREA- 
SURY NOTES, ifthe creditor agree to RECEIVE 
said notes in payment'. 

Isn't it interesting that 3 (three) people, 
when Conrrress is  OUT OF SESSION can D a s s  

States, the treasurers, and those acting as an illegal :ct, which by law is required tb be 
such. of the various branch mints. all collec- passed by 2/3rds of the House and 2/3rds of 
tors of the customs. acting also as collectors, the Senate, and this is  called the FEDERAL 
all assistant treasurers. all receivers of public RESERVE ACT?! Operated by a FOREIGN 
monevs a t  the several land offices. all post- OWNED, FOREIGN HELD "CORPORATION" 
masters. and all public officers of whatsoever ... who keeps THE PUBLIC MONEYS AS BY 
character. be, and thev are hereby, required to LAW, MANDATED TO BE HELD I N  TRUST FOR 
keep safelv, without loaninn, using. deposit- THE PEOPLE ... in banks in FOREIGN COUN- 
inn in banks. or exchanainn for other funds TRIES (example is  a CREDIT LYONNAISE tally 
than a s  allowed bv this act, all the public sheet  affixed hereto) where BILLIONS OF 
monev collected bithemTor otherwise at any AMERICAN DOLLARS* are OUTSIDE THE NA- 
time placed in their vossession and custodv, TION OF THE UNITED STATES, AND BEYOND 
till the same i s  ordered, by the proper depart- THE "CONTROL OFTHETRUSTORS [the People] 
ment or officer of the government. to be trans- "31 
ferred or paid out: and when such orders for When the  American TRUSTORS need 
transfer or pavment are received, faithfully money, the TRUSTEES raise the TAXES, and 
and promptly to make the same as directed, there i s  NO MONEY AVAILABLE...??? 
and to do and perform all other duties a s  fiscal 
agents of the government which mav be im- 
posed bv this or any other acts of ~o6kress.-or  YEP, LOOKS LIKE "THE MICE ARE GUARD- 
by any regulation of the treasurv department ING THE CHEESE, AND THE FOXES ARE 
made in CONFORMITY to LAW; and also to do GUARDING THE HEN HOUSE" ... No one is  run- 
and perform all acts and duties REQUIRED BY ning the RAIL ROAD, AND THE RAILS ARE 
LAW or for making any other disbursements BEING SOLD OFF ILLEGALLY OUTSIDE THE 
which either of the heads of these depart- NATION ..." WHO IS DOING WHAT TO 
ments may be REQUIRED BY LAW [this is WHOM"????? Its called TREASON. 
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BOTH. 
A s  these things break we are going to speak The Plot Thickens ~ : ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ & m ~ ~ " , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A , " ~ ~ i  

PICKED UP FROM THIS COMPUTER-BE- 

CC 99 
CAUSE I AM REALLY GETTING IRRITATED 
WITH THE WAY THINGSARE GOING, GENTLE- AS Hidden Enemies MEN! Names are being presented-everything 
from Mike B., Ed C., Gene D. to Jason Brent 
and George Green! I t  IS certainly 'interest- 
ing" and the explanations (excuses) will, I'm Dance Deception Jig in sure,beevenmoreinteresting.~,Godworks wondrously mysterious ways.. . H i s  won- 

ders to ... ! 
The idiots are not too bright if they in- 

7/28/94 (Y2 HATONN I s  a n  effort being made to loop Jackson tended to continue to deceive US here in this 
into this  scenario? I'm sure so, before i t  is place-for the promises of production without 

E N E M I E S  I N  YOUR MIDST over. Worse, it looks pretty bad under all so much a s  a hint of follow-through--JUST 
circumst&ces! Ronn could be supplied with DOESN'T LOOK GOOD! SO, WHO IS THE 

Dharma, don't try to figure out  the latest ago-between placing calls from this  location- FOOL? THE ONE WHO SETS FORTH TO DE- 
happenings-YET. I t  will be most interesting to ALL those other locations, because they will CEIVE-FOR HIS TRAP HAS BEEN SPRUNG! 
to see how this latest shakes out. By the obviously have to do with some kind of 'ship- THIS MIGHT WELL BE THE BEST LESSON 
way-how long are you going to deal with such mentsb-most likely, under  t h e  circum- RONN JACKSON WILL EVER HAVE LEARNED- 
inefficiency as through the legal conduit as stances-gold. FOR IT WOULD SEEM, AT THE LEAST, 
has  happened today? How can we ever recom- How are billings made? I think we get the SOMEONES CLOSE TO HIM HAVE SET HIM 
mend the Center when such blatant items are drift? UP-IF NOT WITH THE COMMITTEE-WITH, 
ignored or missed-directly or indirectly. Why am I writing this before any discus- I N  FACT OF POINT-HOPEFULLY, WITH ME. I 

Now, I am going to tell you right u p  front sion about the matter? Because I want this on DON T BITE EASILY ON SCHEMES AND 
here-THATYOU DO HAVE ENEMIES I N  YOUR the computer tap-right now. This i s  a secret SCAMS-BUT I WOULD LOOK VERY CARE- 
MIDST AND, WORSE, 'USERS" WHO PRESENT set-up which was well-planned (or used for FULLY AT ONES 'THOUGHT" TO BE FRIENDS 
ONE THING AND THEN BLOW YOU OUT. evil purposes)-either way-it i s  not going to AND BUDDIES-WHO KEEP SECRETS THEM- 

sell with me, good buddies! SELVES AND 'HOLD" ASSETS AND THUS AND 
FOR THE R E A D E R S  If Mr. Jackson is  not deliberatelv involved- SO. 

HE IS INVOLVED! I t  doesn't lookgood, either, ARE WE WAITING FOR HELP FROM AT- 
Actually, this  particular writing i s  for you that every day he  has  been going to 'get outb TORNEYS WHICH WILL NEVER HAPPEN? IT 

loca! parties-you Tehachapi parties. All of and solve the nation'sproblems and yet yester- IS POSSIBLE! 
you from Buckley's group will know about this  day-suddenly-he i s  being transferred to a IF RONN DECEIVES-who all is deceived? 
before we can get it written and to you. nothing place, like Jean, Nevada??? Oh my, LOTS-because you readers are the very least 

As you of h i s  group will recognize, Buckley he also said he had to do a bit of 'ass-kissing", of the head-count1 So, it most likely IS NOT 
'had" a friend he  refers to as Mohammed. In etc. I s  this  good or bad? Who knows? The HIM as that would be so stupid-and Ronn 
fact, there h a s  been a focus from Mr. Buckley Shadow? OR, the Shadow Government? I s  Jackson is  NOT STUPID! 
about this because he said movement ahead there a man who can lead the nation, fund the But where would this  leave the people 
was LOST for over a week recently by the movement and save the patriots? Yes, I would here, CONTACTand thus  and so? Right where 
untimely DEATH of Mohammed. suppose so. they ALREADY WERE-WITH NOTHING! 

Strangely enough, something ha s  surfaced Now, on the other hand, how would Jack- I do not like deceit, lies or liars. I dislike, 
which is about as down and dirty and yet as son or anyone else know the phone card num- even worse, anyone who would sell out or hurt 
evidence-laden as anything qon-coincidental ber of one, Mohammed?? Why would be be SO a brother. These are HARD, HARD lessons- 
ever experienced. Now you will know the OBVIOUS? Why would ANYONE under any and can be used to push further the cause of 
literal meaning of being Set UP!! Ah, but by circumstancesbe involvedintentionally-from freedom. I t  will NOT STOP it. I can play the 
whom??? Tehachapi? Unless-he/she was truly a set- 'game" as well as anyone, including Satan 

On the 10th of June,  this  Mohammed was up. To make such calls Mr. Jackson would himself-but I will not jeopardize my brothers. 
in Atlanta and made two calls via MCI to have to k.ave a go-between in the form of THEVERY LACKOFTHEMEETINGOFAGREE- 
Amarilld, Texas. Within two hours, on that someone to use a number, set u p  the calls and MENTS AND OBLIGATIONS WITH ME-SAYS 
same MCI number-calls were made from then shift to conference call status. I s  this a IT ALL, GOOD BUDDIES! I SUGGEST YOU 
UTEHACHAPI, CALIF." TO MIDDLE-OF-THE- set-up by the Big Boys against Jackson, Rick START WATCHING YOUR FRONT-SIDES BE- 
NIGHT PLACES-IRAN, SAUDI ARABIA, Martin or Me? I find that one interesting- CAUSE I NEVER DO ANYTHING BEHIND 
SHIPS AT SEA AND THUS AND SO-INTO since I don't use a phone a t  all! ANYONE'S BACK! 
THE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS. Next question: Why Mohammed's card? I s  RONN THINKS HE HAS HAD ONES WORK- 

Now, let's have a look at this-it CANNOT CONTACT some kind of an unknown go-be- ING I N  HIS BEHALF! HAS HE? I THINK NOT. 
be accidental as there i s  a whole lot of differ- tween and can easily be explained away? IT IS EITHER THAT-OR THERE IS A STUPID 
ence in  Atlanta, GA and Tehachapi, CA. And, Well, in that case how do you account for FOOL IN THE CROWD WHO JUST GOT 
except by very quick (like SR-7 1 s  etc.) can that the supposed loss or theft of a credit card? CAUGHT I N  THE DIRTY LAUNDRY. WHAT I 
trip be accomplished in the TWO HOURS rep- FROM THAT SPECIFIC PERSON WHO LATER HOPE IS THAT THIS MAKES RONN JACKSON 
resented by the slack in  the  phone billings. DIED OF NATURAL CAUSES????? MAD ENOUGH TO TAKE CARE OF HIS OBLI- 

Since the copy of the phone bill and an Does it have anything to do with Gunther GATIONS NOW-I MEET MY AGREEMENTS 
anonymous letter were afforded Buckley and Russbacher-who could fly Mohammed, him- AND IT IS TIME OTHERS MEET THEIRS! 
h e  in tu rn  called Rick Martin at CONTACT and self, to Tehachapi in that  interim time of two There are plenty of cheap assassins run- 
Rick is about to pass out  with concern and hours? Why? Well, everybody knows about ning around-and what does THIS make Mr. 
worry-it i s  OBVIOUS that connections have the Gold Certificates and the eventual neces- Jackson look like? I thought so ... ! I suggest 
been made to CONTACT for whatever reason sity of settling accounts. Gunther in prison in this be taken very, very seriously indeed and 
there might be. I write this PRIOR to any Austria? Do we KNOW that? Do you see how rectification be instant in its forthcoming! This 
discussion with anyone, including Rick. sneaky and cruel are the games these power- minute brings far more interest i n  a dozen 

The worst part of this story is that  the brokers play? phone calls on a very strange credit card- 
phone card was reported stolen-but no time Would Jackson be a good set-up? YOU than any question of a murder in 19631 I'm 
for same. Further, in the interim Mohammed BET! And, furthermore-that can be taken on sure there is reasonable explanation. 
became deceased. (Natural causes???) It either extreme of the possibilities. I s  Jackson Funny thing-backin the Russbacher days 
begins to look very obviously CERTAIN that it the rat-fink? I doubt it and I doubt it is  there was aword that went out  that everything 
i s  not NATURAL CAUSES. Gunther-although i t  will have to do with around here including Gaye's travel agency 
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was a proprietary! That means, for you 
unknowing (which included everyone here), a 
CIA operation or company. 

I enjoy games as much as the next guy- 
but not when my friends get deaded and our 
meagre requests are not met. Perhaps there 
are some things local friends would like to 'tell 
Daddy"? 

I'm sorry Dharma, i t  does seem to pour 
once the rain begins, doesn't it? But let u s  not 
pre-judge with no information for that i s  AL- 
WAYS a n  error! Let u s  go right on with our 
writings and wait for the  calls to be returned 
so we can begin to question some possibili- 
ties. Thank you, surveillance crew-we appre- 
ciate your monitoring-it is our own security 
blanket. 

7/29/94 #I  HATONN 

FOOLS AMONG U S  

I am reminded of the 'milk" advertisement 
in which the young newly married couple are 
in the kitchen and she  says: 'Did you think I 
wouldn't find out?" He had drunk the last of 
the milk. 

So, to the one who made all those phone 
calls on Dr. Boyles' [aka Mohammed] phone 
credit number--did you think we wouldn't 
find out?? 'I" don't have to tell-there are 
people on the other end of those phone num- 
bers, for starters!! And, there are records kept 
of originating phone locations. Ah indeed, the 
interesting focus narrows! 

Who i s  the one being set  up? Treasurygate's 
Buckley? How about Ekkers? How about 
Hatonn? What about Jackson? Ah indeed- 
how interesting that a number 'would be sto- 
len" from th i s  particular personage-who 
makes all those phone calls himself-usu- 
ally-except that  he  is NOW dead and cannot 
be interrogated! 

What would have prevented THAT very per- 
son from GIVING that  number to someone in 
th is  Tehachapi location-THAT number to 
make those calls? Why? Well, I can think of 
a whole bunch of REASONS and SO CAN YOU! 
I would remind you, however, before you jump 
off into deep water, tha t  the intent to set u p  
CONTACT i s  a poor ploy for witnesses are kept 
alert to EVERY ONE'S ACTIVITIES TO PRE- 
VENT THIS VERY THING. This is not quite the 
same because of size as someone blaming 
SPOTLIGHT for a n  indiscretion in  Washington 
D.C. Why would I compare the TWO? Because 
every MAJOR aerospace industry i s  repre- 
sented here along with the FBI, ONI, CIA, MI- 
6, MOSSAD AND KGB. Further, you have 
hooked to THIS computer outlet-Edwards Air 
Force Base nearby, AND NORTHROP (just over 
the hill!), CHINA LAKE NAVAL BASE WITH AN 
UNDERGROUND FACILITY OF SOME 80 LEV- 
ELS WITH ATTACHED OFFICE OF NAVAL IN- 
TELLIGENCE, A MAJOR GOLD MINING COM- 
PLEX OWNED BY EXXON-JUST'ABOUT EV- 
ERYTHING AND EVERYONE WHO WOULD BE 
INTERESTED I N  GOLD SHIPMENTS-AND, 
SHUTTING DOWN BOTH BUCKLEY AND CON- 
TACT. 

But are THE connections within this group? 
YEP! Some of them! I find it interesting what 
i s  coming out in  the sleuthing-George Green 
and his connections HEAD THE LIST. Then 
comes Ed Cleary, Patricia Young and Mike 
Blinston-through ones called Ken and Rael. 
Then way u p  a t  the top and looking more 

damaged, because of phone LOCATIONS, is  who i s  Singing, as nearly as the pieces of 
Gene Dixon. Ah, the suspicion runs  rampant incoming mail can be checked out. Further, it 
through even Charles and Karen, Penny and was she who told Mr. Jackson about the cer- 
Eric. Then comes Bud Clark and his lady tificate held by Jackie Kennedy-which he 
friend, not to leave out Ann Beam and Leon now claims 'his people" HAVE. 
Fort with all their friends and colleagues- Does it look really bad for Mr. Jackson? 
attached to George Green-who was, by the Yes, but  frankly, no worse t han  for Mr. 
way-in the area on the date of those phone Buckley-or anyone else involved. Did you 
calls. Remember his 'trip" to Costa Rica, think the big boys would just let you get away 
which brought him to and fro through the with getting money?? Come now, be reason- 
location??? Gosh, nobody seems to have es- able-people are killed for 50 cents-and you 
caped the blaming, including Rick, Brent and keep talking trillions-OF DOLLARS! 
thus  and so. Oh my, what interesting circum- 
stances! Who would want to spoil this Sherlock MY PURPOSE? 
Holmes adventure? Surely not me. Well then, 
there i s  Wally and Jason Brent (supposedly a Well, good friends, it is  NOT to  SAVE the 
front for Green). However, good readers, it WORLD! It is NOT to CONVERT the world to 
needs to be "someone" who would be inter- ANYTHING. I t  is a mission wherein I am here 
ested in information on shipments (ships at to bring the historical truth, have agreements 
sea, the billing says), Iran, Kenya, Djibouti, for funding (from these sources) to do a mod- 
Saudi Arabia, Los Angeles, Iowa (Jefferson), erate building program and industrial (very 
and Ontario (California)-and yep, ALL THE small) base. Our needs are minimal and agree- 
PHONE NUMBERS ARE LISTED RIGHT I N  A ments were made to satisfy those needs. Some 
ROW-20 OF THEM! Dr. Boyles (Mohammed) of that gold you have chasing arouqd every- 
made two calls just prior to these 20 calls- where IS OURS! YOU CAN HAVE IT TO DO 
from Atlanta-to, we assume, Buckley, or ANYTHING YOU WISH, INCLUDING WASTE IT 
someone or place in Amarillo, Texas. ON BARRIOS-THAT IS YOUR BUSINESS-MY 

I do find i t  interesting that we have not 'MISSION" IS MINE. 
been supplied with all of the phone billings- There i s  a LOT OF SORTING to be done as 
only the portion regarding the Tehachapi loca- to who and what will be salvaged from your 
tion and we are given no numbers and no place if you continue as you are and go down 
information otherwise, from Mr. Buckley. the tubes-nationally or planet-wise. YOU DO 

I further find it interesting that  Rick was THE SORTING-I DO THE OBSERVING! 
not immediately notified by Mr. Buckley about 
this matter. We have not even come into W H O  I S  HATONN? 
understanding as to where Buckley got the 
phone "bill" but the copy originated to here I am in Command of the HOSTS (for lack of 
from Treasurygate's FAX. This means NOTH- better definition) of the "good guys' sent  from 
ING, readers, any more than does Mr. Buckley's the Civilization of the Universe councils, the 
attachment of Jackson, CONTACT and others Federation, if you will. [Editor's note: This 
in his  NEWSLETTER sent out prior to any explanation is partly in response to thepomp- 
contact with this location to check out possi- ous blarney dealt with in the article o n p .  15.1 I 
bilities. am certainly not NEW AGE-I have told you 

Do we believe this makes Buckley a hoax or before and I will repeat: The  NEW AGE MOVE- 
an enemy? No-but neither do we appreciate MENT uRELIGIONw AND THE "RELIGIONw 
his inferences. I s  Jackson SUSPECT? Of WHICH I S  BEING FOISTED OFF ON YOUR 
course, along with every member and tool of PLANET A S  A OME WORLD RELIGIOI-WILL 
the Committee (if there is such a thing) and DESTROY YOU! 
anyone else wanting rewards, gold, hush-in- I represent the One LIGHT, the One Source, 
tent or, or, or! Am I somehow now saying there that One who was honored as the "sun" being, 
is NO Committee? NO. I am saying that meaning LIFE SOURCE and, in Egypt at the 
EVERYONE involved i s  suspect until shown time of reinstitution of the ONE GOD CON- 
otherwise-AND NO ONE IS ASSUMED CEPT (Creator of Life Capability) was known 
GUILTY-REMEMBER WHAT YOU ARE STRUG- and recognized as R a  or Aton. What there i s  
GLING FOR? INNOCENCE UNTIL AND UN- that is so difficult to understand eludes me- 
LESS PROVEN GUILTY-CIRCUMSTANTIAL you seem to be very willing to accept horrible 
EVIDENCE IS WORTH NOTHING HERE I N  THIS little monsters, grey humanoids, lizards and 
WORLD OF CIRCUMSTANTIAL FRAME-UPS! serpent-people!! Or, is the GAME to discount 

I have no pick with Mr. Buckley-we have the very promise of GOD ETERNAL-TO BRING 
done  everything we cou ld  to  a s s i s t  YOU THE TRUTH I N  WORD AND SEND MES- 
Treasurygate because the project is valid and SENGERS AT YOUR TIME OF EVOLVEMENT 
worthy. I appreciate the confrontationwith a n  AND POSSIBLE DESTRUCTION IN SOME KIND 
'infamous" Mormon about 'religion" but I want OF PLANNED ARMAGEDDON?? Or, did you 
to repeat here and now-WE ARE NO RELI- think God would come and do these things 
GION. WE ARE HOSTS IN REPRESENTATION through Jim Bakker or Bill Clinton? People, I 
OF GOD OF LIGHT AND THAT 'CHRIST" THAT DO NOT CARE WHAT YOU BELIEVE-MY JOB 

*EVERYBODY CLAIMS IN ONE WAY OR AN- ISTO BRINGTHIS WORD TO THIS PLACE AND 
OTHER-THE PERFECTION OF CREATION. I YOU CAN DENY IT, ACCEPTIT, HOPEIT RIGHT, 
AM NOT'SOME" E.T. EXCEPTTHAT MY LOCA- WRONG OR FOLLOW THE PIPER-THAT IS 
TI03 IS'OFF" SURFACE ANDTHERE IS NOTH- YOUR BUSINESS, YOUR SOUL AND YOUR 
ING STRANGE ABOUT ME OR MY TEAM. CHOICE! DOES EVERYBODY UNDERSTAND 
NOTHING! ME? I DO NOT TREAD ON YOUR BUSINESS- 

Now, I, for my own people who are repre- AND I EXPECT THE POWERS THAT CONTROL 
sented here, I will respond to afewportions of YOU TO MEET THEIR AGREEMGNTS WITH 
Mr. Buckley's newsletter and this is  for his ME! WHATTHEY DO WITHTHEIROWN SOULS, 
information. IFTHERE ARE ANY PRESENT, AND WHATYOU 

The Sadam Husein gold certificate DID ONES DECIDE TO DO WITH YOUR EXPERI- 
NOT originate with Jackson-he got it from ENCE AND EXPRESSION-IS UP TO YOU. I 
CONTACT who got it from Grandma Fat Lady AM GOING TO, IF YOU GET TOO ROUGH, 
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GOOD BUDDIES, TAKE GOD'S PEOPLE OFF hopefullywelcome andtreatvisitorswithgrace conclusion-because I r e m i n d  you-you 
THE PLACE-AND IT IS NOT GOING TO BE A since curiosity i s  understandable i n  th i s  day haven't seen ANYONE do it. 
BLUE BEAM RAPTURE OR A BAPTIST RAP- of E.T. authorities, channels,  astrologers and  So, your response might well be: 'Well, we 
TURE. fortune cookies. Meetings are  held when there haven't seen you either, big boy!" O h  yes, a 

Buckley very aptly a n d  effectively explains i s  something to share or talk about-like RIGHT whole big bunch of you HAVE SEEN ME AND 
h i s  attention to "religion" a n d  s ta tes  tha t  he  i s  NOW AND 20 PHONE CALLS ON A DEAD MAN'S MANY RIGHT OUTOFTHE HIGH-LINEUP HAVE 
aBaptis t .  Well, before we get  too far off-beat- CREDIT CARD-FROM THE TOWN LOCATION MET WITH ME AND MADE AGREEMENTS, 
Dharma was  living her  early life i n  the  home of WHERE WE WORK. There i s  no  mysticism CONTRACTS, ETC., WHICH CONTINUALLY 
a Southern  Baptist  PREACHER. We have here,  no rituals, no  organization, and  cer- ARE BROKEN-BUT WE CAUSE THEM TO 
Catholics, Jews-you name it they are  wel- tainly no  cult, as Mr. Green cont inues to ad- SHELVE A LOT OF THEIR MISERABLE GAR- 
come to believe anything they wish-and do vertise. That h a s  been the  most disappointing BAGE AS WELL. 
whatever they want  with the  information. If aspect  of ones  coming here-NO COMMUNAL Further, all you need to  do to SEE US i s  go 
they wish t o  visit-they are  welcome-IF WE ANYTHING-IN FACT OFTEN TIMES THOSE outside on any night-and LOOK. There we 
HAVE A MEETING-they are  welcome. But- WHO COME TO "BE" ARE TREATED QUITE are,  scattered about-showing ou r  colors!! 
nobody h a s  a RIGHT to invade-for there i s  no  RUDELY AS THEY COME EXPECTING SOME   either "starsn nor planets SHOW COLORS- 
public anything-church or  otherwise. If I be GROUPIE TYPE OF CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE WE DO! 
classified as teaching anything i t  i s  "Christ" "GOD WILL TEND YOU*. NO, HERE, YOU Ifyou have trouble believing this-so be it. 
expression of laws of Godliness, the  Com- TEND YOURSELF OR YOU DON'T GET The Elite not only believe it,THEY KNOW IT IS SO. 
mandments  ( the real ones) which DO NOT TENDED! I do not wish to take longer a t  this writing 
REQUIRE SABBATH SIT-ON-YOUR-BACK- My plans, as a matter of fact, a re  to write o n  th i s  subject a t  t h i s  time. I would however, 
SIDES AND PONDER YOUR NAVEL OR TITH- l e s s  and l ess  FOR the  paper. The information offer the phone numbers  a n d  locations of those 
ING TO SOME INDOCTRINATED SECRET OR- you need i s  all around you and my job to date calls as they appear o n  th i s  document. Sev- 
GANIZATION-YOUR GIFT AND SERVICE TO has been to sort  i t  ou t  as to ~ r i o r i t i e s  so tha t  eral  of you attend the listing for accuracy as 
GOD IS BETWEEN YOU AND GOD! So, I c u t  you  can  get  agood look at what  has happened much as i s  possible for t he  printing-for t he  
down considerably o n  your list of command- to  you. My major job will become, as we move copy is extremely BAD. 
men t s  to follow-and you DON'T HAVE TO DO along, t h a t  of showing you what comes next. If WE DO NOT HIDE AND I WANT EVERYONE 
A CONFOUNDED THING FOR "MEn-EXCEPT you can  save your Constitutional rights in  th i s  TO SEE WHERE THESE PHONE CALLS ARE 
KEEP YOUR AGREEMENTS AS REGARDS nation-it c an  change the  world you experi- TO, SO THERE IS NO QUESTION ABOUT IN- 
PRIOR CONTRACTS. ence. I f tha t  fails-WHATAREYOU GOINGTO TENDED PARTICIPATION. I AM GOING TO 

Am I weary of my enemy at my table (for we DO? Do you think you will jus t  "rapture" away MEET MY ENEMIES HENCEFORTH ON "THEIR" 
do t reat  ones  who come as guests)?  Yes and  to fluffy clouds? That i s  a most unwise con- STUPID TERMS. ANY AND ALL YOU NICE 
no. There i s  no t  even asked "donations" and  clusion. Do you think you will jus t  sit  i n  lotus READERS ARE WELCOME TO CALL ANY OF 
usually there is gracious tea-type sharings to position a n d  ascend? Again, a very unwise THESE NUMBERS. 

TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
TEL  : 
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WHAT MAKES NEVADA CORPORATIONS DIFFERENT? 

NO STATE TAX: Pro-business Nevada, 
unlike most every other state in this country, 
ha s  taken a stand! The state has  continued to 
not tax the income of i ts  Corporations or i ts  
citizens. Imagine a state that believes that 
taxes should not come directly from income of 
i t s  citizens or businesses. This almost sounds 
like capitalism1 

Your Nevada Corporation will not see any 
other hidden taxes such as Franchise Taxes, 
Capital Stock Taxes and Inventory Taxes. You 
may be required to pay sales taxes if your 
Nevada Corporation is selling products in Nevada 

PRIVACY, PRIVACY, PRIVACY!: Nevada 
statutes have developed a corporate structure 
unlike any other state. The preferred state to 
incorporate in for years had been Delaware. 
Nevada created their corporate statutes based 
on Delaware and then took them even further. 
They created their corporate structure to al- 
low investors and owners of Nevada Corpora- 
tions to remain completely private. First of all, 
most states in  this  country require you to 
publicly file the name and address of a 
Corporation's Directors, Officers and Stock- 
holders. In the other states this information 
can then be publicly accessed by a brief tele- 
phone call to the Secretary of State's Office in 
the state of incorporation. Nevada, in a n  at- 
tempt to create a private corporate shelter, 
only requires the name of the Corporation's 
President ,  Secretary, Treasurer and  the  
Corporation's Directors (not Vice Presidents 
or Stock Holders). The State does not wish to 
know who the investors or stockholders of the 
Corporation are. This makes Nevada the pre- 
ferred state for incorporation. 

Nevada ha s  another unique feature which 
allows Corporate stockholders to obscure their 
ownership of the Corporation even further. 
Nevada  is the only state that a l lows  its 
Corporat ions  to utilize Bearer Shares .  Bearer 
Shares are a type of stock certificate that says 
that  the bearer of this certificate is  the owner 
of the certificate's stated number of stock 
shares. Bearer Shares can be impossible to 
track or trace because the ~ e r s o n  that has  
possession of the  Bearer Shares of a Corpora- 
tion would be considered. the owner of the 
Corporation. This form of ownership places a 
brick wall in front of anyone that is trying to 
track down the ownership of your Corpora- 
tion. Other states do not have Bearer Shares 
available to their Corporations, because Bearer 
Shares make keeping track of corporate own- 
ership nearly impossible. With most Corpora- 
tions, someone has  stock that they purchase 
from an  individual. Then they send their stock 
certificate into the Corporation and the Cor- 
poration issues them a new certificate in their 
name. The Corporation has  a continuous 
record of who the owner of that stock is. With 
a Bearer Share, you can sell or transfer your 
stock to someone else and they do not need to 
go to the Corporation to get a new certificate. 
They just  keep the Bearer Shares. There is  no 
requirement to report to the Corporation for 

the sale or transfer of i ts  stock. 
Nevada takes corporate privacy very seri- 

ously. The Secretary of State's Office (that is  
responsible for Corporations) does not ask for 
much information &d therefore does not have 
much information to share. Even the Governor 
of Nevada has  taken a public stand to not 
submit to the Internal Revenue Service's re- 
quest for a program of information sharing. 

A Nevada Corporation owner can utilize 
the privacy of Contracted Officers and Direc- 
tors for their Corporation, which are the only 
visible public representatives of their Corpo- 
ration. The owner can still hold the corporate 
title of Vice President, remaining completely 
in control, but out of the public's eye. 

LIABILITY PROTECTION OVER OTHER 
STATES: Most every state in the United States 
has  adopted Corporate Statutes that limit the 
liability of corporate representatives, includ- 
ing the Officers, Directors and Stockholders. 
Nevada ha s  very specifically spelled out  in its 
state statutes that all corporate representa- 
tives are free of personal liability from corpo- 
rate activities, except in 
cases where fraud has 
been perpetrated. This 
means that the Corpo- 
ration can be sued, file 
bankruptcy and be in- 
volved in other unfortu- 
nate activities and not 
personally jeopardize 
the assets of its agents 
or representatives. The 
significant thing to re- 
member here i s  that if 
your Corporation does 
get sued, the initiator of 
the suit must  bring the 
action against the Cor- 
poration in i ts  State of 
Domicile. This is  where 
it becomes important to 
have set  u p  your Corpo- 
ration in a state that ha s  
taken a stand to protect 
the personal liability of 
a Corporation's partici- 
pan t s .  Nevada h a s  
taken this stand quite 
firmly. We will take a 
look a t  those statutes 
later. 

Today, s t a tes  like 
California are allowing 
lawsuits to go through a 
Corporation's veil of pro- 
tection. Directors and 
Officers of a Corpora- 
tion are being sued 
personal ly  for t h e  
Corporation's actions. 
This  recen t  t u r n  of 
events i s  reason enough 
to make Nevada your 
corporate base. Nevada 

has taken the stand against allowing lawsuits 
against a Corporation to personally affect its 
representatives. 

N O  RECIPROCITY WITH THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT (IRS): In 1992, the IRS came 
to Nevada Governor Bob Miller and wanted 
him to start an  information exchange pro- 
gram. They wanted Nevada to exchange all of 
the information they have on every resident 
and Corporation of Nevada. The IRS would 
agree to do the same with them. This type of 
automatic exchange system is  done in most 
other states in the U.S. The Governor took a 
stand and told the IRS he wanted no part in 
the program. H e  even brought out the state 
media to record his  bold stand! 

Nevada currently does not keep much in- 
formation on their residents or their Corpora- 
tions. An exchange program would have only 
started them down the path of information 
gathering. Fortunately, Nevada still remains 
"America's D o m e s t i c  Safe Haven". 

Low Cost :  Nevada is one of the lowest-cost 
states to incorporate in. Nevada only charges 
a filing fee of $85 a year. For only $85 a year, 
Nevada will give you the right to all of the 
benefits of a Nevadacorporation. All the state 
really cares about i s  that  they get their $85 
annually. 

California charges up to $1500 to get set 
up and then annually you pay about $1200 to 
receive all of their wonderful privileges, like 
audits with the Franchise Tax Board. 

WHY INCORPORATE?: Many peop le  t h i n k  
t h a t  just b e c a u s e  they are  a s i n g l e  p e r s o n  o r  
a fami ly ,  incorporat ing  i s  not for  t h e m -  

1 

It's Tax Free Nevada. 
m e  last of the "safe havens") 

f you're looking for the benefits that Incorpo- 

rat ing has t o  offer, such as l im i t i ng  your per- 

onal liability, increasing tax-free benefits. and 

raising capital through the saleof stock - takingjust5 

minutesof your time toexplore the kne f i t so f  forming 

a Nevada Corporation could save you and your com- 

pany rhousands o f  dollars. 

No Sate Boundarltr. 
N o  matter which state you live in. 

you can still utilize and reap all o f  
the benefits o f  a Nevada corpora- Low Co* 
tion. And you don't even have to Nevada is one o f  the lo~vest 
visit Nevada to operate a Nevada costing states to incorporate In. 

Your annoal fees to have the 
pr iv i lege o f  owning a Nevada 

IloStatehxw. corporation are only $85 a year. 
You can save a bundle on taxes. 

The state of Nevada does not tax It's m y  to 
the ~ncomeof incorporationsor 11s Simply give us a call and one of 
state's citizens. our knowledgeable corporate 

c o n s ~ ~ l l a n t s  w i l l  assist you i n  
Complete Privacy. ancwering any questions thn~ you 

Nevada statutes have developed may have 
a corporate structure that allows 
owners corporations and to investors remain completely o f  Nevada lor more Infomatlon contact: 

Nevada Corporate 
private. Plus. Nevada is the only Headquarten Inc. 
state that does not have an 
automat~c exchange o f  tax forms 
w ~ t h  the Federal Government. 

Arset Rotedion 
Protect your assets from potential 

lawsuits and threats. Nevada. the 
"safe haven" state has a corporate P.O. Box 27740 

structure designed for privacy and Lat  Vegaa. NV 89126 
Telephone: 800-398-1077 

OR: 702-896-7001 
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Wrong! I t  requires only one person to form the 
Corporation and they can be the entire Board 
of Directors, and Officers. You then have all of 
the benefits of a Corporation, business-wise 
and tax-wise. Why do you think the govern- 
ment seems to give breaks to Corporations? 
Because most of our government "servants" 
are incorporated and do business through 
their Corporations. Their private corporate 
lives are never made public. Yes, it i s  the best- 
kept secret in the United States and abroad. 
Foreigners can also incorporate in Nevada and 
own Nevada Corporation Stock. 

A Nevada Corporation can o w n  property 
i n  ANY s t a t e  wi thout  hav ing  to qualify o r  b e  
incorporated i n  that state. Therefore, in this 
instance (owning or buying real property) you 
are exempt from incorporating or qualifying to 
do business in your home state. In this  cir- 
cumstance, you would certainly want to incor- 
porate in a preferred state and let the Corpo- 
ration domiciled in the preferred state own the 
property. Then ifyou sell the property, simply 
sell the whole Corporation. There are many 
benefits in that kind of transaction. Simply 
determine what activities are exempt from 
qualifying to do business in your home state 
and those which are not. This can easily be 
done by contacting the Secretary of State's 
Office in  your home state. 

It is  wise to incorporate in-the state with 
the best Corporation and tax laws regardless 
of where you are going to do business. Then, 
if for ANY reason you ever wish to, you do have 
a safe HAVEN, a s  it were, to return, retreat or 
withdraw to. 

Incorporating is  avery tidy way to organize 
and get the best 'breaks" around, because it 
can be utilized anywhere. Overall, Nevada is the 
most efficient state for personal Corporations. 

What the "little people" do not realize is  
that  then they can function in safety and 
security the same as the "big corporate giant", 
only more  effectively.  

THE NEVADA CORPORATION BOOM!: 
Nevada i s  currently seeing a boom in the num- 
ber of individuals incorporating in their state. 
Right now, Nevada's Secretary of State's Office 
in  Carson City is setting up  over ten thousand 
Corporations a year. They are so busy that 
new Corporation filings have been backlogged 
u p  to a month. Fortunately for all of us, they 
are getting more help to process new Corpora- 
tions more quickly. Nevada is not avery heavily 
populated state. In fact the population of Los 
Angeles i s  greater than the whole state of 
Nevada. Most of the those individuals that are 
incorporating in Nevada are non-Nevada resi- 
dents who want to take advantage of Nevada's 
preferred corporate structure. 

For a free information pack about the ben- 
efits of Nevada Corporations call 1-800-398- 
1077 or write to P.O. Box 27740, LasVegas, NV 
89126. 

ORDER YOUR CORPORATION MANUAL 
TODAY! Send $32.95 to Nevada Corporate 
Headquarters, Inc. P. 0. Box 27740, Las Ve- 
gas, NV 89126 or order by phone a t  1-800- 
398- 1077. 
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Legislatures, out of our Courts, and out of our 
Lives. It's been DOWNHILL ALL THE WAY 
EVER SINCE and, adding insult to injury: 

$ TOOKTHE MANDATORY LOYALTY OATH. AND ' THREW IT OUT OF THE WINDOW ALSO'. 
Ronn Jackson, now I am going to ask you to 

Fix It! affirm a statement, a Rule, a n  unwritten Rule 
which WE were taught to use: "WHEN ALL 
ELSE FAILS, GO BACK TO THE BEGINNING 
AND START OVER AGAIN". Right!? And in 
going back to the ORIGINALS we must do awav - 
(strike downlbar) all these CONFLICTING an; 
CONFUSING LAWS which do not serve the 

GRANDMA MENT OF JUSTICE (Treasury Department) will people (a) fairly, (b) equally, (c) without preju- 
almost never make certain the Laws which dice, (d) constitutionally, (e) speedily, and ( f )  with 

CONTACT, Inc. News have been broken in regards to a White person equal justice for all. Which incidentally, is the true 
July 28, 1994 will ever be investigated and/or prosecuted. intention of the Constitutioners (writers). 

SEPARATE BUT EQUAL, Reverse Discrimina- The Rules of Court mandate: 'Officers of 
Dear Rick and Readers, tion, and dammed near without exception. the Court (this includes judges) shall main- 

Rinht. Ronn Jackson? tain that  office while performing in good con- 
Re: A statement from U.S. Department of Yes, Ronn Jackson and I know one an- duct, and that upon ANY 'conduct' unbecom- 

the Treasury Agent, Reginald Joseph, Fairview other. We worked together in Law Enforce- ing a n  officer of the Court, the party/partys 
Heights, Illinois: "The system h a s  broken ment. I got sick of watching the screwed-up shall be removed." 
down, and the laws do not work anymore." mess which was being made out of the Legal This goes even into their private lives, the 

I have been thinking about this statement, System back in the 1960s, and got lost. Most drunkenness, the broad-jumping, the skinny- 
slept on it many nights as it h a s  been the of the "good Law Enforcement Agents/Offic- dipping, the private payoffs, the doing of busi- 
source for much searching, concentration, e r ~ "  couldn't believe their eyes and ears about ness which i s  in conflict with the issues at 
thoughtful perusal and alot of sleepless nights. some of these CONFUSING LAWS, CONFLICT- hand, etc. This even includes, RUNNING 

The Law, being the Common Laws (Federal ING LAWS which WE were asked to ENFORCE, AROUND WITH A WET BLOND I N  ONE HAND 
Laws), (or the laws the Feds are supposed to as we all felt "THIS IS WRONG"! AND A DRY MARTINI I N  THE OTHER. 
follow) has  been an  ongoing (40+ years) love We all watched President after President What has  happened to RONN JACKSON, 
affair as far as GRANDMA has  been concerned. quietly breach the Laws of the Constitution, GUNTHER RUSSBACHER and many, many oth- 
For many years she lived and slept with them, putting Judges on the Bench, that in all real- ers  i s  UNCONSTITUTIONAL. It has  created a 
then she  decided to go deeper into the CAUSES ity were nothing more than "Insurance for the CONSTITUTIONAL DISABILITY by the "dis- 
of the Laws, because for every "good" law, you Special Interest Groupsn. We all knew these abling of the Constitutional rights a s  man- 
will find 100 bad and conflicting laws which "puppet judges' " proper BENCH should have dated by the Constitution, and an  outright 
confuse the legal system. Unfortunately, the been a PARK BENCH feeding the BIRDS. denial of same, which is mandatory for every 
young ones have not been taught how the You all have seen WHAT happens when a citizen in the United States of America". Fur- 
Laws were designed to work. LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER/AGENT "chal- thermore, any Judge, Legislator, Congress- 

In these later years, with "Lizzy wanting lenges unconstitutional laws", as in the Ronn man, Senator and/or any other Law Enforce- 
this, and Tommy wanting that", Lizzy says, "I Jackson Case. They send them off to prison ment Officer and/or Agency who adheres to 
have the Rights because I am aminority", and and try to shu t  them up BECAUSE, these OLD such ACTS against the CONSTITUTIONAL 
Tommy says, "I have the Rights because that  "AGENTS"/"OFFICERS", who studied the Laws, LAWS h a s  by Law, committed TREASON 
i s  the way it is". Everybody feels as though enforced these laws, as IT WAS THEIR SWORN AGAINST THE PEOPLE, the RIGHTFUL SOV- 
they are "SPECIAL" in some way or the other "OATH", TO UPHOLD AND DEFEND THE LAWS EREIGNS of this nation. Somehow, these 
which has  an EXCLUSIONARY and PROPRI- OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED nitwits got it BASS ACKWARDS! 
ETARY LAW for "each individual". STATES OF AMERICA". Furthermore, they ABRAHAM LINCOLN said: "DENY JUST 

Then comes the Laws for the Pink People, took this Oath dammed seriously! ONE CITIZEN OF THIS GREAT NATION, THE 
the Green People, the Blue People, people of H a s  anyone ever given any thought to WHY RIGHTS TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVI- 
all colors-and they think: "WE HAVE SPE- they are trying to get rid of all u s  older Ameri- SIONS, AND YOU HAVE DENLED THE ENTIRE 
CIAL LARS" and "NO ONE ELSE IS PRIVY TO cans?! WELL, it's because: WE KNOW THE NATION", and he was quoting Washington, 
THAT LAW, IT'S OUR LAW"! REAL LAWS and CAN TEACH YOU YOUNGER Adams, and Jefferson. These are people who 

Well, well, well, isn't that a PIP!? Old ONES THE REAL LAWS. THEY WANT TO DO SIGNED our Constitution, and they were the 
"Grizzle Barr" (Thurgood Marshall) would turn AWAY WITH US BECAUSE "WE STILL KNOW ones who STATED how our form of government 
over in his  grave because, that Law (the un- WHATITTAKESTO MAKETHIS NATION RUNTHE and our form of Laws were to be structured, 
spoken law) "SEPARATE BUT EQUAL" keeps WAY THE CONSTITUTIONERS INTENDED IT TO and it is by ACT OF CONGRESS! 
raising i ts  head-the Pinks, Greens, and Blues FUNCTION. Think about that one for a while. Of course, on the lighter side, in these 
keep keeping the "separate but equal" and hit Now, back to Special Agent Reginald days, Congress ACTS on television, radio, any 
the "minority whiten over the head with it, a s  Joseph's statement: "The system has  broken stage which they are allowed on, the beach, 
do the others. But, something is wrong here. down and nothing works anymore." NO, the the street-anywhere there is  atelevision cam- 
IT HAS BEEN REVERSED! system is not unfixable, it is easily fmable, but era-and they have EXCELLED and some of 

Each and every one of those Pink, Green it takes some GOOD OLD FASHIONED HORSE them should be nominated for the ACADEMY 
and  Blue people have, somehow, found their SENSE TO "FIX IT"! AWARDS for an "OSCARa. (Remember that 
way into the  SYSTEM. They run the comput- The 'Constitutioners" were not ignorant person they called 'OSCAR THE ASSIN*, 
ers; they control the records; and they have men, they were wise. They worked from expe- Ronn?) Oh well, its a "pun in funa...First 
made certain only about one-half of the money rience andwhat they had evidenced, witnessed, Amendment-Rights reserved. 
the "white minority" worked their tails off for etc., that had not worked in the Democratic EQUAL RIGHTS? The Constitution says: 
all these many years, was put  into Social systems in  Europe. They set down the Consti- "All men are created Equal". Men/man; genus 
Security and other Retirement Funds. You tution and the Bill of Rights, subject to the homo sapiens; no gender identified; no color 
can count on it. You put awhite personin the food "antecedents" and identified in Article VI of identified. 
stamp program, the white will get from $10.00 to the Constitution. Therefore, the ORIGINAL "When all else fails, go back to the begin- 
$200.00 and the others will receive $375.00 to LAWS WORK! They workedjust fine with GOD ning, and start all over again." 
$450.00 and it is  almost a 92% surety. at  the helm of this nation. They worked, /s/ GRANDMA 

Same thing goes for the Welfare Program. prospered and became the envy of all nations 
I don't know how many of you know this or upon the face of the Earth for 186 years. Then P.S. Grandpa is  home from the hospital, 

not, but there i s  a BLACK DEPARTMENT OF along came some dammed fool and decided doing fine. God bless and thank you for your 
JUSTICE and then there is  a WHITE DEPART- "MY RIGHTS ARE BEING VIOLATED", and they prayers, letters, notes, and other assistive 
MENT OF JUSTICE and, the BLACK DEPART- kicked God .out of our schools, out of our encouragements. 
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Latest JOURNAL Goes To Press attending to t h e  physical expression and i n  
so doing lock yourselves away from Truth o f  
God and further your progress into t h e  trap 

Confront The Now of  t h e  physical "housing". It i s  fine if that 
be your choice. However, MY mission i s  to 
bring you t h e  WORD i n  Truth-that you 
have equal opportunity t o  make informed 
choices. No more and no less.  

You of man have a massive assumed duty 
somehow-to kill the messengers and allow 
the physical indoctrinators to destroy you. So Create Th e F u tu re be ,Er,:pu:,..ffJiing Of Our 

work, denounce us,  rise u p  against u s  and 
pronounce their opinions UPON YOU and YOU 

Editor's note: Readers, please keep in mind ANY doctrine from Hindu to Christianity to accept it-placing your very existence on  
that it takes a good 8-1 0 weeks of publication Zionism-and you will KNOW that  there al- ANOTHER'S OPINIONS. 
and printing activities between the time that w e  ways were the  encounters with brothers from Why do we write on those things which are 
announce the latest JOURNAL here, only 'out there" somewhere. I t  is written. YOU in your consciousness instead of marvelous 
GOING to press, and when that new JOURNAL NOW COME ALONG AND RELEGATE GOD'S revelations about the unseen and wondrous 
is actually completed and available for WINGED BROTHERS AND SISTERS TO HID- journey of space and time? Because you don't 
purchase through Phoenix Source Distributors. DEN BASES UNDERGROUND AND LIZARD have TRUTH in your consciousness and until 
Always look to the Back Page of CONTACT for SKINS AND BLACK SERPENT SCALES. NO- you can accept that  which IS, how can you 
JOURNAL availability information. there have ALWAYS BEEN GUARDIANS, MES- even begin to accept that  which is BEYOND? 

SENGERS AND ANGELS-OF GOODNESS- Ronn Jackson said something on  a taping 
7/30/94 t l  HATONN SENT FORTH TO ATTEND THE ONES SEEK- aday  or so ago which bears looking at. He said 

ING GOODNESS IN EXPERIENCE THAT THEY he  didn't know if I was actually of God or not. 
FOREWORD MIGHT MOVE ON IN EXPERIENCE IN HIGHER He h a s  not been exposed to almost any of my 

PLANES OF EXPRESSION. You want me to presentations or work or word. He knows very 
Let's tell it, this  about Committee crimes simply be ANOTHER ancient astronaut, an well that I EXIST for h e  knows me. The Godly 

and  Hopi hopes, plans and then let u s  DREAM "E.T. voice" who will prove to be nothing more part will have to come into comfort-AS I 
OF RECOVERY, FREEDOM AND GOODNESS- than a temptation to tu rn  away from life and 'NEVER" SERVE OTHER THAN LIGHT AND 
THAT WE MAY LIVE I N  BEAUTY. be something or other tha t  never happens. I t  TRUTH-IN GODLINESS. 

We MUST speak of crimes and criminals, is not comforting to follow goodness when the Does this  mean I will not, as a Commander, 
misled, deceived and  deceivers, schemers and world is bankrupt within physical bindings of ever become annoyed or set  a stage-think not 
hopes-but only that  we may know where and  the senses  and the soul  is dying. so, good readers, for 1 have a mission and I will 
upon whom and  what to base and focus atten- Where do you suppose the brothers went see to that  mission-and I SHALL SET TRAPS 
tion and  action. from such  places as Atlantis and the Mayan FOR MY ADVERSARY WHO CONSTANTLY SETS 

In  the  journal there will be a bit about cities where dinner has been found on the THETRAPSAND LIESAGAINSTMEAND MINE. 
black helicopters and t h u s  and so-and what tables within the ruins? THINK ABOUT IT! I WILL SIMPLY USE HIS OWN TRAPS TO CATCH 
might be their purpose. Col. Gritz tells the Does it mean they WENT to GOD? NO1 For HIM I N  HIS OWN GAMES-EVERY TIME I HAVE 
world there are none of such. Well, he actually most were steeped in blood murder sacrifices OPPORTUNITY-WHICH IS CONSTANTLY! 
didn't mean it as reported by those who would and had buried their very souls in darkness. Would I USE, for God's purpose, a murderer or 
pick his  words to pieces. He SAID (in mean- But, in every civilization reachin gnucleartech- a thief? Of COURSE1 Would I allow use of 
ing) that  he  had experienced no black helicop- nology-there i s  the evil teacher who can "rap- funding from clandestine sources?  OF 
ters  hovering about, terrifying citizens. I s  ture" you away-just like the U.S.S. ELDRIGE COURSE-why not? Money is not evil, it sim- 
there a difference? Indeed! Whatever might AND BLUE BEAM. The Godly people have ply IS. M a n ' s  attitude about same i s  the 
be the lacking in  Col. Gritz-HE IS A PATRIOT always been lifted off into security a t  such guiding measure. In fact, readers, I enjoy 
TO THE U.S.-OR HE WOULD NOT HAVE times and  the remainder are "vanished". You using the enemies' assets  more than about 
SERVED WHEN CALLED I N  THE FIRST PLACE. don't have to have meteors or asteroids-all anything you have going on that physical plane 
No one ha s  all the answers and if one ha s  you need i s  TECHNOLOGY for the Evil Elite- of intended theft and enslavement power 
LIVED BY THE SWORD-he shall know no and CREATING by the troops of GOD. wielded by my ENEMY. 
other way i n  which to reclaim that  which is Do 'angels" have wings? NO-they don't I am continually told by YOU as to what t~ 
physically in danger of being taken. need them. That which appears as wings i s  for do and how to do it. I think NOT, readers. You 

YOU need these strong men to lead and  your perception and represents a very large haven't done so well up  until  now and if you 
serve, friends. Whatever one Bo Gritz may be, energy aura. YOU WILL ALWAYS CREATE THE had the answers, you wouldn't have the prob- 
he  would serve freedom if he could find direc- IMAGE MOST COMFORTABLE TO YOURSELF. lems! I do not care as to whether or not you 
tion and valid REASON for doing a thing a A DEVIL WILL REPRESENT FEAR AND NEGA- trust  me, believe me or whatever-for that  
different way than  as he  recognizes. TOUCH TIVE-AN ANGEL REPRESENTS THE LIGHT comes with experience in  stability and longev- 
GOD AND YOU TOUCH I NFINITY-all ELSE AND DISSOLVES FEAR. Further, if you think ity. Dharma doesn't even have to believe I N  
can  be peeled away. GOD cannot present what you need and offer me or trust  me or even have faith in  me as a 

The most programmed of the programmed that for which you pray-then you LIMIT GOD being-but to do her job she  must  be able to 
robonoids are lost to the ADVERSARY the  and  GOD CANNOT BE LIMITED! set  that  aside while we do our work-and 
MINUTE they fully are awakened to the TRUTH All of the books and teachers have prom- therein lies the difference in "secretaries". 
of GOD, pull back and  REALLY SEE what is ised you the  messengers, the way, the word She neither pretends nor claims to be any- 
TRUTH relative to the partial expressions of and  ability to know Truth-before the END thing other than that  which she  is in service. 
doctrines and  secret societies. Easy? NO! SHALL HAPPEN. These same teachers preach Much of the time she  is stunned by that  which 
But nobody promised you a Rose Garden of that  you ARE NOW IN THE ENDING TIMES OF I write-for i t  would appear to place her neck 
'EASY" thornless beauty and being, locked PROPHECY. WELL, GOOD READERS, YOU in  the guillotine circle. She CHOOSES to write 
away from all that is presumed or assumed to CANNOT THEN HAVE ONE WITHOUT THE in spite of that  and, in  fact, her  trust  and faith 
be evil and bad. The 'evil" and 'badness" OTHER! is then proven-in me, that  in the ending I will 
abounding IS YOUR SCHOOL OF LEARNING- Do I discount any speaker or any "truth" be her shield and buckler. In this  very pre- 
CHOICES AND DISCERNMENTS. as  simply being picky about that which I dicament her trust is honored and those things 

The "error" of th is  day in judgments i s  the think and that which they think? NO-for which I instruct and which are followed in 
placing me and  my mission along side that  all th ings  are TRUTH-to someone-so i n  action-have served EVERY TIME-even if the 
which i s  touted on  a daily basis in a hundred t h e  ending ALL THINGS ARE TRUTH. How- game be appearing otherwise. We have turned 
thousand different religions, beliefs and expe- ever, if y o u  speak o f  Truth o f  God and how one disaster after another into proven asset  
riences. I fit NONE of these things, readers. i t  will be-you walk aver9 fragile line in  that and correct handling. H a s  this  made her  

You will read in  the "holy" books of all or  you  cl ing to that which i s  "modernized" and 'rich"? No-but it surely h a s  made my people 
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wealthy in service and confirmation. Most of who have expressed. great 'badness" prior to 
the time the appearance of negative 'loss" IS now-because when they express 'goodness" 
NOT-unless YOU QUIT AND RETURN TO THE in service to humanity-THEY MEAN IT BE- 
ADVERSARY-THEN, 'HE" WILL GETCHA' CAUSE THEY KNOW THE DIFFERENCE! 
EVERY TIME1 

You ALL must 'confront the now" and "cre- May YOU be given to know the difference! 
ate the futurea-it is up to YOU. If you are Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
content with the 'no+-continue as  you are. IGFF-PSC 
That means, however, that you are also con- July 30, 1994 
tent with the prophecies which will destroy 
you-right on schedule. Again, it is  strictly UP 
TO YOU. I can but offer and in showing you This journal shall be identified: 
that which is  and how it impactsYOU and then 
showing you how you might CREATE a differ- CONFRONT THE NOW 
ent scenario-we can CREATE MIRACLES. * 

I personally enjoy the revolvement of ones CREATE THE FUTURE 

Satan and team can only *useff that 
which is already created, for only Creator 
Source can Create! Which do YOU sene?? 
If you coqfront the anow" and move in 
KNOWING into that which IS--and turn 
about unto that which is goodly, honest 
and just-you shall CREATE THAT FUTURE 
INFREEDOM. Ignore that which IS and you 
rhall be sucked along into the traps of the 
adversarial players. The choices are 
YOURS. 

DEDICATION 

T o  all those robono ids  who 
w o u l d  prefer  to change! 

Act To Enforce The 
Fourteenth Amendment 

April 20, 187 1 Russ fight for his life, and each breath, minute Senator, Congressman, Legislator, Attorney, 
to minute and hour after hour, day in and day Judge, President, Vice President and even the 

'C. S. E. M. L." out, all night long for over ONE YEAR now, 'I" local Dog Catcher, who have attempted and 
read each letter, and some I read over and over succeeded in the 'putting downm of this na- 

Dateline: July 29, 1994 again. I could not believe my eyes at the tion. By allowing Organized Criminals and 
things which were and are occurring all over their Organized Crime to prevail in our Courts, 

CONTACT, Inc. News this nation, which creates a CONSTITUTIONAL the House, the Senate and permeate our ev- 
DISABILITY on every man, woman and child in ery-day lives with such a stench as is only left 

Dear Rick and Readers, this nation. Moreover, it is and has been in the fields of death, left from the ROT and 
First: W e  want to thank all of you for your difficult to believe that our DULY ELECTED CORRUPTION causing the ROTS. - 

letters containing: (a) your concerns, (b) your have sat there, doing nothing and encourag- And when you read this Act to Enforce the 
desperate problems of losing your homes and ing these acts. The reason I said ENCOUR- Fourteenth Amendment, hopefully you will 
farms, (c) the losses of your businesses, (d) AGED is: Had these duly elected familiarized think on the FEDERAL RESERVE ACT, and the 
your being incarcerated over some silly thing themselves with the ACT to ENFORCE THE parties who, with malicious intent to destroy 
or the other, for which the Law did exceed its FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT of April 20th, this nation, as they raise the interest rates, 
vested powers by their own Oaths of Office, 1871. U.S. Statutes at  Larne. Vol. XVII. v.13ff while you can barely buy a loaf of bread. 
whereas and whereby they did take those Oaths and adhered to its provisions, none of this And, hopefully, the Congress and Senate 
to uphold, defend and faithfully execute the would have happened in AMERICA, and to in their HEARINGS can finally determine (a) 
Laws of the Constitution of the United States of THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. Organized Criminal what they can legally do, and (b) what they can 
America. And so many, many, many more Activities would not have prevailed in our not do. TO OBSTRUCT ANY JUSTICE ON ANY 
letters of desperate plights and desperate pleas Courts, and in our Legislatures, in our Con- LEVEL is against the Act to Enforce the Four- 
of persons, families, menand women and some gress, in our Senate, in our State and Local teenth Amendment, causing the ROT to fur- 
children, who have become destitute of HOPE. Governments as it has evidenced itself to exist ther encroach across this nation by exempli- 

Second: We have read each and every in your thousands of letters. fied FAVORITE LOBBYIST GROUPS; Insurance 
single letter, and we do apologize for taking so Thirdly: A copy of that Act to Enforce the Companies who have no intent to comply with 
long to respond. It is impossible to respond to Fourteenth Amendment is hereto affixed, and the Contract (the reason for Executive Order 
all of you, therefore we take this opportunity it is requested that it be printed with this 129 19). Shame upon shame. NOW as of 
to respond (as you know Russell Herman has letter lp.311. And when each of you read this today, July 29, 1994, ' I F  you can still afford 
been desperately fighting for his life) to all of ACTTO ENFORCETHE FOURTEENTH AMEND- your PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE PREMI- 
you, in the CONTACT News. While watching MENT, hopefully, you will think about each UMS-'a Premium is going to be put on the 

Premium, like the tax hike on Cigarettes". 
FRANK & ERNEST Fourthlv: After begging the President, 

Bentsen and the rest of that bunch in Wash- 
ington to allow u s  to assist the people, after 
being 'sluffed off" and 'ignored" (in the Politi- 
cally Correct Fashion), we have decided to GO 
FORTH ON THE BONUS 3392 N- 18 1. The lein 
is in place, it has been in public print and now 
is the time to proceed. 

GOD BLESS ALL OF YOU who have written 
and let u s  know your inner-most thoughts, 
trials, tribulations, losses, hopes, desires, and 
even your prayers. We do thank you from the 
bottom of our hearts. 

V.K. Durham CEO, CSEML 
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Documents Of American History 
273. ACT TO ENFORCE THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 

April 20,1871 @ 
(US .  Statutes at Large, Vol. XVII, p. 13ff.) 

This so-called Ku Klux Act was the most im- 
portant of several Civil Rights Acts designed to 
insure for the negro the full benefits of the 
thirteenth; fourtcenth ahd fifteenth amendments. 
Similar acts had been passed May 31, 1870 and 
February 28, 1871. An act designed to secure 
social equality for the negro was passed March 
1,1875 (see Doc.'No. 291). In 1826 the Supreme 
Court, in U. S. v. Recst, 92 U. S. 214 and U. S. v. 
Cruikshank, 92 U .  S .  5 4 2 ,  declared certain' sec- 
tlons of the Clvil Rights Act of M a y  31,.-1870 
unconstitutional, and thus anticipated its attitude 
toward the Ku Klux and Civil Rights Acts. In 
1883, in U. S. v. Harris, 106 U .  S .  619, the Court 
held parts of the Act of April 20, 1871 uncon- 
stitutional; in TIre Civil'Rights Cases, 109 U .  S. 
3, it held the Civil Rights Act unconstitutional. 
Efforts to repeal these force acts were not S U C - ~  
cwdul until .the second Cleveland administra- 
tion. See, W. W. Davis, "The Federal Enforce- 
ment Acts," in Studies hi Soutltern History and 
Politics; W .  A. Dunning, Essays on the Civil 
War and Reconstruction, p, 353 ff.; C. Warren, 
The Supreme Court (1928 ed.), Vol. 11, ch. xxxiv, 

j An Act to enforce tlre Provisions of  the Foru- 
- tesntlr Ametrdtjzetrt to the Cotrstitution of 

the United States, attd for other Purposes. . . .  l. - B e  it enacted ,That any person who, 
under. color of any law, statute, ordinance, 
regulation, custom, or usage of any State, 
shall subject, or cause to be subjected, any 
person within the jurisdiction of the United 
States to the deprivation of any rights, priv- 
ileges, or immunities secured by the Constitu- 
tion of the.United States, shall, any such law, 
statute, ordinance, regulatibn, custom, . br 
usage of the State to the contrary notwith- 
stinding, be liable to the party injured in any 
action at  law, suit in equity, or other proper 
proceeding for redress; such proceeding to be 
prosecuted in the several district . or circuit 
courts of the United States, with and subject 
to the same rights of appeal, review upon 
error, .and other remedies provided in like 
cases in such courts, under the provisions of 
the [Civil Rights Act of 18661, and the other 

'remedial laws. of the United States which are 
in their. nature applicable in such cases. 
. SEC. 2. Th~t-ij-tw.~-~r_m_p,re_pg~sop~~w.i.t:.hi_n 

any State or Territqry- of .the.Ynited.States. 
w- .--.-..- ." ""'C 

shall consplre together to overthrow, or t o ,  
p m ,  or to destroy by force the 

-merit of the United States, -.--- or to levy war 
againsLtheUnitedStates,,~r to oppose by 
force-the - authority _. _ ___ _ ____-._ of the governmelit of he -r-"a-. United States, or ---. by -_-_ force, intrmr __ __ ation, or 

-. --__ 
throat-to- preve-nt,-hinderL 'or delay the exe- 
cution of ..any, law .of ,, the" Uniied-State&"$ . . .  . - ..-.- 
~ A t c e A o s e i z e ,  take,~r_po.sx..s%_a~y-p_r_op- 
erty . -of -.@.eeU_nited_St.ateseeLontra3y.-t~- .th.c 

- au thq~i ty  -.- thereof, ... or by force, intimidation .-.-. ..-..-.-.-.-.-.-I,.-..-. ---- .--... 1- 
or threat to prevent any person from accept- ..... .. . -.- - ..... .......-.. ..."-..".L ...-... - ..__ _., 

' ing ' or holding, any office or ,trust or, place .. ..,. __ I of _. 
confihnce ._._ _,_ . _. under _- ....... the United States, or horn ........ 
d~scharging, the., duties thereof ," or' - .-a by-*f . ., ij-iE& 
intimidation, or threat to .induce any..o.&cer 
of' the United States .to.leave any- State, di; ....... ,..- 
tric t or pfap. whe~e,. his- duties as such officcr ,. ..-. 1.. . .--. -.-.--.. 
might lawfully be perlormed, or to injute ... ....... ..-- .- ...-.. -. .- ............ . - ~  ""* ,..* him in his person or property, on,.,acco,unt ofw 
his lawful discharge of the duties of his office,- 
or to injure his person . .._.._............ wbile engaged . . . . . . . .  in _.... the ... -.. 
lawful discharge of the duties of his office, 
or to injurg hissisproperty so as to molesf, in- 

L_------ 

terrupt,- ....... ..-. hinder ... ,...I -. or ... impedelhim .- - in the dis- . . . .  . . a * . .  

charge of his official ,duty, .._ or . . by _..__..- force, -.-.- in- . . . . . .  
timidat ion, ..or threat ~ & ~ e r ~ . . a . n y ~ : ~ p f i ~ ~ ~ p , r ~  
wi.t.n_eqp in anymWkle -Un i t ed  . S t a t  ~gm_ 
attending. .wch-!co~.f, -or from t%t&.i-n&r! 
anz-mat ters_e&ninycbaudJ~!!y~&~~& 
2nd . truthfully .. or to injure . any suchparty or - -.. ..-.. "...--.--, - ,t--..-.. .... #.""%..... .--....-. -- .--I-.- witness in his person or property on account --.-..- .- -- ..-_. -.-__. ..... 
of 'Ii;i-hii;ii~~soP4&.n_c!g~Ro~.testihed, .pr . by .. f.." --.I;- -,- ...".. - 
orce ,.2: t-+..- intimidation -...-. -L,,_ or threat .- ..._- -...- to .... influencefhe -..-.--- . 

verdict, . presentment, ......-..-. -.- or indictment .. of any 
. . .  3- -.,-".... *.-- -....- .,, J " .  .... .. 

juror or . -____  grandjuror __-_...--.. m any- c o u r t - , . ~ l t h e  
united . .....,.,., States ).-..- or ............... to injure such juror. i n  his. 

......... person or property -..$ on account of any verdict* 
-'presen tnient;'&'indictmen t lalf-$.y>j~eg&d 
to ,.. by him, or - .  on ...-,,-. account -.,- - -..- of his .. .----..- beingor ha-v- . . . . . . . . . .  'I--  

ing . . . . . . . . . . . . .  been such .__. Juror, I---  or . . . .  shall -.-. conspire to- ........... .* ......-.- 
. gether, or go .-". in disguise ... - . . - - . - I - . .  upon .-......-.-.8 the pub l i c9h -  . --. 
way or upon the premises of another for &e- -- ir c .or indirectly,-~f&- p u r p O ~ ~ ~ -  - - .->--d-, z!!. - -. -"-,- rivin a%son orxan class OF-@GZ . . I?----, 01 t b e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o i e ~ t i o n  o ) i ? ~ -  

.... *-.. 
--l--.-..". --.-- --.. - .<equal ..a.s privileges or rmmunlhes unaer the - --. ----". L- .. -6.- 

o r _ f ~ & e .  ~uwopcpf%reventmg or . XIndiring ._ _ ...- ..__ 
the constituted .authorities of any State from . . . .  - .... 

I . ' ' . - - - .  giving or .securing to all persons w i t h  !ucb 
State at equal ngar;gion of the l a g ,  &- 
s4all :~gpire together for ~thpurpo~of in 
my manner r&!!+-%-~lo im -iring, o b s t r u c r  
UTdEfEii ng e ue course o Lustlce In ..... 1. 4-... ... .---.- ~iSiiibi''Iiiriii~i;; wiih intent to d e n ~  
4.. ..--- 
cltuen 0rifi"ii'iited States the due and= ---.--.----* .- - 
protection --..# -..--.. of ?he laws, qt to ' .....-_- injure any per- .... ... 
son in his person or m s  property for l a w f J y  

-...."---I. -- W.'. 

e i i ' f o f c i i i ~ t K i T i g h ~  ....... any eerson or class of . -  -,--. .-...... e.0 .  r -.-.'*a, ....... L?.~.... 

persons to t h q  equal . . protection . .- ,.. ..... .- ...... of the laws,. 

. .  * ......... ......... -.....C,( .,.. C*lrr."*-'. 

or by force, intimidation or threat to prevent . ...- "-*Ar -I.. -. *". ,."'..I ..". ....-4. '... ..'* .. ... 
any c~tizen of the h t e d  . . . . .  .. ..-.-. States *..\a. ..-.,l..%si,. h w f s Z G  ".h%.m 

tided .. .--,....,. to vote ,..- ..., from, C 

giving his support or ad- 
.'-.# *,, ..-. 'ti,L%*.r.: . . ~ . I L . ~ Y . H ~ < ~ u I ' W *  I... ... 

vocacy in a lawful manner towards or jn,. ......... .. .,,. . ,. .. . , I  1: .....,. .. .,a ..,.l. .--.,C . '" 
faviii'of 'the election of any lawfully qualified 
person as an e l m -  Vice-' 
Piesli3e'iitlof ~EWfiiteWt?ft€!K or as a mem- 
bef-df'th~C~h~Es~aPtha~Uni t e - i m  
t~~fiftraB~'Su'~"?iEK~>~n-C .-..--.- 

piofirty on account of such . s u p p o r ~ ? ~  
~ 6 ' f ' $ ' ~ ~ T G S ~ C i ~ ~ ~ 3 d n ~ e " n X ~  -.-, 

+- +., Ilr.,l.l-...2.1- . 
beaeemeTgudty of a hlgl crime, a.dL 

hpoh~"'~o~~jctidn~~~th'ef Eiif'"'in-aYm'ilifific ....--. .- ............. .,.....I..JYC-- t o r  
ciiciii't-Gut? 'of' ................................................. the Unlted States or. district . -.--.---*--..,.-.-. 
or supreme court ,:of, any ............ Territory ,.ofJhe_.. 
~niied-S'ti&s"liavinn jurisdiction of similar - . -  ............. .a,- .,.U .,..... ..UI",.)A'-. L.* 

bEfefiifes;.~l'be ................,.. puniLhed ..w by a fine not fe5s 
.J.IIUX*-~RIW,L. - ... .... 

thaii 'fi?-hiilidred' ._. _-. ... nor more than five thou- .. ..,. .-.*.. ,**.. ...W.".l.-.'*SV.z* *..-... 
sand-'doll&fS, witlr6,,Ta-. . b .,&A by imprisonment,, . .  ,.........- .,.. ow.* wlth .. or 

rd la _ t h t a d k _ r :  
mine, -----. for a period -,----.--- of not less than s ixmonths  
nor more ,--. than ..... ...--.. six .-..-- years, as the court ,may 
ileferxn~ne. or by both s ~ h - f i ~ a n d 7 m p r i s o n ~  -. .- - -  . .---.., -..--*----a. 
i i i s t ~ '  .-.-... .-. ....................... k&it-ibill-determine. .-.+.-..,. . . . . .  .. 
. SEC. 3, That in all cases where insurrec- 
tion, domestic violence, unlawful combina- 
dons, or conspiracies in any' State shall so ob- 
struct or hinder the execution of the laws 
thereof, and of the United States, as to de- 
prive any portion or class' of' the people. of 
such State of 'any of the rights, privileges, 
or immunities, or protection, named in the 
Constitution and secured by this. act, and the 
constituted authorities of such Stat'e shall 
either be unable to protect,-or shall, from any 
cause, fail in or refuse protection of the peo- 
ple in such rights, such' facts shall be deemed 
a denial by such State of the equal protec- 
tion of the laws to which they are entitled 
under the Constitution of the United States; 
and In all such cases '. , . it shall be lqwful 
for the President, and it shall be his duty to 
take auch measures, by the employment of 
the militia or the land and naval forces of 
the UGted States, or of either, or by other 
means, as he. may deem necessary for the 
suppression of .such insurrection,. domestic 
violence, or combinations. . . .  

SEC. 4. That whenever in any State or part 
of a State the unlawful combinations named 
in the preceding section of this act shall be 
organized and armed, and so numerous and 
powerful as to be able, by violence, to eithet 
overthrow or set at  defiance the constituted 
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authorities of such State, and of the United 
States within such State, or when the con- 
stituted authorities are in complicity with, 
or shall connive at  the unlawful purposes of, 
such powerful and armed combinations; and 
whenever, by reason of either or all of the 
causes aforesaid, the conviction of such of; 
fenders and the preservation of the public 
safety shall become'in such district imprac- 
ticable, in every such case such combinations 
shall be deemed a rebellion against the gov- 
ernment of the United States, and during the 
continuance of such rebellion, and within 
the limits of the district which shall be so 
under the .sway thereof, such limits to be 
prescribed by proclamation, it shall be law- 
ful for the President of the United States, 
when in his judgment the public safety shall 
require it, to suspend the privileges of the 
writ of habeas corpus, to the end that such 
rebellion may be overthrown: Provided; That 
all the provisions of the second section of 
[the Habeas Corpus Act of March 3, 18631, 
which relate to the discharge of prisoners 
other than prisoners of war, and to the pen- 
alty for refusing to obey 'the order of the 

- -. court, shall be in full force so far .as the same I - 
are applicable to the provisions of this sec- 
tion: Provided furtlier, That the President 
shall first have made proclamation,, as now 
provided by law, commanding such insurgents 
to disperse: And'provided also, That the pro- 
visions of this section shall not be in force 
after the end of the next regular: scission of 
Congress. - . . 

SEC. 5. That no person shall b e  a grand 
or petit juror in any court of the United ' 
States upon any inquiry, hearing, or trial of 
any suit, proceeding, or prosecution based 
upon or arising under the provisions of this 
act who shall, in the judgment of the court, 
be in complicity with any such combination 
or conspiracy; and every such juror shall, 
before .... entering -.- ... -..._ upon any such _ _  inquiry, hear- ...... --_ _ ........... 

&, or trial, take and subscribe an oath in 
open. court .that he has never,' direftly or 
.indirectly, counselled, advised, or voluntarily 
hided any such' combination or con- 
spiracy. . . .  
- SEC 6,'Th.t anyperson ---. o r j g s o n s ,  h g :  

f ~ g ~ s d g s - t h a t  ---- any --- .-.- of ,-.--,---. the wrongs -.* ..-. - con: 
spired to be done and mentioned m the ......... ......-*-.. .. ..&_.I .....I,........ 

second section of this ad'"iir6"aboiit' to be 

committed,-a.nd..having- power ,to prevent or - . . - _ I . . - . ..............."...... .->A,- 

aid in preventing the same, shall neglect or 
refuse to do so, and such wrongful-aci'shdll- . . .  ...- ...... 
be committ.ed, such person or persons . . . . . . -  sbH11" .... be liable, to the person injured for all 

' damages caused .by any such wrongfui ,a&- 
' which such first-named person or , persons' ...,... ..._. 

.... by reasohable diligenceee.cy~d-- ha? -,-prc-, 
L-----f - --- 
vented. , . . .-_ ._-... I. 



Then came the call to Rick from T. Buckley 

High-Stakes ['Treasurygatel and the inquiry as to whether 
or not Ronn had ever said anything about this 
to Rick. Answer: IF SO, IT WAS NEVER RE- 
PEATED HERE! However, Buckley indicated 
that Ronn ha s  spoken to him about the same 
orderlaction. So what have you? Now, the 
auestion comes full circle and back to me- 

Chess Game 
(Continued from Front Page) 

Ghy would that be? This is not my business 
and to 'wash one's hands" as stated above, 
hardly sounds 'new" in  expression. I am NOT 
of your place so I can't do anything save speak 
about it. IF I WOULD BE PERMITTED-I 
WOULD NOT. I WILL SHARE ANOTHER LET- 
TER WITH YOU I N  A BIT SO LET US FINISH - -  ~ 

THESE FEW COMMENTS. YOU MUST Ulu- 
DERSTAND DIFFERENT 'ROLES' BEING 
PLAYED HERE, READERS, I MAY BE ONE OF 

business. I will, however, comment on this willing to tell u s  more information if we could YOU-BUT I AM NOT 'OF' YOU-NOT YET! 
particular information because i t  seriously guess who it was that C.O.U.P.E.S. wanted CAN 'YOUw THINK OF A BETTER WAY FOR 
impacts everyone if true, and everyone if not him to kill. THE COMMITTEETO GET RID OF RONN JACK- 
true. I t  will speak of killing a president. And, So Mary and I used a n  encrypted message SON FOREVER?? JUST BARGAIN HIM AWAY 
furthermore, it WOULD NOT be Ronn Jackson in saying our guess to him by saying, 'What do ON A MISSION OF SUCH STUPIDITY AS TO 
who would be directly involved-and it is, you think about Clint Eastwood and his  ton of GET HIM KILLED OR INCARCERATED FOR- 
further, THE major reason Mr. Jackson stays bills?" EVER? COME NOW-THEY KNOW THEY CAN 
incarcerated-so that  i t  cannot be 'assumed" This was our way of saying we thought he ONLY CONTROL ONE RONN JACKSON IN 
a work of his  doing if th is  takes place as would was going to kill Bill Clinton. THIS MANNER-FOR ACTUALLY KILLING 
be set u p  by 'dealers" in the assassination So we said this to Ronn over the phone, THE BEING I S  NOT GOING TO BE SUCCESS- 
game1 The latter part does NOT please Mr. and after a long pause on the phone, he said, FUL AND WOULD BE A MOST FOOLISH MA- 
Jackson except that  he  can see the wisdom of 'Shit, you guessed itl" NEUVER AGAINST A MEMBER O F  THEIR 
compliance and continued incarceration. The So then we had a three or four-hour con- OWN COMMITTEE WHO I S  MORE POWER- 
facts are, however, that  there are at least two versation with him on 4-24-94 which has  been FUL, ULTIMATELY, THAN ARE ANY OF THEM. 
other assassins trained and operable within taped and copied and given to several people. I would think it most unfortunate in per- 
orders who could accomplish such a task. 1 However on this  tape we did not mention the ception that  Ronn would have ever said such 
ask that  all of you who pile the letters onto Mr. subject of Bill Clinton or what C.O.U.P.E.S. a thing to anyone. I t  doesmean, however, that 
Jackson for response-continue the barrage wanted Ronn to do. In fact, we have told no he was approached and it was a plan and 
because i t  keeps him SO BUSY that  he can't one until  now. probably will be attempted in  another way by 
even consider the possibilities iiwolved here. THE ABOVE MIGHT BE P U ~ E  BS FRQM A other parties. CAN YOU SEE-THAT THERE 
WE NEED NO KILLING OF ANY KIND TO AC- MAN I N  PRISON WHO LIKESTO MAKE I)P BIG WOULD BE NOTHING GAINED FOR FREE- 
COMPUSH. RECLAIMING OF THE CONSTITU- LIES, OR IT MIGHT BE TRUE.' SO,'IF'I'T IS DOM OR. NA'ITON-BY MORE ASSASSINA- 
TIONAL GOODLY FUNCTION OF YOUR NA- TRUE, WE FEELWE HAVETHE RESPONS~BIL- TIONS? NOT EVEN KILLING OFFTHE ENTIRE 
TI ON. ITY TO TELL THE PUBLIC SO C.O.U.P.E.S. BUNCH ON ALL THE NEGATIVE SATANIC 

Mr. Jackson is just beginning to under- AND RONN JACKSON CAN BE STOPPED. WE COMMITTEES OF THE GLOBE COULD YOU 
stand his purpose anddirection-andno longer DO NOT BELIEVE I N  MURDER, WE BELIEVE ACCOMPLISH FREEDOM AND GOODNESS! 
is'sanctioning" apar t  of hisjob-it never WAS I N  HOLDING HANDS. WE ARE NOT HAWKS, CHANGE THE HEARTS AND MINDS OF MAN- 
with God and citizen. WE ARE DOVES. I KNOW A LOT OF PATRIOTS OR YOU CHANGE NOTHING-NO PLACE-NO 

What i s  really incredible to witness i s  the WILL NOT AGREE WITH US I N  THIS MATTER. TIME! YOU CHANGETHE HEARTS AND MINDS 
sending forth of the Clintons and Gore on this [H: No, MOST "real" patriots WILL agree OF MAN THROUGH TRUTH IN INFORMA- 
stupid bus  journey-they are not  welcomed with you i n  thls matter-if 4s no way fo gain TION! . . .  . . . ANYWHERE. All YOU are shown are the nice anything for your NATION.] You will note that the information came 
parts-the nasty parts are KEP~' FROM YOU. We do know what Lafry Nichols &d.many through sometime in this past April (24th7). 
Indeed there are evil intents afoot. others have exposed about Clintoh and his That i s  quite a while ago, readers, and much 

drug smuggling through Mena, Arkansas, and changes daily-much the less, in several 
WILL T H E  REAL CLINTON believe all or most of it to be true. Bill Clinton months. However, it does NOT make the sug- 

STAND UP? and C.O.U.P.E.S. need to be put i n  prison so gestion less valid or the agony of sorting out 
our United States Government can operate responsibility easier. If, in  fact, anything of 

NO! He can't. The Clintons have already without being sabotaged by the international this sort was spoken to any in  this place-it 
been removed and he  was a puppet at best families and  the Federal Reserve Board and has  never been repeated. I would guess that 
from upstart of his public imaging. the Rockefellers and the C.F.R. and the Bank it proves discretion on the part of our TEAM. 

I warn you, citizens of the world, when you of England, etc., etc., etc. 
act in violence against the LAWS OF GOD AND If what Ronn is saying is pure BS, then WHO ARE MARY AND CHUCK? 
CREATION-you WILL NOT have the help of there is no harm done. However, if it is true, 
same. then we wash our hands of this infbt~xiation Well, they are close enough to be heard 

I believe the best thing is to print the  letter and call the  prosecutors in the judicial system and have frequent conversations with Ronn 
so  that any comments make sense to you. to do their job in stopping the treason and and that is reality. They are the very ones who 

injustice from happening. were to put  Ronn's books to press as publish- 
[QUOTING: ] We know that  the FBI, CIA, NSA, NSC, ad ers, etc. 

nauseam have been infiltrated by anti-Con- Have they betrayed Ronn some way? No! 
Saturday, July 30, 1994 stitutionalists, but there are enough clean They are SERVING his security in this very 

people left to get the job done. In 1938 Ger- telling and sharing. I WILL NOT TOLERATE 
From: Light Bridges many the  problem was not too many Nazis, the ANY DAMAGE UNTO THEM AND I SUGGEST 

problem was there were not enoughvocal good THAT IT BE SEEN TO, MONITORS1 THEY ARE 
TO: Whom it  may concern: guys and  gals. GOOD PEOPLE TRYING TO DO RIGHT-AND 

So let's use  the information highways to THIS WAS THE RIGHT THING TO DO1 I t rust  
In a telephone conversation with Ronn our advantage and let the pen work and let the the 'reasonsm are equally as 'right' for I can1 

Jackson, Ronn said he had agreed to one last sword sit in  the corner and rustll! not but wonder why it took so long to show and 
job (or sanction or killing or murder) for Peace, Love and Light, tell. Would it be only after they got nothing 
C.O.U.P.E.S. Chuck and Mary expected? Please, consider 'reasonsm for ac- 

Ronn then said to u s  that  he  would be [END OF QUOTING] tions and make sure, always, readers, that  
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your "reasons" match your words-FOR GOD 
KNOWS THE DIFFERENCE AND HE ONLY 
JUDGES BY INTENT-NOT WORDS! 

Ronn Jackson i s  a very shrewd and bril- 
liant mind. He set u p  possible "leaks" and 
found them! This very leak turns  out to be his 
security blanket. Thank you, Chuck and Mary. 

One major reason we turned our attention 
to other resources for back-up information on 
the  network of high-level players, i s  that  very 
focus. We need to inform you with that  which 
you would NOT receive, because this  informa- 
tion from Jackson WILL BE PUBLISHED. 

In the inability to extricate Ronn from the 
incarceration system it ha s  interrupted alot  of 
promises. One such promise was a major 
funding for Light Bridges, computers, print 
equipment and thus  and so. This has NOT 
been forthcoming as has  neither funding prom- 
ised to ANYONE. Does this mean Ronn is a 
liar, a fool, a deceiver-or, not able to do 
anything about such business? The latter- 
but  it doesn't ease the "minds" of participants 
when the happenings begin to look this  nega- 
tive. I don't know what arrangements Ronn 
mav have made with them. IT IS NONE OF MY 

times and vanish-even to the point that fu- 
nerals would be had only to find the "box" 
quite empty. He was a t  your Constitution 
writing-and I would think it appropriate that 
he be back now! He dictated information to 
Dharma which has  gotten her into a lot of legal 
hassle. I think he will participate in getting 
her OUT of it or he shall answer--SOON-to 
me, his Compatriot! 

Germain was always IMPORTANT, high- 
level 'important" at every station. He was 
known by MANY, MANY names so don't get 
crazy, readers-YOU ARE EXPERI3ENCING 
THAT WHICH THE ADVERSARY WOULD LIKE 
YOU NOT TO BELIEVE! 

When God gets BUSY-the "busy" get go- 
ing! I would watch tbe goodly things that 
Ronn Jackson does as he AWAKENS (which he 
already ha s  done; HE CAN REMEMBER-YOU 
CANT-Y ET!) 

Do I or did I approve of one, St. Germain? 
NO, in most instances I did not-but my job 
and my mission are only the same as i s  his as 
far as the INFORMATION task is .concerned. 

There will be the need for physical leadership 
and direction-THAT IS NOT MY MISSION! MY 
PRESENCE IS NOT YET EVEN DESIRABLE, 
MUCH THE LESS, NECESSARY. 

YES INDEED, I WOULD REALLY TAKE A 
LOOK AT THE HISTORY-THE REAL HISTORY 
OF SIR ST. GERMAIN. YOU ARE NOT GOING 
TO LIKE A WHOLE HECK OF A LOT ABOUT 
HIM-AND NEITHER WILLTHE 'I AM" PEOPLE. 
BUT HE IS ONE OF THE GREATEST COHANS 
AND MASTERS OF ALL REMEMBERED HIS- 
TORY-ALWAYS SEARCHING FOR A WAY TO 
MAKE "MANKIND" "WORK"; ALWAYS OB- 
SERVING AND WRITING ABOUTTHE NATURE 
OF MAN-EVEN WITHIN ROYALTY. HE 
STAGED THE FRENCH REVOLUTION-I BE- 
LIEVE THE HEAD-CHOPPING GOT A BIT 
HEAVY THEN, ALSO. NO, I DO NOT RECOG- 
NIZE VIOLENCE AS ANY SOLUTION-EVER. I 
HOLD HIGHER RANK AND HAVE TRAVELED 
FARTHER. UNLESS MAN FINDS BMTERTHAN 
VIOLENCE-THERE WILL NEVER BE PEACE, 
FREEDOM OR, MUCH THE MORE. PERFEC- 
TION, I N  YOUR REALMS; 

BUSINESS-IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH 
'HAND WASHING"! 

I WOULD GUESS THAT THIS WILL NOT Soltec On Recent Earthquakes - 
HELP BIND A LOVING FRIENDSHIP AND. AS 
REQUESTED OF CONTACT WE OFFER THE 
LETTER AND CONTACT, INFORMATION: 

(Continued from Page 44) 

Charles Wright &i Mary Craig, Light Bridges, 
Fax: 1-704-898-42 11; Voice: 1.704-898-4404. (point of the event), the measured magnitude a continual basis all along tne  Pacific R i t  

I WOULD GUESS THAT THIS ONE LETTER was 8.2. THIS BNERGY RELEASE PRODUCED The activity continues withno less than one or 
IS ABOUT AS GOOD A THING TO HAPPEN I N  SURFACE MOVEMENT OF 514.FEET, appraxi- two magnitude 7.0 OR GREATER in any given 
BEHALF OF RONN JACKSON WHILE HE SITS mately 11 10 of a mile! At the foclis, however, week, and many which w e  5.0 to 6.9. Every- 
IN PRISON-AS ANY SHIELD THAT COULD the enernv potential factor would have prc- wkere from Russia, t 0 . J ~ .  to Indonesi& to 
HAPPEN. HE CERTAINLY CANT BE BUMPING duced movement of 6 1S MILES! Australia, to South Americato Mexico to North 
OFF ANY BODY WHILE SITTING IN A NEVADA [Editor's note: I'm. going to h m p  in- here America is continualIy moving [Wing of R r e l .  
PRISON, WHETHER IT BE IN CARSON CITY OR again, briefly, to explafn that tke above motion I shall not take up any more time at this 
JEAN. THUS WE MAY ALL LIVE TO SERVE displacements come fromthedirect calculatiohs writing, for it i s  late in the day and the paper 
ANOTHER DAY-IN ANOTHER WAY! of earthquake magnitudes from the measured is waiting, in final preparatien,*for this writ- 

Ronn ha s  also promised to fund the paper, ground motion or back-and-forth shaking/dis- ing. I felt that it was necessary to inform you 
CONTACT, as well as to fund a lot sf groups of placement of the quake itself. 'That is, for ones of what is happening at this  present 
patriots and, as well, individual parties who example, a back-and-forth shake of the ground moment in California, and to give you yet 
are in  great trouble. He and others from the of 514 feet translates into a magnitude 8+ another little science lesson and a bit of en- 
same services of past experience seem to have quake. Technically, i t is  the log of the displace- lightenment of that earthquake in  Bolivia. We 
ability to do "that" if and when they can break ment of the surface wave in micrometers which still are monitoring that area, as well as other 
loose and get something attended business- is the earthquake mqni (ude  number. 'So* now -places, for you have not yet seen the last of the 
wise. Have YOU tried to shift money-even in you know!] This-did not occur, of course, due results of tliatoccurrence: 
a local bank and even a small sum? How can to the density of material.between the surface Remember that  all things are inter-related 
you shift i t  from Europe when both ends  of the and the focus, but  the e n e r n  ~ o t c n t i a l  was in the Universe and that  which is t rue  in the 
corruption net are RIGHT THERE? Ronn got present to have produced that arn'ount of mo- macrocosm is also true in the microcosm. 
money shifted through the New York system tion, had there been no interference present. Therefore, an earthquake which occurs a t  one 
and to the Fed system in San Francisco-for This will give you some idea of the energy point on your globe has the potential of creat- 
CONTACT. This, only to have the Feds stop it, that i s  present within the depths of your little ing yet other results at other points on your 
and hold it-illegally and knowingly illegally. planet. Therefore, when man goes tinkering globe. 
The money has been recovered bu t  was not around with Nature, sometimes h e  bites off Your tectonicplatesarelht! ajigsawpuzzle, 
released. No, we are not talking 'small" sums- more than he  i s  able to chew, let alone digest, with all the pieces nicely. fit together. Put. 
we are speaking of multi-millions. and then you wonder why your planet is in the pressure on one end, and push, and what 

condition i t  is in now!?! Come, come-let u s  happens? Pieces all across the puzzle will be 
WHO I S  WHO? have reasonability. affected, and some that are at the opposite 

You also have sent down, into a volcano, a side may just  pop out of place. The sanie i s  
I am not going into mysterious reproduc- little man-made probe to study the gases and true with your world's tectonic plates. Exert 

tion systems or who is/was who and how and such. For what? What i s  i t  that he hopes to pressure at one point and there i s  likely to be 
what they are doing BACK in your play. I will achieve? Perhaps he is looking to see just activity at yet another point. 
tell you that  it would be wise to find out what sor t  of e n e r m  vo ten t ia l  might be The trick is to follow the energy trace and 
everything you can about ones such as Tho- present? I suggest the use of extreme cau- attempt to arrive at a probability factor. Try it 
mas Paine-and go further u p  the ladder-and tion in this  regard, for you do not know what sometime-then you will see just how difficult 
find out  the full history of, say, ST. GERMAIN. you are messing around with. You think you it is, and why even we are unable to predict 
Germain has  showed u p  in  every generation have problems now; try tapping into the life with complete accuracy where the next earth- 
since God alone knows when! He was some- source of your planet and abusing and misus- quake will strike or the next volcano will erupt. 
times a fine fellow, sometimes a rat-fink. What ing it, and you shall see just how alive and There are only probabilities, Chelas. Only the 
he did, however, was ALWAY S started in honor conscious this  little spinning orb of rock really planet and its Creator know these things. 
and goodly intent-only to be spoiled and is. As the saying goes, "It i s  not nice to fool With that I shall leave you ones to ponder. 
rotted by destroyers. He was Frances Bacon Mother Nature!" Thank you for your attention and thank you 
who was William Shakespeare and thus  and I realize that I hrve not addressed those for all your hard work. It shall pay off one day 
so. He would simply be around in the busy powerful earthquakes which are occurring on very soon. Toniose to clear. Salu. 



Abe Fortas 

More From: THE USURPERS 
Who Never Lose Sight Of Their Goal 
Editor's note: Part 1 of this ongoing series 

began onp. 35 of the 6/28/94 CONTACT; Parts 
2 & 3 began on p. 3 of the 7/5/94 issue and 
Parts 4-6 began on p. 24 of the 7/ 12/ 94 issue 
and Parts 7 & 8 start on p. 2 of the 7/19/94 
issue and Parts 9-1 1 began onp. 6 of the 7/26/ 
94 issue and here we continue with some more 
antics about a schemer Abe Fortas. 

THE USURPERS, Part 12 
by M e d f o r d  E v a n s ,  Ph.D.  

Western Islands (publishers), Belmont, MA 
02 178, 1968. [Out of publication]. 

[QUOTING:] 

[H: Mr. Martin has tried every known 
avenue to  find either Medford Evans and/or 
Western Islands Publishers. All he has been 
able to  determine is  that the book in point 
is OUT OF PUBLICATION and n o  further 
information. W e  will continue to  list the 
information and hope that some reader will 
have Information or ideas for connections. 
This is an IMPORTANT information book 
and a sad statement for the state of your 
nation, if not the world, that it is  no longer 
available. These "Usurpers", readers, im- 
pact the WORLD as you will note that we are 
told Mr. Rostow is number one (A-1) on the 

"identify him and isolate him in  the public 
mind with the Communists." What psalms of 
alternating sorrow and indignation we would 
have heard! The nation would have been 
invited by 'intellectuals" solicitous for i ts  con- 
science to prostrate itself in an  agony of col- 
lective remorse for having produced such a 
monster1 But it was not, of course, McCarthy; 
i t  was Clark Clifford; Clark Clifford of the 
honest mien, who was to advise not only 
Truman bu t  also 

are the only Supreme Court Justices in United 
States history with a record of having been 
officers in a front organization not only de- 
scribed by the House Committee on Un-Ameri- 
can Activities (HCUA) as having a uCommunist 
character" (Appendix IX, published 1944, p. 
795) but also cited as subversive by the Attor- 
ney General when his  list was established a 
few years later. 

Abe Fortas and Thurgood Marshall were, at 
one time and an- 

Kennedy a n d  
Johnson, the last 
named in close as- 
sociation with Owen 
Lattimore's attor- 
ney of the not so 
honest mien, Abe 
Fortas. 

But  appear-  
ances can be decep- 
tive. Patrick Ander- 
son, writing in  The 
New York Times 
Magazine for Janu- 
ary 28,1968, quotes 
a'high Government 
ofiicial" as saying: 

The Presi- 
dent has  greater 

other, on ;he 'Na- 
tional Committee* 
of t he  'Interna- 
t ional  Ju r id ica l  
Association" (I JA) , 
along wi th  Lee 
Pressman, Nathan 
Witt, Joseph  R. 
Brodsky,  a n d  
other  identified 
Communists; and 
along with Carey 
McWilliams, Max 
Loewenthal, Tho- 
mas I. Emerson, 
Lloyd K. Garrison, 
Malcolm Sharp,  
and other intellec- 
tual fellow travel- 
ers. The secretary - 

Committee of 16. W e  can only honor Mr. respec t  for of the IJA, and ac-- 
Evans for his contribution and would wel- Clark's political judgment than he does cording to HCUA, 'its most influential mem- 
come hearing from him if anyone knows of for Abe's. He admires Abe's warm hu- ber," was Carol Weiss King, notorious woman 
his whereabouts or that of family if any manqualities, buthe  knowsAbe'sheart lawyer whom Whittaker Chambers describes: 
survive. Thank you.] i s  on fire with liberal causes, so he 'With bobbed gray hair, bulging brief case 

discounts his advice accordingly. The clutched under her arm and acigarette drooped 
THE S C H E M E R S  President likes to get advice from men from her lips she seemed to be trying to cari- 
ABE FORTAS like Clark who are cold and shrewd and cature the common notion of a Communist." 

aren't swayed by moralistic arguments. (Witness, p. 7 18.) 
Abe Fortas seems so type-cast for a Schemer The preamble to the constitution of the 

that one instinctively feels he must be more Anderson does not identify the author of IJA, which Fortas and Marshall once helped to 
honest than he  looks. Appearance and reality that estimate. Apparently Clifford has  done direct, offers an interesting contrast to the 
just don't conform well to each other. Cer- something that makes Abe Fortas look moral- Preamble to the Constitution of the USA, that 
tainly in  Clark Clifford's case they do not, for istic by comparison, though it was Abe Fortas Constitution which the two Justices are now 
nobody ever looked more honest than Clark, who in 1948 got Johnson's fraudulent nomi- sworn to uphold. Says the I JA  preamble writ- 
yet he would urge Harry Truman in 1948 in h is  nation and election to the Senate approved by ten in 193 1 : 
dealings with Henry Wallace 'to identify him Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black. 
[Wallace] and isolate him in  the public mind Abe Fortas does not have, among American Present America offers the example 
with the Communists." Everyone knows that VIPs, the longest record of dubious associa- of a country discarding traditions of 
Henry Wallace was too impractical to be a tions-nothing like that of the late Eleanor liberty and freedom, and substituting 
conspirator, but  was often a dupe, was a dupe Roosevelt or the late Dr. Harry F. Ward. But of legislative, administrative and judicial 
of, among others, Professor Owen Lattimore, all persons in the top rank of government, tyranny. This country ... now excludes, 
whom Abe Fortas so ably defended against the including the White House, the cabinet, se- or deports, those daring to voice un- 
just charges of Senator McCarthy and, later, nior members of the Senate and House, and popular opinions; it nowpersecutes and 
those of the Senate Internal Security Subcom- the Supreme Court, Fortas has  the most lurid imprisons its political dissenters. 
mittee. Suppose that any of McCarthy's en- dossier-except possibly that of his colleague 
emies had ever been able to find a confidential on the high court, Thurgood Marshall. What i s  the nature of the aforementioned 
memorandum of his  in  which he  had advised a Fortas and Marshall, both Johnson's ap- unpopular opinions and political dissenters? 
President, or anybody else, deliberately to pointees, have many things in  common. Here i s  the documented conclusion of the 
"identify and isolate" a man whom he knew to Marshall i s  quite a Schemer, too, a s  Wayne HCUA: 
be not a Communist-and Clark Clifford must University's Professor Alfred Kelly ha s  told us. 
have known Wallace was not a Communist- But possibly the most significqnt i s  that they From its inception, the International 
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Juridical Association has  specialized ment of the Establishment program in 
in the defense of individual Commu- this [internal security] field. The War- 

ren Court has  laid level internal secu- nists or of the Communist Party itself. 
(HCUA, Appendix IX, p. 804.) rity statutes and regulations in almost 

every sector of American life. It h a s  
Resuming consideration of the preamble to struck down state sedition laws (the Chic/ of the Division o j  Retrovirology, 

the IJA constitution we read: Nelson case), emasculated the Smith Harvard University 
Act (the Yates case), hampered Con- 

The American Section of the I.J.A. gressional investigating committees 
declares i ts  purposes to be as follows: (the Watkins case), forced opening of 
'To combat.. . and resist increasing ex- security files to Communist defendants 
ecutive, judicial, legislative and admin- (Jencks case), upset executive depart- 
istrative oppression ... To support the ment security procedures (Service case), 
defense of political prisoners especially and hindered efforts to prevent Commu- 
in the courts.. . To rally to the support of nist entrance to and exit from the coun- 
workers and  their  organizations.. . try (Kent case). The Court has  erased 
against the forces of the state whenever from the books almost every sanction 
and wherever the latter aligns itself on the United States has  against the inter- 
the side of special privilege. To help nal activities of the Communists. (The 
establish in this  country and through- Liberal Establishment, pp. 192, 193.) 
out the world social and legal justice. 
(Appendix IX, p. 807, Italics added) [H: When you see s o m e t h i n g  that ind i -  

cates a MAKING O F  LAW b v  the S u p r e m e  
[END OF QUOTING] Court the red  f l a g s  s h o u l d  b e  flying at ful l  

m a s t .  T H E  SUPREME COURT I S  SUPPOSED 
Let u s  go, Dharma, I need you elsewhere TO INTERPRET LAWS AS TO CONSTITU- Plus the latest: alternative therapies 

now. We can pick up  here when we get a TIONALITY (YOUR OLD CONSTITUTION) AND far AIDS and CANCER 
chance to again write on this subject-but the NEVER TO 'MAKE" LAWS!!!] 
dirty bounders are all around you-you don't The American Bar Association [H: T h i s  is The most canpicto and shocloing ncotd of political, 
have to go 'back" in history to pick them not a constitutional licensing d iv i s ion ,  a social, and scientific data on AIDS eval 
out ... I l l  Thank you for holding steady. I, too, S t a t e  licensing d i v i s i o n  o r  board-the ABA FINALLY. . . . 
realize enough i s  enough-but for the adver- is a PRIVATE CLUB.] received in the Summer THE ASTONISHINGTRUTH., 
sary, dear ones-there are never enough bad of 1958 a report of a Special Committee on GATHERED TOGETHER 
deeds. Salu. In the name of God and in  the Communist Tactics, Strategy, and Objectives IN ONE INCREDIBLE BOOK. 
Holy Presence and Light of Source-do we which-itemized twenty pro-Communist Su- 
continue our work and so shall it be for as long preme Court decisions (the characterization i s  
as we can endure. Give up? Oh, chela, I think mine), including all those mentioned by M. 
not-just when we are about to find out  who Stanton Evans, except the Service case, which 
are the  actual enemies. So be it. like many another was Yet to come when the 

Bar Association report was prepared. Corn- 
munism did not win victories in our courts 

7/30/94 #2 HATONN because Communist-fronters Fortas a n d  
Marshall finally made it to the high bench. It 

We were interrupted in the middle of writ- i s  the other way around. Fortas and Marshall 
ing about Abe Fortas as a 'Usurper". I would were able to make it to the Supreme Court 
like to continue this subject for a while today because Communism had already won so many 
because I really do want to stay with this  until victories there! 
we can cover Clark Clifford. He still makes The IJA could hardly have started at  the 
almost daily news and, although he may not summit. It had to infiltrate its way upward by 
be as pawerful or brilliant a schemer, he has  degrees. Its success has  been phenomenal, 
nonetheless become involved to the point surpassing all expectations. When the House 
wherein he i s  PROTECTED by the powers that Committee on Un-American Activities in 1944 
be until he ha s  been able to skive off billions wrote in Appendix IX that 'there is  not a single technologies, and much, much more. 
upon billions of dollars from you-the-people important Communist-front organization 
and never get so much as a hand-spank. Per- which does not have a substantial representa- Plus a separate AIDS Survival Guide to 
haps we can finish the subject of Fortas today. tion from the personnel of the International 
Thank you. Juridical Association," it surely did not con- 

template that by 1964 the Supreme Court of 
THE USURPERS,  Part 13 the United States would be added to the 

by Medford Evans, Ph.D. list. 
It was in 1965 that Lyndon Johnson ap- 

[QUOTING:] ' pointed former IJA National Committee mem- 
ber Abe Fortas to the Court. Two years later he And a major section on The very latest 

T H E  S C H E M E R S  added former IJA member Thurgood Marshall. alternative AIDS and Cancer therapies. Es- 
ABE FORTAS T~ be sure this was not the first time the 

Supreme Court had received ajustice who had 
Because of the vigor with which they once belonged to an organization that would 

pressed their cause, the moving spirits of the be cited as subversive by the Attorney Gen- 
IJA (International Juridical Association) did eral, for Justice Hugo Black had belonged to 
not have to wait to get their men Abe Fortas the Ku Klux Klan. [H: Isn't TRUE HISTORY 
and Thurgood Marshall on the Supreme Court in teres t ing?  Further ,  isn't it even MORE 
in order to achieve most of their objectives in i n t e r e s t i n g  to f i n d  that t h e  K u  Klux Klan 

To order write to: 

liberating Communists and supporting 'work- w a s  a l s o  s t a r t e d  b y  the Bri t i sh  In te l l i gence  BioAlert Press Suite 112, 
ers... organizations ... against the forces of the Agency  w h o  s t a r t e d  the Ant i -Defamat ion 160 N. Fairview Rd., 
state." M. Stanton Evans in 1965 summarized League--B'nai B'rith? Dear ones-the b lacks  Goleta, CA 93 1 17 
the record: a n d  t h e  'Jews" are  not fr iendly  enemies -  

they are  HATED enemies!] 
The Supreme Court under Earl War- Abe Fortas' life con be divided into five 

ren has  been the most powerful instru- chapters: youth, Yalt, the bureaucracy, pri- 
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vate law practice, the Court. At Yale he met John  Abt is  the one Lee Hqrvey Oswald said he several layers down from that level within 
William 0. Douglas and has  followed him in wanted for his lawyer. One wonders what State. 
some fashion ever since. After graduating chance Oswald had of retaining him, though it Fortas' contacts were thoroughly interde- 
from law school Fortas taught at  Yale under might have been a problem for Abt to turn him partmental. The following selection from Inter- 
Douglas, with whom he also worked in the down. The problem never came to a head. locking Subversion in Government, Part 30: 
Securities and Exchange Commissionin Wash- Jack Ruby saw to that. The reason Oswald Harry Dexter White Papers, apublication of the 
ington; these academic and bureaucratic ac- wanted Abt is brought out by William Manches- Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, seems 
tivities overlapped. Prior to working part time ter in the opus, p. 247: [H: Don't you f ind  worth quoting extensively, though a certain 
with the SEC, young Fortas, while still teach- i n v o l v e m e n t  w i t h  such a s  the UAgricultural amount of repetition is  involved: 
ing a t  Yale was, in 1933- 1934, Assistant Chief Adjus tment  Administration" a b i t  in teres t -  
of the Legal Division of the Agricultural Ad- ing-what d o e s  Agriculture h a v e  to d o  w i t h  On January 4,1945, Abe Fortas, the 
justment Administration (AM). Alger Hiss, a n y t h i n g  a t t a c h e d  to this m e s s ?  Perhaps  it Under Secretary of the Interior, wrote 
the convicted Communist, was a lawyer with is t h e  s a m e  a s  SENDING ARMS TO IRAQ, to Harry D. White congratulating him 
the AAA in 1934. Indeed, H i s s  was 'an Assis- ETC., THROUGH THE AGRICULTURAL DE- on his appointment as Assistant Secre- 
tant  General Counsel", as he proudly told the PARTMENT AND CLIFFORD'S BCCI? MY, tary of the Treasury. Fortas felt that 
House Committee when Whittaker Chambers my.] the  promotion was 'completely de- 
first called the turn on him in 1948. Assistant served" and would 'strengthen the Gov- 
General Counsel sounds pretty good. Lee .... when the Dallas Bar Association's ernment considerably". White ex- 
Pressman, another convicted Communist was president drove to the station, Oswald pressed his 'deep satisfaction" at the 
one too, at the same time, in the same agency- declined his assistance, declaring a note. Fortas was a member of a dinner 
AAA. Abe Fortas a t  this  time was AAA's Assis- preference for John Abt, a New York group which met on May 11 (year not 
tant Chief of the Legal Division. These are lawyer celebrated for his defenses of given) at the Athens Cafe, 804 Ninth 
brilliant men. They wouldn't be likely to miss political prisoners. Street, NW, Washington, D.C., includ- 
each other a t  that  level in that agency. It's ing Dr. [Isador] Lubin, David Niles, Mr. 
interesting the way Chambers describes the The parallelism of the above with the words [Paul H.] Appleby, C.B. Baldwin, Dr. 
subterranean political atmosphere of those of the IJA preamble is striking. [Mordecai] Ezekiel, Oscar Chapman, L 
days. In Witness he writes: In 1937, Fortas left Yale and went to Wash- [auchlin] B. Currie and others. [White 

ington to work full-time for the Securities and and Currie have attained fame as iden- 
I can imagine no better way to con- Exchange Commission. From 1934 to 1937 tified underground Soviet agents; the 

vey the secret power of the Communist Fortas had worked part-time for the SEC. In others are Left Liberals.] 
Party in the domestic policies of the 1936, John  Abt worked for the SEC-Special - On aletterheaddated May 18,1942, 
United States Government from 1933 Counsel in the case against Electric Bond and of the International Juridical Associa- 
to 1943, and later, than to list the mem- Share. It is a small world. Fortas moved on u p  tion, 100 Fifth Avenue, New York City, 
bers of the leading committee of the to the bureaucracy. From SEC he went to the appears the name of Abe Fortas as a 
Ware Group [Chambers has  previously Public Works Administration and from there member of i t s  national committee. 
gone into the workings of this 'under- to the Department of the Interior. In 1942, Among his fellow members with records 
ground section of the American Com- when he was thirty-two, Abe Fortas was made as members of the Communist Party 
munist Party", led by the late Harold Under Secretary of the Interior. Old Ickes were: Joseph R. Brodsky, Nathan Witt, 
Ware] and the posts that  mark their (Harold the curmudgeon) liked him. So did Leo Gallagher, Lee Pressman, David J. 
progress through the Federal Govern- Franklin D. Roosevelt. Ickes wrote in his  Bentall, Isaac E. Ferguson, and others 
ment. diary: who have been active in defending Com- 

The leading committee of the Ware munist cases. The House Committee 
Group included: The President spoke in high terms on  Un-American Activities character- 

of Abe Fortas' qualities and said that he ized the International Juridical Asso- 
Nathan Witt was thinking of taking him away from ciation as a n  organization which 'ac- 

August 1933 through Feb- me and making him a member of the tively defended Communists and con- 
ruary  1934-attorney on  t he  SEC. I told him Fortas was very impor- sistently followed the Communist Party 
staff of the  AAA. tant  to me. Line" (Report on National Lawyers' 

Guild, September 2 1, 1950). It was a n  
Lee Pressman So that  is  how Fortas got to be Under official offshoot of the International 

1933-Assistant General  Secretary. Nothing wrong with it. Nothing Labor Defense, cited by the Attorney 
Counsel of the  AAA. wrong with being in demand in two agencies General as the 'legal arm of the Com- 

and getting a promotion. rnunist Party". 
John  J. Abt  It was about this time that Abe Fortas and The International Juridical Associa- 

1933-Attorney for the AAA. Lyndon Johnson became acquainted. Johnson tion was succeeded in the Communist 
first went to Congress by special election in hierarchy by the National Lawyers' 

Charles Kramer alias "Krivitsky" 1937, the same year Fortas moved to Washing- Guild. The leadership of the two orga- 
1933-On the  staff of the  ton from New Haven. The young Schemers hit nizations interlock significantly. In 

AAA. it off together. They palled around, too, with 1937, Fortas was a member of the na- 
Eliot Janeway and an older lawyer, Edwin tional executive board of the National 

(pp. 343-344.) Weisl, who was later to become a bitter enemy Lawyers Guild, which has  been cited as 
of Joseph Kennedy. My authority for this is  subversive by the Attorney General. In 

Every one ofthem was a Communist. Cham- Rowland Evans and Robert Novak. (Lyndon B. 1940, a split occurred in the organiza- 
bers omits Hiss from the list. Hiss, like the Johnson: The Exercise of Power, pp. 8-9,281.) tion and there was adefection of alarge 
others, was, in  1933- 1934, a member of both Abe Fortas has  a way with Presidents. group of well-known anti-Communists. 
the Ware Group of underground Communists Roosevelt liked him, and Truman liked him, To our knowledge Fortas' name has not 
and of the Agricultural Adjustment Adminis- and the latter made him in 1945 an adviser to appeared on its letterhead since then. 
tration. But h is  transfer to the staff on the Nye the United States delegation to the organiza- A letterhead of the American Law 
Committee of the Senate, investigating muni- tional meeting of the United Nations-admin- Students Association shows Prof. Abe 
tions-makers, was in  prospect, and Chambers istered by Alger Hiss as Secretary General! But Fortas, ofYale Law School, a s  amember 
says the Party thought it prudent to separate important as Hiss was, Abe Fortas had already of its faculty advisory board [along with 
Hiss from the group. But here in 1933-34, at passed him on the rocky road to success. A Fred Rodell, by the way]. The American 
the outset of the  New Deal, are five A M  law- legal adviser has  a kind of s ta tus  that a strictly Law Students Association was a part of 
yers: Hiss, Pressman, Witt, Abt, and Kramer, administrative office, no matter how high, the American Youth Congress which 
all known to be Communists, and the Assis- doesn't have. And Fortas, as Under Secretary has  been cited as subversive by the 
tant Chief of the AAA Legal Division i s  Abe of the Interior, would have outranked Hiss Attorney General. I t  was also a n  affili- 
Fortas, who i s  not known to be a Communist. protocol-wise, for though State is very much ate of the United States Peace Commit- 
I t  i s  no wonder the justice is scrupulous in more elegant than Interior, still an Under Sec- tee, apar t  ofthe Communist-controlled 
a v o i d i n g  imputations of guilt by association1 retary is a n  Under Secretary, ahd Hiss was peace front. Its letterhead shows union 
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label 209, of the Prompt Press, which Cromwell, then vice chairman of IPR. Dean of International Relations a t  Johns Hopkins 
prints Communist Party literature. was later to 'become a leading disarmer of University. 

Abe Fortas was a member of the America. Though Kohlberg's information of Lattimore came to owe Fortas a great deal. 
Washington Committee for Democratic Lattimore was good, McCarthy was bucking Whatever the narrowly averted danger from 
Action, which has  defended the inter- the whole financial and legal Establishment Senator McCarthy's charges in 1950, it was 
e s t s  of individual Communists and as well as the intelligentsia. The cards were repeated with emphasis in 1952. After exten- 
whose meetings have been addressed stacked against McCarthy before he began. sive hearings before the Senate Internal Secu- 
by such well-known Communists as Abe Fortas was a dealer for the house. He rity Subcommittee (which sedulously avoided 
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Lee Pressman, represented Owen Lattimore. dependence on either McCarthy or Alfred 
and Doxey Wilkerson. It was active in Eleanor Lattimore, Owen's wife-who writes Kohlberg), Lattimore was indicted by a Federal 
1940 and 1941 during the period of the juveniles-has told of the selection of Fortas grand jury on seven counts of perjury in h is  
Stalin-Hitler Pact. (p. xxiv, ltalics added) as her husband's attorney. Lattimore was in denials of Communist activity. Fortas' 'wis- 

Asia when McCarthy began his expos6 and, dom and patience" endured, and Judge Luther 
Abe Fortas defended the 'political pris- though h e  promptly came back to the States, Youngdahl was academically judicious. The 

oner" Owen Lattimore against perjury charges events here did not entirely wait for him. 'I judge said the terms 'promotion of Commu- 
based on his  testimony before the Senate In- don't know how I happened to think of Abe nism" were not sufficiently defined, and so 
ternal  Security Subcommittee in  1952- Fortas," writes Eleanor Lattimore, author of prevented the trial that would have defined 
charges eventually dropped by the Justice Chapter I1 in her husband's pitiful book Or- them. The Justice Department in the early 
Department because of i ts  repeated failure to deal by Slander: Summer of 1955 dropped the charges. This 
draft an indictment in terms casuistically ac- was about the same time that  President 
ceptable to Federal Judge Luther Youngdahl. ... because everybody in Washing- Eisenhower had  h i s  picture taken with 
The basic charge of the Senate Committee, ton knew more about him than I did. Bulganin a t  Geneva. Neither Lattimore nor 
that  Lattimore was 'a conscious, articulate [In 1950 most people had never heard Bulganin had ever been cleared of the stand- 
instrument of the Soviet conspiracy", was never of him.] We had met him once at din- ing imputations against them, but the world 
brought to trial, except in the court of public ner, and heard him talking about the entered a n  era of ideological detente; every- 
opinion, where those who have read the record attack on Dr. Condon [Dr. Edward U. body said, Aw, the devil with that stuff, 
find much that  is persuasive in  support of the Condon, once described as the 'weak- McCarthy slowly sickened and died (May 2, 
accusation. Professional intellectuals on the est linkin our atomic security", acharge 1957), Korea was over, Vietnam and Castro's 
other hand, who see no need to read the which he denied] and the  way he Cuba were incubating, the first Suez crisis 
hearings of a Congressional investigative com- t h o u g h t  s u c h  a t t a cks  shou ld  be and the Hungarian Revolt was just around the 
mittee, indignantlyreject anything that smacks handled. Owen and I both liked what corner. The long sea  lanes opening to the 
of 'McCarthyismn. he  said but, not dreaming that my hus- humiliation of the U.S. Navy in the Sea of 

In the 1950s, and to a lesser extent today, band would ever be in a similar situa- Japan in January 1968, were just ahead; and 
the intelligentsia preferred not to discuss such tion, I had not given Mr. Fortas another to the discrediting of the American military 
aproposition as that 'X i s  a n  instrument ofthe thought. So it was instinct rather than and diplomatic presence in Saigon; and to the 
Soviet conspiracy," for merely to discuss it is cleverness that made me telephone him predictable eviction of American power, and 
to imply (1) that  there IS a Soviet conspiracy, that  night to ask for an  appointment. loss of American investment in the Far East. 
and (2) that  it is bad. The intellectuals are not None ofthese could have been prevented with- 
at all sure, and  really prefer not to know, Instinct or no, however, Eleanor Lattimore out a real reversal of trends, a reversal that 
about point one, but  if by any chance it is true, still sought advice from friends about going to could come only when somebody in the United 
then they incline to take issue with point two, the attorney. The friends were Joseph Fels States learns how to keep a keen lawyer like 
and in  any case certainly do not want to dis- Barnes and his wife Elizabeth. 'Joe was fi- Abe Fortas from securing the release of a 
cuss  it with the laity. In the interests of open nally convinced," continues Eleanor Lattimore, propagandist as mendacious and impudent as 
scientific discussion, the intellectuals seem 'it was going to be tough, and he and Betty Owen Lattimore. 
to advocate t ha t  all followers of Senator approved of my talking with Mr. Fortas. I went Owen Lattimore had to be impudent to 
McCarthy ought somehow to be silenced, but  alone to see him. Strange to say it was the first survive, for McCarthy almost had him con- 
if that  i s  not feasible then at  least they should time I had ever been in a lawyer's office. But victed and punished. Yet the power was on 
be studiously ignored. This i s  what they mean in  the sea  of unreality in which I had been Lattimore's side, as Abe Fortas knew; what he 
by freedom of speech. With such brokers in floundering I knew at once that Abe Fortas did not know at first was whether Lattimore 
the marketplace of ideas, Abe Fortas acquired was another solid rock, like Joe and Betty." would use it. At the first interview Abe Fortas 
much credit by defending a tycoon of the (Ordeal by Slander, pp. 36-37.) asked Eleanor Lattimore: 'Will he fight"? He 
intelligentsia like Owen Lattimore. Another 'solid rock"? What could this would, as events were to show, but even with 

Two questions one must never ask: (1) mean? B a n e s  i s  a world traveler, especially enough assurance to take the case Fortas 
what h& Owen Lattimore ever done that makes to Russia and Asia. Moreover, Barnes ha s  needed a while to learn how tough Lattimore 
him such an intellectual? and (2) is he  really been identified before a Senate committee by might be. The lawyer thought the professor 
a Communist? Both these questions are quite five sworn witnesses as a Communist and as might be ethically too scrupulous, which seems 
beyond the pale. A full professor at one of our an espionage agent. to have been a bit naive of the lawyer. Fortas 
great eastern seaboard universitiies is, like Abe Fortas helped Lattimore deny any Com- wrote Lattimore, who got the letter in London, 
Caesar's wife, simply above suspicion. munist connection. Not only was Fortas Lat- on his  way back from Afghanistan: 

Owen Lattimore was first brought to public timore's attorney, Fortas helped him write 
attention by Senator McCarthy in 1950 as the Ordeal by Slander. In the Foreword the profes- As evidence of your non-Commu- 
architect of the Free World's loss of China to sor expresses his  gratitude to his lawyer and nist attitude, [Drew] Pearson broke at 
the  Communists. McCarthy had most of his  friend: some length the story of the Living Bud- 
information from the late Alfred Kohlberg, and dha and the two other Mongols who are 
the  information was straight. Nevertheless, The story would have been differ- in residence at the [Johns Hopkins] 
the Senator's use  of the importer's knowledge ent, and more tragic, if it had not been University.. . . The emphasis in this part 
of the Orient-hardened resistance in the for- for the law firm of Arnold, Fortas and of the story will be that these people are 
t r esses  of t h e  Establishment, for Alfred Porter; and particularly for Abe Fortas, refugees from Communism who were 
Kohlberg, a patriotic and well-to-do merchant who after weeks of exhausting work on brought to this country as a result of 
in the Chinese linen trade, who had once the 'casen still had wisdom and pa- your efforts and who are and will be of 
himself been a member of the now notorious tience left to give me counsel on the great assistance in contributing to an 
Institute of Pacific Relations (IPR), had, when book. (Ordeal by  slander,^. viii.) understanding of the Far Eastern prob- 
he  learned the devious pro-Communist line of lem. This may sound somewhat insane 
the IPR, spoken out in intransigent protest. Lattimore was American-born but English to you, but I assure you that we are 
Kohlberg demanded Board action against Com- bred, (early school in Cumberland), had done operating in a situation characterized 
munist-line staffer and in other ways made graduate study at Harvard, been an adviser to by insanity, and a certain amount of 
the power structure uncomfortable. In par- Chiang Kai-shek, become an author of pres- drama i s  not only desirable, but also 
ticular, Kohlberg had made an enemy of Arthur tige books on international relations, and been completely unavoidable. (Ordeal by 
H. Dean of the New York law firm of Sullivan 86 made direchr of the Walter Hines Page School Slander, pp. 20-2 1, Italics added.) 
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in the White House who won't listen to him on elect. It's done now on a bigger scale. The 
The attorney continued to his client: 'It those Opinions which undermine the Consti- difference i s  they don't try to spend i t  all on 

may be necessaq  that you get down in the tution. [H: isn't ever likely, is it?] the WPA or the PWA, they spend it through 
gutter in which we are now operating as a Yet the struggle for worldly position has contracts with big corporations-including big 
result of Senator McCarthy's personal attack not stopped Abe Fortas from religious and universities. Big Business and the Big Gov- 
on you. But if we can place the Senator in the philosophical  moralizing, no r  h a s  t h e  ernment hold each other up like two sides of a 
gutter where he belongs.. ." (Ibid.) It was all physiognomic fact observed by New York Times- sandwich-board-sign which you and I have to 
right with Lattimore. man Anthony Lewis that there is 'no visible carry around on our shoulders. 

Ironically enough, Lattimore had wondered sign of sentimentality in Abe Fortas. He has  Still, as convenient as this marriage of 
if Fortas would fight. At least he  says he did. the lidded toughness of, say, a houseman in Socialism and capitalism is, there have to be 
1- his opening chapter Lattimore writes: Las Vegas." Actually the tough guy in Fortas intermediaries-marriage brokers, marriage 

sometimes finds the sensitive moralizer quite counselors. That's where Abe Fortas and Clark 
Then I thought, or tried to think, useful. In the McCarthy-Lattimore duel Fortas' Clifford come in. Anthony Lewis of The New 

about Abe Fortas. I remembered that  I law firm fired a letter to the Senator saying, York Times says that as a lawyer Fortas 'spent 
had once met him at  somebody's house 'We suggest that a decent regard for the wel- less time in courtrooms than in the offices of 
a t  dinner, and that  I had had a n  impres- fare of your country, for the high office you big corporations, advising them on how to 
sion of him as a man with a keen mind hold, and for elementary Christian virtues, improve their management and enlarge their 
and a warm and human personality. require you immediately to put a stop to this profits without running afoul of the govern- 
But I found I could not fit him into my fantastic outrage." (Ordeal by Slander, p. 23) ment." (The New York Times Magazine, August 
thinking as my own lawyer, helping me [H: "Christiann virtues?? O h  my. ..] Since 8, 1965, p. 11.) 
to defend my own case. Never having McCarthy was a Christian and Fortas did not Clifford, aswe shall see, has  done the same 
been involved in any kind of legal pro- claim to be, that seems like a cynical appeal to thing. Liberals ofthe naive stripe, who want to 
ceedings I had avague feeling that  most the other man's values. McCarthy was also a feel that  Fortas and Clifford belong to them, 
lawyers are futers rather than fighters.. patriot and held the Senate in such high re- worry from time to time as to whether this kind 
This fellow McCarthy was obv'iously a spect that he. died after it rejected him. of law practice is not somehow selling out to 
roundhouse brawler and a dirty fighter.. Writing in 1964 in the Yale Law Journal, Big Business. Before you answer that ques- 
A fight with him would be a slugging which he  had edited thirty years before, law- tion for yourself, remember that while the 
match. I was all set  to slug, but was yer Fortas, in an  interval of contemplation client may get a government contract and pay 
Abe Fortas going to be the kind of law- between consolidating Johnson's position af- less taxes than he would without such law- 
~ e r  who would try to make me pull my - ter November 22, 1963 and ascending to the yers, the government is always assured that 
punches? (Ordeal by Slander. p. 15.) Slipreme Court said: its main interests are protected. Tax laws are 

written so that the revenue from them may be, 
The two were soon to know each other For a justice of this ultintlate tribu- . depending on how they are construed and 

better. Besides. askirrg Eleanor Lattimore if nal, the opportunity' for self-discovery applied, either high-or very high. Never low. 
her husband would fight, Abe Fortas had just and the occasion for self-revelation are About two years later--June 4,1967, to be 
one other question to put to her about her unusually great. Judging is a lonely exact-Fred P. Graham, a lawyer who covers 
hushnnd. job iri which a inah is; as near as may the Supreme Court beat for The New York 

be, an island entire. The* momept is . Times, also had a T i m e  Magazinearticle about 
'Look here;" he  said, 'I dlokt want tb likely tS c h i d  whkn'he realizes that  he  Fortas, with Fortas' photograph on the cover. 

find that  when Owen was a boy in his is, in essential fact, answerable only to Graham says that Supreme Court Justice Wil- 
teens he  foolishly joined something that himself. [H: Hmmnn-rlot to God or liam 0. Douglas, Fortas' mentor from the  old, 
turned out  afterward to be Commu- citizen??] was discovered to be getting a $12,000 ayear  
nist." I laughed. You  don't need to retainer from a 'nonprofit foundation with 
worry on that  score," I said. (Ordeal bu Unlike the l e t t ~ r  to Senator McCarthy, this very thin financial ties to gambling interests 
Slander, p. 15.) obiter dictum invokes no religious considera- in 'Las Vegas". Foundation official Harry 

tions. In this context, you would think it Ashmore, speaking in  defense of the corporate 
Louis Budenz was reportedly going' to tell might have, quite legitimately. Taking the virtue, declared, the organized philanthropists 

the Tydings Committee tha t  Lattimore was a awful loneliness of the  earthly judge'to the in the ease 'would pursue a 'Caesar's wife!! 
Communist, and just for a moment Fortaswas edge of contemplatibn, one could well-this policy. What they aqtually did, according the 
apparently a bit shaken, suddenly recollect- would be the place .ta do it-say that such a Graham, was to hire Carolyn Fortas, the tax- 
ing what he himself had done, earlier, in the judge was answerable only to the Constitu- law-expert spouse of Justice Fortas. [H: M y  
International Juridical Association. He was a tion-and God. But Abe Fortas didn't say it. goodness, they REALLY DON'T ever change, 
professor at Yale when he joined IJA, and the He said the judge i s  'answerable only to him- do they?] Oddly enough, Carolyn Fortas said 
IJA connection apparently lasted right down self ". Of course, he  was writing about William the foundation was actually as clean as one of 
to the time he became Under Secretary of the 0. Douglas. Harry Ashmore's houndstooth jackets. Gra- 
Interior. Fortas knew that it  is a whole lot The boy who walked to religious school in ham concludes his  resumi of this episode 
more eomfortable i n  the politically straieht Memphis forty-oddyearsago to save, streetcar with the reflection: 'That the investigation 
world if you have just  .never belonge'd to a fare (then a nickel) has  for a long time now was concluded without raising any hint of a 
pommunist or Communist-front organization. .ridden i n  his  own ~olls-'Royce. He and his wife possible conflict of interest is further evidence 

What manner of man is Justice Fortas? He, Carolyn, who is also a lawyer, are said to hav6 of [Abe] Fortas'prowess as a behind-the-scenes 
is not wordihary Suprenie 'Court Justice, He made (before the Court thing came up) more mover and shaker," In other words it i s  Carolyn 
is t h e  superb Schem'er who pu t  Lyndon than $200,000 ayear, .Carolyn Fortas is a tax who is Caesar's wife. 
Johnson'inro tlie Stnate when the voting aa- specialist. ' ~ o r t a s  plays the role of a 'Liberal," On Fortas' elevation to the Court in July 
jority of Texas wouldn't. He i s  the .  man which is to say-for one thing-anti-big-busi- 1965, The New York rimes (it has  published a t  
Katzenbach 'went straight to" when he wanted ness, and yet he got rich counselling big least three analytical and evaluative curricula 
the  Warren Commission set' up, and Fortas corporations. I don't care how you explain it, vitae on him) called him an eminence grise, 
was certainly the right man to go to, because that is basically two-faced. Of course, it is which i s  what Cardinal Richelieu was called 
Fortas had been the first man in Washington exactly the same thing Johnson's other top when he governed France for Louis XIII. That, 
that Johnson called after the assassination of Schemer, Clark Clifford, has  done, possibly on too, may be an exaggeration, for Fortas' influ- 
President Kennedy. an  even bigger scale. I t  is, really, one of the ence with Johnson, probably unique in early 

Abe Fortas is successful. There is a Latin formulae of the Establishment. Set up a Big 1964, has  been to some indeterminate but 
motto,fiatjustitia, ruat caelum, translatable as Government, set up .Big Business, switch the undoubtedly significant degree displaced 
'Letjustice be done, though the heavens fall." money back and forth from one to the other, subsequently by the influence of that other 
In Fortas' life the heavens have not fallen. like a man kiting checks between two banks, master Schemer, Clark Clifford. (Rostow's 
They may not have fallen on Johnson-though and you can manage the populace-both those influence h a s  never been personal with 
his  March 1968 abdication would seem to who think they are 'Liberals" and those who Johnson. Rostow's influence i s  almost auto- 
indicate they have. But what will it cost think they are 'Conservatives.* Someone has  matic on whoever is in the White House.) 
Fortas, in any case? On that high court, he  is attempted to give a formula for political suc- In aworld where the Viet Cong can take the 
set  for life. The best thing to do is put a man cess: Tax and tax, spend and spend, elect and American Embassy in  Saigon, and the North 
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Koreans can capture a n  American vessel on 
the high seas, it may emerge as an  advantage 
to have been once a force in  the International 
Juridical Association. Even for this we cannot 
charge Fortas with naivete. Lack of sophisti- 
cation is the last charge to which he would be 
vulnerable. According to Anthony Lewis cited 

A Child In Need 
in The New York Times Magazine, a lawyer who 
once worked with Fortas said: 

Of all the  men I have met, he most 
knows why he  is doing what he is doing. 
I don't like the s.0.b. Isicll, but if I were 

Of Game-Playing 
in trouble, I'd want hi i  on my side. 
He's the most resourceful, the boldest, 7/31/94 #1  HATOII how informed can you get-since I have 
the most thorough lawyer I know. written over 104 BOOKS, hundreds of pa- 

BOTH SIDES pers and thousands of tapings-this must 
[END OF QUOTING] make YOU very, very INFORMED!], I believe 

Be patient, readers, while we attend a child it is safe to say that  you do have a lot to say in 
And I remind you readers: in  need of game-playing: these papers. In this issue you got just a little 

noisy and loudmouthed for a ball of smoke so 
PROTOCOLS OF ZION: [QUOTING:] I thought I would give you the benefit of my 

observations. 
"We have already established our own men From: Joe Schaffer I would like to see a little documentation 

in  all important positions. We must endeavor 5602 Tumbleweed Circlg NE, regarding the great hero Bo Gritz. I no longer 
to provide the Goyimwith lawyers and doctors; Brooks, Oregon 97305; .503-463-4229. believe him to be the white hat he tries to 
the lawyers are au courant with all interests; appear but put it down to his being misled 
doctors, once in the house, become confessors [H: I t  is refreshing that such a letter is because of his  own lack of expertise in some 
and directors of conscience." not anonymous as is the usual stance of areas. If you can prove he i s  as you say, spit 

insulting individuals.] it out, I will immediately confront him with it. 
And from a Fifteenth Century Zionist Protocol: 17 July, 1994 [H: The way he writes the [H: Oh my, good sir, I am quite sure you need 

date is a dead give-away of who and what no documentation for suuh confrontation 
.... As for the many other vexations you this party is!] for surely the information just jumps onto 

complain of: arrange that  your sons become you without need of research. Why should 
advocates and  lawyers, and see that they al- Hatonn I, a smoke-ball, supply you with anything? 
ways mix themselves u p  with the affairs of CONTACT Perhaps he only needs YOUR "expertise" in 
State, i n  order that by putting Christians un- P.O. Box 27353 all the obviously missiiig areas of his own.] 
der your yoke you may dominate the world and L a s  Vegas, Nevada 89 126 You do run off at the mouth about everyone 
be avenged on them." out here being so dilatory and doing nothing 

Now, where do I fit in all this gibberish? CONTACT, July 5, 1994, Pg. 6 1, 'The Test [H: I have never used the word "dilatorg".], 
The Zionist Anti-Christ is my direct enemy. is What You DO With Challenges" believing nothing, a n d  making excuses. 
This group of Khazarian role-stealers and heri- Hatonn, old spook [H: Thank you for recog- 
tage-thievers of the Judean peoples-have Somebody masquerading as a friend, gave nizing my finer qualities. Do you suggest I 
declared war on GOD of Christed perfection. I me a copy of CONTACT some time back. The am simply a spook as in vapor--or a spy out 
speak not of a 'person"; I speak of that  which material got my attention and generated a call in the cold?], I will match efforts with you any 
i s  now called by all sorts of non-meaning to your 800 number, leading to a subscription day. I have given everything I have to the point 
names which fit no definition as USED. Com- by me. It did very little to produce any infor- of destroyed health and poverty and I a m  still 
munism was established by this very GROUP mation but I did learn, or at least was told, that in there pitching. [H: Gosh, sir, how greedy 
OF ONES CALLING THEMSELVES AND ACT- you are a n  etheric being. of you to  think we write all these papers 
ING AS SELF-STYLED JEWS. THEY ARE NOT! After digesting several issues of CONTACT JUST FOR YOU!] I'm tryin' and that, Casper, 
YOU HAVE BEEN DUPED! THEY ARE NOT! [H: Several issues of t4e paper? My, my, is all a steer can do. [H: Ah, but sir, if you 

Are all the  ones in POWER of said lineage? 
NO-and as soon as they realize THEY TOO 
HAVE J3EEN 'HAD" IN THE NAME OF POWER 
AND GREED, MIGHT WELL LOOK CAREFULLY 
AT WHATTHEY HAVE DONE--ANDYOU MIGHT 
WELL RISE UP AND SMITE THEM-HUMAN 
CITIZEN. 

I will remind you of something very, very 
important: WITHOUT LAWS SET I N  GOOD- 
NESS, JUSTICE AND ABSOLUTE FAIRNESS 
FOR &, YOU HAVE MONARCHY AND ANAR- 
CHY CONTROLLED BY DICTATORIAL FORCES 
OF POWER AND COERCIVE FORCE. 

WHEN THE HIGHEST COUNCILS OF THE 
LAND SIT IN CORRUPTION AND SELF-AP- 
POINTED KINGDOMING-YOU HAVE LOST 
FREEDOM IN THE WORST POSSIBLE MAN- 
NER-FORTHERE NO LONGER RESIDES JUS- 
TICE AMONG YOU. 

YOU ARETHE PAWN OFTHE ELITE POWER 
BROKERS HANDING OUT DEATH, LIFE, 
PRISON OR FREEDOM-ACCORDINGTOTHAT 
WHICH GATHERS UNTO THEMSELVES THE 
SPOILS OF A PLANET WHILE THE MASSES 
BECOME BLINDLY ENSLAVED AND HERDED 
LIKE THE BEASTS AS CHATTEL. IT HAPPENS 
AND MAN DOESN'T NOTICE UNTILTOO LATE! 
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KNOW that  you are a steer and not a bull- 
why not a d  in wisdom and intelligence and 
quit tryin' and start doing something intel- 
ligent? I f  you suggest that somehow you 
have been castrated-and know it-why sug- 
gest you can't help it i f  you are not a stud? 
I find your example interesting-and about 
as  intelligent as the rest of your observa- 
tions from "several issues of a paper".] I 
know a whole lot of others that have done the 
same and languished in hell holes for their 
efforts. Look up men like Tupper Sausy, Alan 
Stang, Rudy Stanko, Yorrie Kahl, Kaltenberger, 
Bill Benson, Red Beckman, on and on and be 
aware that those men are out here where you 
are throwing your shit. 

I have no problem with that really, just 
consider the source as one who was probably 
still wearing jammies with feet in them when I 
started drawing my SS. I do have a problem 
with your apparent claims that you have some 
sort of an inside track with God, a direct 
franchise, and never mind that guy called 
Jesus.  You have got a real problem there. I 

being, why don't you just employ a smidgen of 
that there astral project.ion or ,  whatever and 
come on over, we can have a good discussion 
about all this. 

[H: I assume you will have Jesus Christ 
there also, since you seem to  know all about 
his business and you assume to  represent 
him as an authority? Sir, this being that  
you insult by your very presence-TRAVELS 
WITH ME AND THIS IS HIS PROGRAM UN- 
DER-WAY. YOU INSULT HIM BY YOUR VERY 
LANGUAGE AND I DOUBT IT SHALL BE "ME" 
WHO IS ZAPPED FOR BEING MISINFORMED 
OR PRESENTING MYSELF AS SOMETHING I 
AM NOT. You claim to be a Christian and 
prove otherwise in every breath!] 

God bless you anyhow, why not, none of u s  
deserve it. 

[H: Speak for yourself-and a t  last, you 
have put the  facts wherein they lie--when 
you say "none of US". I deserve HIS bless- 
ings as does every God-respecting being. I 

cannot answer FOR you.] 
Sincerely sig. 

Joe Schaffer. .... sui juris 

[END OF QUOTING] 

What does it require to be a 'top kick for 
God"? I would surmise that I am not the 
"spiritual cripple" here. This is, however, 
more interesting than a similar writer once 
wrote-that I was a '...homey, sex-deprived 
queer needing a good f-! 

So be it, I thank the good sir for his atten- 
tion to my shortcomings. This is  "obviously* 
the very type of person who will regain your 
national Constitutional LAW and return good- 
ness and Christ unto your nation. 

Are we all to be impressed with your signa- 
ture and 'sui juris"? It appears that quite 
possibly you are a frustrated lawyer of some 
kind who would have some humble patriot 
trappings to fool the people. Good luck. Salu. 

suggest in all seriousness -and concern for 
your welfare, that you get that problem solved 
a t  once. 

[H: Indeed, I take your suggestion, sir; 
yoU are a much better spokesman for the  Rev-Up Your Pens 
perfection of JESUS CHR~ST.] 

You may be an etheric being, an  angel, a 
just  man mkde perfect, pure spiAt, pure &el- 
ligence, pure power and pure as the driven 
snow, but you are not pure enough to qualifi/ 
as a top kick for God, that is the spot reserved 
for a man [H: a MAN?] named Jesus  Christ 
who earned it. [H: Ah yes-you must have 
been there? And, sir, did you base all this 
information on a few issues of a biblical 
newspaper o r  what, Sir? I assume God made 
YOU the  chief JUDGE and counsellor?] If 
you want to talk with God it would be best to 
go through the proper channels. 

[H: Proper channels? What channels-if, 
as  you say, Jesus Christ is God-what CHAN- 
NELS do you now suggest? Perhaps your 
infinite KNOWLEDGE came from going 
through t he  "proper" channels-instead of 
t o  GOD!] He might just zap you into even less 
than smoke. 

You know the drill and I refuse to honor the 
sheer stupidity ofyour statements by attempt- 
ing rational discussion about them with such 
a n  obvious spiritual cripple. [H: Fine, sir, for 
I don't believe you would recognize a "ratio- 
nal" discussion under any circumstances. 1 
believe you might look in the mirror, sir, for 
you seem t o  know a lot about spiritual 
cripples if you can so judge!] As the saying 
goes, I refuse to engage in a battle ofwits with 
an unarmed person. Think it over!!! [H: 
Likewise!!!] 

Your diatribe against Bo Gritz included 
some reference to the Coalition For Human 
Dignity [H: I may have quoted from it-I 
doubt I had much of a "diatribe" and I don't 
"hang around" with them-I don't recall the  
subject as  you describe it-I do not, in fact, 
recall ever hearing the  name of Coalition for 
Human Dignity.] I have a copy of their report 
and also some of their other garbage. If you 
are hanging around with such people as that, 
no wonder you talk so squirrelly a t  times, they 
are queer as a three dollar bill, or are you one 
too? [H: You just proved you are a fine 
example of CHRISTIAN NON-JUDGMENTAL 
LEADERSHIP QUALITY.] There were a couple 
of references to residence in Portland, I live 
very close to Portland. If you are an etheric 

& Grab Some Paper! 
81 1/94 #1 HATONN him and maybe there is, a t  last, hope for his 

ability to have some kind of a non-burial situ- 
A S  T H E  W O R L D  TURNS ation. He i s  being transferred and by next 

paper we should have a place for you to reach 
There are a couple of things I ask to be him by mail. Rick Martin is attending the 

made sure go in this paper: hearing and will come back with more infor- 
1. Michael Silverhawk's current valid ad- mation. 

dress for all things to do with the Refounding YOU DO HAVE IMPACT-YOU ARE GET- 
Amendment. [Editor's note: National TING THE JOBS DONE THAT NO AMOUNT 
Refounders Empowennent Center Ltd.; P. 0. Box OF "TRYING" HAS BEEN ABLE TO ACCOM- 
27740; Las Vegas, NV 89126.1 PLISH. PLEASE, PLEASE, keep pen a t  hand 

2. Some information regarding the and a piece or two of paper--because you are 
'Candace* conference calls. [Editor's note: going t o  march across this nation in behalf 
This i s  an ongoing weeklypatriot phone confer- of your brothers in full force of the  word, 
ence network. For more information call Constitution, and remind the ones who went 
Candace at 1-61 0-582-7400. You'll hear a dial before-that they have not served in vain. 
tone, then dial 11 19; you'll hear another dial In fact, here is the next brother who 
tone, then dial extension No. 401. Allow ample must be given some hope and support. He is 
time for ringing to begin; when ringing stops you a member of the  intelligence corps who is 
are connected to the conference call. Wait for now in a Federal Prison on charges- 
moderator, Candace; if busy, hang up & redial. just for knowing too much. This is all 
If you have someorie or something you'd like to wrapped up with the  Israelis-even to  the 
put on the agenda, f a  it to 41 7-548-3104. Chicago Israeli Consulate. He was a major 
Candace says, 'Join fellow American leaders "team" player in the  dirty trenches, along 
every Wednesday, I 0 p. m. Eastern Time. 7 with several others who yet remain alive-- 

3. Standby information regarding Ray and they need help. This one is going to, 
Renick. [Editor's note: You can still wnteto Ray like Gunther and Ronn, TELL! In fact, he is 
c/o: San Luis Obispo County Jail, P.O. Box being moved t o  a HIGHER-SECURITY FED- 
15409, Sun Luis Obispo, CA 93406. Rick Mar- ERAL PRISON TO BETTER HIDE HIM. I 
tin has just completed a face-to-face meeting DON'T THINK WE WILL LET THEM HIDE HIM 
un'th Ray a s  w e  go to press and suggests that LONGER, READERS. HE IS IN FLORIDA 
our readers send Ray some warm &r uplifting NOW AND THE PLANS ARE TO MOVE HIM 
words of support. To convey that Ray is in a FOR BURIAL IN LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS. 
chemically 'subdued" mental state i s  a tactfully (Well, that  is stupid-we ALREADY know 
understated report of the facts. Thus Ray could that address because of our dear brother 
really use-and would deeply welcome--the lift Farmer, Krikava.) 
that a sincere and encouraging note always I want t o  share Michael's letter (God 
provides.] Ray is due for a'hearing* tomorrow does work in mysterious ways--one men- 
having now been established through the ap- tion of this  man in Contact and HE GOT 
peals as "fit for standing' trial*; etc. A nasty, WORD OF IT!). 
unintimidated lawyer has been acquired for PLEASE WRITE HIM AND AT THIS TIME 
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LET IT BE I N  SUPPORT BECAUSE HE CANT cash gifts into his account. We did it for into trust somewhere for later needs. 
RESPOND VERY OPENLY YET. PLEASE DONT Gunther with small money-orders in $5, $10 After we get some of these more urgently 
FORGET TO ENCLOSE AN ENVELOPE OR or so, amounts directed to his 'account" and I needed people OUT and can gain their help 
TWO-STAMPED. HE IS LIKE THE OTHERS- believe, used HIS  identification number (listed and resources-WE CAN GET A WHOLE LOT 
ALLOWED ONLY A MERE FEW STAMPS AND above). Perhapsaswe move alongwe canhave OF INNOCENT PEOPLE BACK INTO FREE- 
NO SUPPLIES. WE WILL WORK ON GETTING afund at  CONTACTor with B.W. Prisoners are DOM-THIS IS HOW YOU TAKE BACK YOUR 
HIM PAPER, ETC., AS WE MOVE ALONG not allowed much more than just  small NATION-ONE STEP AT A TIME AND THEN 
HERE-WHAT HE NEEDS NOW IS TO KNOW amounts for personal needs, snacks, stamps, LIKE THE FLOODGATES ARE OPENED! LET 
HE IS NOW I N  'FOCUS". paper, etc., so greater funds need to be put US MAKE GOD 'RIGHTw-PLEASE. 

MICHAEL MAHOLY 19365-009 
P.M.B. 1000 
TALLAHASSE, FL 32301-3400 

[QUOTING HIS LETTER:] 

July 22, 1994 

Dear Sir, 

I would first like to thank you for taking an 
interest in my circumstances that have led to 
my imprisonment. I had just recently started 
to receive the newspaper CONTACT, due to a 
very good friend of mine, B.W. I find that your 
news reports are 'dead on target", and reward 
the readers with valuable data. 

In the July 12th, 1994 issue, the Com- 
mander had briefly stated my name. I want to 
thank you very much for this input, and any 
future publicity you may offer in my defense. 

Ifyou are interested in what vital informa- 
tion I have, concerning much of military op- 
eration tactics, please advise me. I will tell 
you that the Feds want me silenced, as they 
know I have very damaging data. 

I was arrested in Little Rock, Ark., just 4 
blocks from 'Bubba Clinton's" Governor's man- 
sion. I sold drugs to Rodger, Bubba's little 
"bubbaW. I own property six (6) miles from 
:White-Water" properties in North-Central 
Arkansas. This area is  full of remote air-strips 
used for smuggling drugs. 

I also know of 'Bubba's" most prized 'hit 
men" whom are made up of several Arkansas 
Troopers and various police agencies and who 
are responsible for several deaths. 

So if you think that you would like to 
communicate in the near future, please con- 
tact me. The FBI and Secret Service have been 
hounding me, and in the near future I am 
going to be transferred to a higher-level of 
security a t  Leavenworth, Kansas. So time is  of 
the essence. 

I am looking forward to talking with you as 
I have much to tell and share. 

I will write you as much as possible, until 
what little postage stamps I have runs out. If 
it weren't for people like B.W. and her friends. - - 
I would have run out of postage funding long 
ago. I only make $5.70 per month, and it goes 
for personals. 

Thank you for your concern and efforts. 
Please give my best to the people at  your 
command post. 

Yours truly, 

/s/ Captain Michael Maholy 

[END OF QUOTING] 

OK, readers-this needs IMMEDIATE and 
RUSH attention, to cover this man in attention 
for attention and focus is the ONLY WAY TO 
BRING ANY SHIELDING. PLEASE, BURY THE 
PLACE I N  MAIL-AND LET THEM KNOW THAT 
BIG 'WHITE" BROTHER IS NOW ON WATCH! 
IT IS TIME TO CREATE YOUR MIRACLES! 
Please check to see h o w  you can get small 

More Success With 
Pen & Paper Power 

Editor's note: The following great success letter w a s  recently received at the 
CONTACT office. The 5/ 1 7/ 94 CONTACT article called "Hawaii's Sovereignty Stand: 
referred to in this letter, has caused the lighting of many afire across this country in State 
Legislative offices. We would also call your attention to the " I  0 th Amendment Consti- 
tutional Revolt" writings in last week's issue for more 'ammunition" for the cause! 

CONTACT I NC . 
P.0. BOX 27800 
Las Vegasr Nevada 89126 

Dear Rick: 

Re: me PBOBMIX PPOJBCT/COIQQITEB OF 50 STAT& . 
After seeing the "HawaiiBs Sovereignty Stand* in the May 17 issue 

of CONTACT I wrote to my Illinois State Representative as well as four 
other State Representatives from my area. I also sent each of them photo 
copies of Hawaii's 10th Amendment Resolution and asked what they are 
doing to protect the State of Illinois' sovereignty. 

I am pleased to announce that on June 30, 1994 Illinois HAS passed 
House Resolution 2540, giving notice to The Federal Government that their 
mandates to the State of Illinois is in violation of the 10th amendment 
to the Constitution of the United States. 

As frustrated as I feel at times, it is inspiring when something 
like this happens. It shows that we are not alone in our effort and 
thinking in wanting to preserve our Constitutional Rights. I'm a news 
addict but I saw nothing about this reported in the papers or on TV. It 
proves that grass root movements against the POWER of "New World Ordern 
Federal Government'8 mandates that usurp State and individual rights ARE 
being heard in spite of controlled mainstream media bias. 

I am enclosing copies of Illinois House Resolution 2540 for your 
file and for possible publication or distribution. 

John & Jean :JAq@ 
Schaumburg, IL 

. 

PS : I Bent copies of the resolution to the AMERICAN PATR~OT NETWORK. 
Al60, I've enclosed some articles from the chicago Sun Time6 you 
might find interesting if you havenvt seen them yet from other 
rourcer . 
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PRESS RELEASE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

JULY 28,1994 

From: David Thi'bodeau 
Waco Fire Survivor 

Branch Davidian Association 704-669-0097; F- 704-469-5191 

This press release is issued in response to numerous reports in the media that the "Branch 
Davidims" have moved to Colorado and have started "rearming" and "stockpiling wcapons." 
This is not true. 

The surviving members of the Branch Davidian Association are now scattered throughout the 
United States and some have been repatriated to their countries of origin. None of tht former 
residents of Mount Carmel Center in Waco, Texas, are presently living' in the State of Colorado. 
There are no plans to reassemble or to possess weapons of any b d .  

€4 

The people to whom the press reports refer arc Ron Cole, Wdly Ken.net, and a third party. Mr. 
Cole and the third party are not now, nor have ever been, mcmben of the Branch Davidian 
Ahociation that existed on February 28, 1993. Moreover, Mr. Kennct, who is a formcr member, 
len the Association in 1992 

These repons in the new6 media are nothing more than scare tactics designd to sell newspapen 
or increase ratings. AU of the sudving members of the Associatian are now trying to put our 
lives back together and to prosecute civil claims against the BATF and FBI for their actions on 
February 28 and April 19,1993. We M w e  that the best way to avenge tht deaths of our wives, 
children, fiiends, and loved ones is through the cows of the United States, not through the use of 
weapons, 

DeVault SONS OF L I B E R T Y  210 6S3J19700000 P .  01 

Branch Davidian 
Survivor News 

July 30, 1994; San Antonio, Texas 

Mere is important information. The eight Branch Davidian Survivors who 
remain political prisoners have been assigned to their new quarters pending a 
solution which will free them from oppression of the federal government. They are 
not complaining but they clearly could use same encouragement and you can now 
be a part of that. They can all receive mail at their new addresses but you may not 
send books or magazines. They can get one package each year which will be 
coordinated through their families. Flease do your part and write to as many of them 
as you can. They need to know that the people have not forgotten them. 

Renos Avraam, 60590 - 080 

Fe&ral Correctional Institution 

P.0, Box 1500 
El Reno, OK 73036 

Brad Branch, 60536 - 080 

Federal Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 4200 
'Ihxee Rivers, TX 78071-4200 

Iivingston Fagan, 60550 - 080 Kevin Whitecliff, 60537 - 080 

Federal Correctional Institution, Unit 4-A Federal Carrectional Institution, K-A 

P.O. Box 1 SO0 P.O. Box 4200 

El Reno, OK 73036 Three Rivers, TX 7807 1 - 4200 

The Branch Dddian Association would urge reponsible reporting of the facts and ask that media Jaime Castillo, 60594 - 080 
organbarions exhort their reportas and fact-checkers to asceflain the truth before engaging in Federal Prison System 
unsubstantiated story-telling. 

P.O. Box 5050 

Oakdale, LA 71463 - 5050 

Graeme Craddock, 60593 - 080 

Federal Prison System 

P.O. Box 5050 

Paul Fatta, 61 154 - 079 
~ederal Col~e~tional Insth, La Tuna 

P.0; Box 3000 
Anthony, TX 88021 

Ruth Riddle, 605% - 080 
Danbury Federal Comctional Inst'n 
33 ID Pcmbrook Road 
Danbury, CN 068 1 1 - 9924 
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Soltec On Recent Earthquakes 

c$j, 66 
h I Feel The 

a 
rth Jr\ 

Moveunder MvFeet 99 

8/1/94 #l  SOLTEC incredibly dangerous i s  that Newport-Inglewood Your scientists report that it was, I believe, 
Fault. It runs, in a fairly wide swath, from an 8.2 or 8.3 at the epicenter. Well, Chelas, it 

Toniose Soltec, here, in service unto the underneath Newport Beach at its southeastern- is now time that you ones remember all those 
Holy God of Light. There are a few things I most edge, u p  through Huntington Beach and boring geology lessons which I crammed down 
wish to discuss this evening regarding earth- Seal Beach, traveling northwest, and then takes your throats for months on end. The epicenter 
quake activity and some little tid-bits about a more northerly cut, running underneath is  the location at the Earth's surface, directly 
what is  going on overall in the Department of Inglewood, Culver City and Century City, and above the focus, which is  the point at which 
Earth Changes. And yes, Chelas, this depart- ending up  about underneath Beverly Hills- the event actually occurred. 
ment is very, very busy at the present time and quite an  array of expensive and vastly popu- Now, let logic take over, and realize that 
continues to heat up. lated towns! this quake was 470 MILES deep within your 

The first item in the Earthquake Depart- I will also tie in  here, &th this Newport- planet. What might you guess was the actual 
ment I wish to discuss i s  the flurry of activity Inglewood Fault, a fax w e  received at the CON- magnitude of this earthquake at  the focus? 
which is  occurring at  present in a place known TACT office recently that goes as  follows: "A Well, let me give you ahint: Your scales do not 
as Fontana, California, a small town just west friend of mine talked to someone who works for go that high. In fact, most of your so-called 
of San Bernardino. The activity there has  a Seismology Testing Corporation in the Los scientists of this discipline (I use the word 
been steady and heavy, though the magni- Angeles area. His current job is to drill 4 holes, loosely), are of the belief that the planet will 
tudes of the temblors have not been what the 4-10 miles down, all near Hollywood, with never endure an earthquake greater than a 9 
residents would consider significant. charges set and remote-controlled detonators. and that an earthquake greater than magni- 

The numbers, however, are the point of The depths of the holes and the amounts of the tude 10 is  not only improbable, but impos- 
concern, because this recent flurry of shakers charges are all different. The job has to be sible. 
i s  now I N  EXCESS OF TWO-HUNDRED OVER completed by August 10th." Now, for those of Well, let the impossible be logged as the 
APPROXIMATELY A TWO-WEEK WINDOW. you readers who are well aware that so many of possible, for that 8.2 or 8.3 earthquake would 
The largest reported magnitude has been some- our earthquakes are "non-natural", this ought have measured IN EXCESS OF 12 on your 
thing like 3.5. Not to worry, any of you little to speak volumes! For more discussion on this scales, which of course do not count that high! 
sleepyheads, but as you may or may not recall, matter, listen to what Commander Hatonn has So much for your data-collecting capabilities1 
this is  precisely the type of activity which to say on The Word tapes from the 7 / 3 1 / 9 4  That which occurs a t  the surface point is but a 
preceded the Northridge disaster in January meeting; see p.32. shadow of what i s  actually occurring. 
of the present year. Moreover, on today's ( 8 / 1 / 9 4 )  late night You see, by the time your scientists get 

Your scientists are, as  usual, asleep at  the Los Angeles TV news, a s  w e  were going to through playing games with all the numbers 
wheel, SO it  i s  left up  to "you-know-who" to press, it was  announced (translation: they HAD and adding here, subtracting there, fudging 
break the news to you ones. In fact, your TO announce because so many people called this way, fudging that way, there is  no real 
scientists are reporting that this is nothing to the station) that there was  a 4.8 magnitude information to be gained from what they re- 
be concerned about and that these little shak- "aftershock'  i n  t h e  Land ers-Big Bear port, other than you can almost always boost 
ers are but a nuisance and not the precursor mountanous area east of San Bernardino and their reported numbers upward anywhere from 
to the BIG ONE. Los Angeles proper. This was admitted to be a few decimal points to several whole num- 

Well, Chelas, whether or not this round i s  one of 53,000 such "aftershocks" since the bers, depending on where, when and what sort 
what shall bring about the BIG ONE is  hardly Landers-Big Bear quake of June 28, 1992. Of of earthquake they are dealing with. 
the issue. The real issue is: can California, or the 53,000, 1 75 have been of magnitude 4.0 or What caused this great quake? And, yes, 
anywhere else in your country, or any other greater. Surely the writing's on the walls for Chelas, this was a GREAT quake. Well, your 
country endure, with present resources, an- those with eyes to see! ] scientists believe that it was caused by sev- 
other disaster such as that which occurred Also showing quite a bit of activity of late eral tectonic plates coming into contact with 
earlier in  theyear in Northridge? I hate to tell has  been the Landers and Big Bear areas, other plates and by the zone of subduction 
you this, but your coffers are all but empty, again (or shall I say still) the Northridge area, which is  in this area. Yet, this tectonic plate 
and the only way they are going to get refilled plus a few other little shakers along the San interaction is  but another result of a much 
i s  by you ones digging yet further into your Andreas Fault near Indio, Banning and Beau- deeper occurrence. 
pockets to bail out your Government's debacle mont in Southern California, and in parkfield This quake's focus was located WITHIN 
and mismanagement of resources. farther to the northwest. Over near the Ne- THE MANTLE of the planet, which extends to 

That area of Fontana lies on a small fault vada and California border, again the area of some 4600 miles below the surface of your 
line which intersects with yet other small-to- Mammoth Lakes has been experiencing a little planet. The mantle is  the portion of your 
medium-size faults, which in turn intersect on flurry of its own, with over three dozen small planet which is mostly associated with volca- 
one end with the Big Daddy, the San Andreas shakers. nic activity. 
Fault, and on the other end with that pesky Now to Bolivia: I'll bet you thought I had Now, consider the energywhichwasgener- 
little newly discovered Newport-Inglewood forgotten about that one. Well, relax, I have ated by this earthquake. At the surface, which 
Fault. not, and no, I did not miss it. In fact, we have we agreed was 470 miles above the focus 

[Editor's note: Seepgs.  18-1 9 of the 2/ 1 /94  been extremely busy studying and monitoring 
CONTACT for more information on just how that one. (Continued on Page 34 ) 
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New Gaia Products 
SPELT many disorders, espicially chronic digestive prob- recognized as adenosine triphosphate (A'l'F). 

lems of all kinds, chronic infections (herpes, About 95% of the energy needed to 'run the 
Spelt is the most ancient and very best grain. AIDS), nerve and bone disorders (Parkinson's machine# that keeps each cellgoing andhealthy 

Spelta is a grain of its own unique being. It is the disease, Alzheimer's disease, arthritis), cancer is produced in the mitochondria. Unfortunately, 
best fiber resource, and has large amounts of B- and antibiotic side effects. the mitochondria are particularly damaged by 
17 (anti-carcinoma). It is the grain GOD gave to free radicals and cumulative levels of so-called 
the planet as 'manna" when humans were placed GAIANDRIAlVA 'background" radiation in our modem environ- 
upon it. ment. These compromised mitochondria, like 

Spelt was brought from the Middle East more Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic half-dead batteries, then lead to impaired cellu- 
than 9,000 years ago; it is a well tested product. which provides basic "foods" to help cells, weak- lar functioning and health. Thus is the impor- 
It has since spread over the European Conti- ened by the stresses of modem life, to return to tance of AquaGaia, with its assimilatable supply 
nent. Very recently, Spelt has enjoyed renewed a state of health. of healthy mitochondria - like 'fresh batteries" 
popularity in Europe as a result of translations The better our cells function, the greater is for the body's cells. 
of mystical writings of the 12th century healer, the stamina returned to our internal defense The better our cells function, the greater is 
St. Hildegard of Bingen, who praised Speltas the systems, and the better we can counter the the stamina returned to our interne defense 
grain best tolerated by the body. The Old Testa- constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- systems, and the better we can counter the 
ment mentions Spelt in Exodus 9:31, 32 and ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- 
Ezekiel 4:9. of course, being well. ers. 

Today it is used in the West in much the same The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as 
way as wheat; one main distinction is that the 'chondrianaw in the Biological literature) are 2/11/93#2 HATONN 
people with allergies to wheat frequently do not capable of intelligent, organized attack against 
react to Spelt Although Spelt contains gluten, cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a GAIAllTDRIANA 8s AOUAGALA 
those with gluten sensitivity, even celiacs, can 'pac-man" operation of sorts. However, beyond 
usuallv tolerate it. Inad- that. the To help in understanding the workings of 
&tion,- Spelt is appreci- 
ated as much for its 
heartv nut-like flavor as 
for it; healing qualities. 

The grain berry 
grows an exceptionally 
thick husk that protects 
it from pollutants and 
insects. It is stored with 
its husk intact, so it re- 
mains fresher. Thus, 
unlike other grains, it is 
not normally treated 
with pesticides or other 
chemicals. The strong, 
protective huskmay also 
be a metaphorical sig- 
nature of this grain's 
capacity to strengthen 
immunity. Spelt con- 
tains special carbohy- 
drates (Mucopolysac- 
charides) which are an 
important factor in blood 
clotting and stimulating 
the body's immune sys- 
tem. 

Spelt is richly en- 
dowed with nutrients. In 
general, it is higher in 
protein, fat and fiber 
than most varieties of 
wheat. An important feature is its highly water- 
soluble fiber, which dissolves easily and allows 
for efficient nutrient assimilation by the body. 
Spelt also contains essential amino acids, which 
combine with the protein in Spelt constitute a 
source for human plasma. To use Spelt in baked 
goods, cereals and other dishes calling for wheat 
or other grains, substitute it one for one. You will 
likely always have to add gluten (from wheat) to 
give satisfactory yeast products. 

At a major clinic in Konstanz, Germany, Spelt 
has been used as an adjunct in the treatment of 

~a ikd r i ana  are ca- these organic "pac-men" youmust realize-that 
pable of stimulating there is a protein covering "cap" on viruses. The 
cellular structural protein cap is centered on a charged zinc atom 
repairs due to dam- &d is thekart of the virus that recognizes add 
age caused by, for binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to 
instance, free radi- reproduce. 
cals and cumulative AquaGaia, in conjunction with the 
levels of so-called Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a simple 
'backgroundn radia- *chargea change), which renders the protein 
tion & our modern ineffeitive. ~ h &  is a breakdown of "parts" of the 
e n v i r o n m e n t . Gaiandriana male-female DNA structure which 
Healthy DNA and 
RNA within the nu- 
clei of our cells then 
lead to properly 
formed and concen- 
trated enzymes, 
upon which healthy 
cellular function de- 
pends. 

Gaiandriana liq- 
uid is made entirely 
from wholesome 
natural ingredients. 

AOUAGAIA 

Complementary 
to the Gaiandriana 
product, AquaGaiais 
also a non-alcoholic 
health tonic which 

provides basic 'foods" to help cells, weakened by 
the stresses of modern life, to return to a state of 
healthy function. 

AquaGaia contains These are 
the major biochemical energy 'processors" within 
cellular metabolism. First, enzymes begin the 
breakdown process of organic nutrients (like 
fats, carbohydrates and proteins) to intermedi- 
ate substances such as amino and pyruvic ac- 
ids. Then, in the next 'bucket brigade" step, 
these various acid molecules are processedwithin 
the mitochondria to release chemical energy 

releases many working variants but frees the 
Gaiandrionettes or "kiUersw to take out that zinc 
atom and pass right into the affected cell. With- 
out the 'cap", the virus cannot reproduce and 
infect more cells-further, the damaged virus 
feeds the Gaiandriana unified cells and the 
circulating mitochondria. 

Healthy cells are not a£fected because they 
lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the virus. 

These 'Gaiaw compounds have an effect on 
cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on the 
cancer cells from producing a 'messengef mol- 
ecule that blocks a second enzyme from attack- 
ing the cancer cell's DNA. The compounds (Gaia) 
have been seen to actually take out leukemia, 
breast, brain and colon cancer cells. We have no 
claim to anything other than stating that people 
utilizing these simple and natural substances do 
show improved well-being and do report feeling 
generally and, often remarkably, improved as to 
state of health, thought processes and stamina. 

The obvious con~lugion is that there might 
well be good reports of better health and faster 
recovery, following infection by other viruses, 
than those mentioned above. All viruses known 
react in generally the same manner. 

It is known that many diseases are due to 
retroviral DNA and these are the most affected 
viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living crystal 
forms). We, again, make no medical claims-we 
are simply reporting in an effort to explain WHAT 
takes place within the cellular structures of 
living organisms. 
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mOTE the tea itself-but as you know, even the MO-GU glutamic acid, proline, glycine, alanine, cystine, 
tea can make'you quite light-headed. There is no valine, methionine, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, 

If any product you receive has an unpleasant alcohol in the beverage although you may very phenylalanine, ornithine, tryptophan. 
odor - it is from the finishing culture process. well think so as the body rushes to uptake the The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams 
Leave the bottle open to air and it will quickly fuel supply. This is not a medical-chemical per day. 
dissipate. Then, depending on taste and prefer- concoction so you could take the entire bottle GaiaTrim 
ence-refrigerate after opening and reclosing. without damage or hazard-but you might well 

IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, not feel so great for abit afterward and it is totdy Excerpt from 31 1/94 
Gaiandriana and AquaGaia, together for stor- UNNECESSARY for any expected positive re- CONTACT, p. 10 
age as the AquaGaia (mitochondria) are ag- sponse. 
gressive and begin to "eat" the Gaiandriana This is not like taking an antibiotic with flu or 2/23/94 #1 HATOBIN 
for fuel. Once ingested, they go about their sore-throat. This is a well-body systemic en- 
appointed tasks, but in bottle prisons they hancement. It sometimes, as with other per- I have been nagged and badgered to put 
are not particularly compatible once the avail- sons' elixir--takes weeks or months to feel any together something that would help to remove 
able fuel supply is exhausted. Juices are difference. ONCE balanced, however, you will and keep off excess body fat. You people are so 
excellent to take with the AquaGaia because note that at onset of infection, cold, etc., if you focused on the purely physical aspect of experi- 
the mitochondria must have the fuel derived take around six ounces of Gaiandriana and ence as to concern me. However, there IS need 
from same, the most effective juice being double up on the GaiaLyte-you will probably among the population for some help in con- 
from the tropical "Guava" fruit. Any juice it note positive response in about an hour. Re- trolling the negative problems of 'lipoid and 
fine, however, and is most pleasant to intake. member-you are activating the enhanced im- horizontally challenged" people. Of course there 
Diabetics should utilize whatever juices are mune system and it takes a while to accomplish is an array of natural herbal assistants for the 
available on their food plan to keep within the this task. problem. There are also the very practical pro- 
safe guidelines for calories and other require- grams available for self-hypnotic training for the 
ments. ALOE m C E  body. Our people d, my request was by mid- 

The most innocuous and easy intake avail- (Whole Leaf, Cold Pressed March, have a full 'program" in herbal form to 
able is simply a few drops under the tongue, Aloe Vera Concentrate) interact with the fat molecules which will cause 
both products taken at the same time or at them to 'liquefy" and then with abundant fluid 
different times of the day. Once the "initial" Aloe Vera has a long and impressive history intake, wash away the surplus cellular material. 
program is completed, and the maintenance that spans hundreds of centuries, countries and The reason this is so valuable is that you are 
level of intake is being followed, certainly the cultures, and appears in countless 'folk rem- leavingyour necessary muscle tissue untouched 
drops under the tongue are the least annoy- edies" as a plant revered for its healing qualities. which produces the end results of alean, healthy 
ing to any daily regimen. Aloe Juice is a whole-leaf concentrate pre- body. You will have to check with the 'Gaia" 

pared from the freshly harvested leaves of the people for we don't stick our noses into the 
Ga3-e Barbadensis Miller Aloe Vera plant. Aloe Juice business of the product offerings. Do 'Is present 

guarantees a minimum of 10,000 mg. of muco- the formulas and 'create" the products? Not in 
Gaidyte is brought forth from KargasokTea polysaccharides per liter. all instances--but yes, I do. Dharma is stuck 

This IS the basic component of MO-GU tea as we The nutrients reported in Aloe Vera include with the nasty job of physically combining the 
have used the tea by that name. TheGaiaLyte is mucopolysaccharides and polysaccharides substances and doing the 'gardening". How- 
a fully integrated electrolytic liquid. The 'drink" (glucomannans), glycoproteins, glucose, man- ever, she then has nothing further to do with the 
is a 'concentratew (3 to 1 minimum--as much to nose, galactose, xylose, arabinose, tannins, ste- management or presentation. I can promise 
one as you like maximum). It contains EVERY- roids, organic acids, antibiotic principles, glucu- you, for instance, that she thought she could 
THING supplemental to Gaiandriana-INCLUD- ronic aeids, enzymes (oxidase, catalase and make bread until she reaches Heaven's gate. I 
ING A GROWING-PROGRAMMING BASE OF amylase), trace sugars, calcium oxalate, a pro- watched her 'trying" to put a loaf together from 
GAIANDRIANA AND BASIC DRIANAS. It also tein containing 18 amino acids, 'wound healing" a batch of spelt which had lost its instruction 
contains enough Carbragaia to equal a full sched- hormones, biogenic stimulators, saponins, vita- label-and GONE were the steps and amounts. 
ule of what is being used in Merrico-(shark-fin mins B1, B2, niacin, B6, choline, folk acid, We remove these tid-bits from her memory 
cartilage). If you are using MO-GU-keep on-it chloride, sulfate, iron, calcium, copper, sodium, for the most part for she has enough other topics 
can only enhance your full-rounded intake--but potassium, silicon, manganese, plus many other with which to deal and we want NO connections 
it WILL NOT be the same. However, the 'new" metabolism-assisting components. with the other entities and companies handling 
drink will supply all you need without it. This is product-FOR OBVIOUS REASONS1 
NOT A MEDICAL PROGRAM OF ANY KIND. We CHLORELLA Now as to the self-help training program-it 
are not physicians as in Medical Doctor; we are IS hers. She developed it in 1986 for a totally 
not a n y t h i n ~ x c e p t  hopefully, sharers of infor- Chlorella is a nutritionally balanced whole different purpose but it has a weight reduction 
mation. food and contributes to the health and growth of program built in (or NO program at all is accept- 

The GaiaLyte has a full spectrum of vitamins, human cells like no single vitamin or mineral able-you can still fully utilize the tapes). The 
minerals, Ginkgo, Echinacea, Chlorella, Oxy- possibly can. tapes have been abundantly used in the man- 
genators, Aloe Vera-everything necessary to Chlorella is extremely high in protein (60%) agement ofbulemiaandano~aaswell. America 
'program" the cells in the tea membrane AND and contains more than 20 vitamins and miner- West offered the sets for a while until she with- 
the Gaiandrianaincluded. This does not replace a l ~ ,  19 of the 22 essential and non-essential drew them. There are probably a hundred or so 
the Gaiandriana used otherwise. This is a amino acids, enzymes and chlorella growth fac- sets left. The contact addresses, of course, are 
PERFECT medium to enhance the ability of the tor. It is one of the richest sources of RNA and now different but the personal interaction re- 
Gaian-a you already take to enhance it- DNA known and has twenty times as much mains open and valid. They are r e c o e d  as 
self'-reinforcement fuel, if you will. chlorophyll as alfalfa, 10 times more than other positive help programs and even the Master 

You can dilute the concentrate with water edible algae including spirulina, and 10 times Hypnotist Teacher and head of the Council of 
AND/or anything you like. May we recommend more than barley grass. Hypnotist Examiners have featured and 'sold" 
apple juice and/or Cranberry. The apple juice is Chlorella is anatural vitality enhancer. The the program to students. 
to flush out the gallbladder and the cranberry vitamins found in chlorella cells include: vitamin It DOES mean however that you can't fail to 
juice flushes out the bladder (urine). You may C, provitamin A, B-carotene, chlorophyll-A, chlo- attend your own personal care for self-the 
use as much as you like of either OR both and we rophyll-B, thiamine (I3 I), riboflavin (B2), pyri- tapes or the capsules DO NO GOOD IN THE 
would hope you would do so on a continuing doxine (B6), niacin (B3), pantothenic acid, folk CLOSET-RESULTS ALWAYS DEPEND ON THE 
basis because of the value of these two products acid, vitamin B- 12, biotin, choline, vitamin K, DESIRE FOR CHANGE-THEY ONLY HELPYOU 
and their focus of use. PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-aminoben- ACCOMPLISH THAT CHANGE. 

We believe you will fmd it a very tasty bever- zoic acid. The minerals include: phosphorus, 
age but we ask that no matter how 'good", just potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur, iron, 
keep to the 'programw amounts or you may find calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and cobalt. 

To 01-der, call ... 
yourself a bit 'woozy" immediately after intake. The amino acids include: lysine, histidine, 
This is due more to the Aloe Vera present than arginine, aspartic acid, threoinine, serine, 

1-800-639-4242 
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For New G a i a  Product Update 

Locating t h g 3 5 % ~ o o d m  Hydrogen Peroxide can be CarbrrrGtzia [see 3/ I/ 94 CONTACT , pgs. 10 & 37, for description] 
a problem as the Elite effort to close down everything that 
promotes health, from products to therapies. Food Grade Since i t  will be several weeks before the first of  these 
Hydrogen Peroxide is necessary as the drugstore (3%) products become available t o  order, please keep your eye  on 
variety contains additives and stabilizers not good for this  box for availability updates! 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I m I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

New Gaia Products 1994 Order Form *+ SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 

FOR: CA. WA. OR. AZ, I FOR THE REST OF 

P.O. Box 2771 0, 
Las Veaas. NV 891 26 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 

(Please Print) 

Name Date 

Street Address 

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code 

Daytime Phone No. 

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) Expiration Date 

Signature For Credit Card Orders 

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR AJ NON. 
BREAD or PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE PACKACES. 

MT, UT, i ~ ,  do, N M, - 
WY, NV 
$ 0-1 00 $6.00 
$ 101 -200 97.00 
$ 201 -300 $8.00 
$ 301-400 $9.00 

CONTINENTAL USA 

$ 0-100 , 58.00 
$ 101-200 $9.00 
$ 201-300 910.00 
$ 301-400 $11.00 

$401-500 910.00 9 401-500 $12.00 
$501-600 811.00 I 9 501-600 $13.00 

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 
NOTE; 
** For UPS 2nd day t o  Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 
** For Priority Mail t o  any locations, please call for rates. 
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

I FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKACESAND MAIN- 
TENANCE PACKAGES. CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. 1 

Item 

HlTACHl (HBIOI) BREAD MACHINE 
(FACTORY BLEMISHFD/REFURBISHED) $1 49.00 

~CAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Whole Wheat & Spelt) I $ 3.50 1 I 1 I 
I GAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (pure  pelt) 1 5 3.50 1 I I I 

4 Ibs. @ S l  .i SPELT KERNELS 10 lbs. O $ 1 1  ,,,.,., , .---- 
WHOLE GRAIN 2  I ~ S .  c ~ 1 . 2 s f l b .  1 s 2-50 1 I I I 
SPELT FLOUR 4 ~ b s .  Q $ 1 . 2 '  "' 

I l h c  C 1  7 

. - . . . . - - 
I I  Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.) I I 

1 Bottle AquaGaia ( 1  qt.). 
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix . 
5 Audio-cassettes 
* MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Caiandriana (I qt.) 
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 

for I CONTACT I 
subscribers 

S 1 1 5.00 
$90.00 

for CONTACT ll- I subscribers I 
nnlv 

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND (2 02.) 
NICOTINE-CAFFEINE-ALCOHOL-. 
SUCROSE-STARCH- 
GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 

Please make 
al l  checks and 
money orders 
payable to: 
New Gaia Proclucts, 
P.O. Box 2 77 1 0, 
Las Vegas, NV 
89126 

TOTAL THIS COLUMN 

TOTAL FROM OTHER COLUMN 

SHIPPING & HANDLING i 

I SUB TOTAL I I ;  
I SALES T ~ X  Nevada residents only, 

add 7% I I /  
( TOTAL ENCLOSED I I I 
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST 
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000. 

F O R  I N F O R M A T I O N  A B O U T  ~~~~~ , ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ; :  
P A P E R ,  PLEASE INQUIRE: 

CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS *20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION DIVINE PLAN VOL.II 
AND HAVE BEEN WRI'lTEN TO AS- *21. CREATION, THE SACRED 58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 
SIST MAN TO BECOME AWARE O F  UNIVERSE THE PIT O F  FIRE 
LONG-STANDINGDECEPTIONSAND -3. BURNT OFFERINGS 59. "REALITY" ALSO HAS A 
OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS 9 4 .  SHROUDS OFTHE SEVENTH DRUM-BEAT! 
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES. SINGLE SEAL 60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
JOURNALS ARE $6.00, ANY 4 JOUR- 9 5 .  THE BITTER COMMUNION 6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
NALS ARE $5.50 EACH, lOOR MORE *26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 62.  CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
JOURNALS ARE $5.00 EACH THE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY 63. THE BEST O F  TIMES 
(Shipping extra - see right). NAME: KHAZAZS 64.  TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
+*These marked JOURNALS are out 27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
o f  stock until further notice. OWNER MANUAL 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
*I. SIPAPU ODYSSEY *28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 67. THE BEAST AT WORK 

2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME **29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 38. THE DARK CHARADE 69. TATTERED PAGES 

3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL R E  39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 70. NOTHORNLESS ROSES 
MOVED THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 71. COALESCENCE 

4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISAS- 40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 72. CANDLELIGHT 
TER THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS 

*S.  FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 4 1. THE DESTRUCTION O F  A VOL. I 
*6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET PLANET--ZIONISM IS RAC- 74. MYSTERIES O F  RADIANCE 

FROM HELL ISM UNFOLDED VOL. I1 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES 
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I VOL. I11 

*lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 76. SOKI'ING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
*l1. CRY O F  THE PHOENIX 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 111 77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
*12. CRUCIFIXION O F  THE PHOE- 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 78. IRON AROUND AMERICA 

NIX 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 79. MARCHING TO ZOG 
*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG 
*14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 81. RUSSIAN R0ULE;ITE 

PILLAGE AND PLUNDER O F  51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 
THE PHOENIX 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 83. POLmCAL PSYCHOS 

15. RAPE O F  THE CONSTITUTION 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 84. CHANGING PEW- 
*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK 85. SHOCK T H E M  
*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 55. MARCHING TO ZION 86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
*18. BLOOD AND ASHES 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 87. IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN! 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, 

Post Office Box 27353 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

1-800-800-5565 
Canadians call 
1-805-822-9655 

(Mastercard, VISA, 
Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 
UP"-$3.75 1 st title. $1 .00 ea add'i 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title. $1 .00 ea add'l 
Priority-13.40 1st title, $1 -00 ea add'l 

ALASKA & HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title. 11 .00 ea add'l 
Priority-$3.40 1 st title. $1 .00 ea add'l 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title. $1 ea add'l 
CANADA & MEXICO 

Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1 .SO ea add'l 
Airbook-$4.50 1 st title, 52.00 ea add'l 

FOREIGN 
surface-$3.00 1 st title. $1 .SO ea add'l 

Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate 
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for  delivery 

on all  book orders)  

TELEPHONE 

CONTACT and P h o e n i x  
Source Distributors are K T  
the same? Checks sent for 
JOURNALS or book orders 
should NOT be made out to 

CONTACT -- and 
vice versa. 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 
1-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/ 
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (CanaddMexico); $60 
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); $80 (CanadaIMexico); $1 10 (Foreign). 
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on 
right side of mailing label. Copyright Statement 
Ouantitv Subscr ipiions: $65.00 for lo COPYRIGHT 1994 by CON- 
copies of 13 issues (US); $97.50 for 25  T A C ~ ,  of this 
copies of 13  issues(US); $13 5 .  for 50 newspaper for private, non-profit 
copies of 1 3  issues (US); $250 for 100 use is ex~resslv encourad, as 
copies of 1 3  issues (US); $500 for 100 long as the content and integrity 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for remainabsolutelyunchanged. For 
100  copies of 5 2  issues (US). UPS post- commercial purposes, reproduc- 
paid Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI, tion is sttictly forbidden unless 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or and until permission is granted in 

write for shipping charges. writing by CONTACT, INC. 

S ingle  copies of back issues of CON- 
* 

T.4CT, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are 
$1.50 each. Quantity back issue prices are as follows: 1-10 copies $1.50 
each; 1 1-50 copies $15.00; 5 1-1 0 0  copies $25.00. Shipping included, 
postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges. 

HOTLINE 
8 0 5 - 8 2 2 - 0 2 0 2  

This is a service for 
our dedicated readers. 
Today's Watch tele- 
phone hotline carries 
the latest  n e w s  and 
comments from Com- 
mander Hatonn's most 
recent writings. This is 
our way of keeping vou 
informed about fast- 
b r e a k i n g  n e w s  and  
events. 

The  message ma- 
chine will answer after 
- 2 rings if there are any 
new messages for that 
day, and after 4 rings if 
not. Thus daily callers 
can hang up after 2 rings 
and save toll charges if 
no new message has 
been recorded. The 
message update(s), if 
any, occur by 6 PM Pa- 
cific Time. 
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